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Abstract
key words: Life Fire Safety Engineering, developmental syntax,
symbiosis, facilities management.
This thesis is primarily a theoretical examination of people
environment relationships directed towards the performance requirements
of buildings for human occupation. It commences with a review of
extant behavioural models used in the fields of Life Fire Safety
Engineering and Wayfinding. The review includes several other
interconnected disciplines and areas of interest such as space syntax and
cognitive science.
Extant behavioural models are described as essentially mechanical
however there is also another, less familiar and not yet fully understood,
symbiotic model. The symbiotic model is expanded and a new form of
spatial analysis, developmental syntax, presented. Symbiotic models
seem capable of providing a theoretical base for both the mechanical and
also more subtle and complex relationships between space, social
interaction and personal knowledge.
Case studies are included as tentative explorations of developmental
syntax and the symbiotic model in use and recommendations are made for
further research into both developmental syntax and the symbiotic model.
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SECTION I.
INTRODUCTION

A.
B.
C.

general background.
wayfinding this thesis.
notes & references.

I - Introduction

A.

1.

General background.

The Knowledge Problem.
Wayfinding relies upon the relationship between people and buildings.

The way in which this relationship is understood is central to the possibility of
designing for it. In short the theory of that relationship affects the design.

If we consider our own personal relationship with familiar buildings
we find that it is a relatively unconscious relationship. If however someone
observed us they would see some covariance between us and the building.
There would be linkages between the way in which the building is configured
and the way in which we move. To the moving individual, in this case
ourselves in our familiar buildings, this linking would be carried out almost
without our thinking about it. To the observer there would be rules induced
from their observations, to us simply a familiar building, what we call habit
or normal behaviour might become a more general norm to an observer.

This model of behaviour has been described as the "physical science
model" (Sime.J.1994). Movements of individuals of any sort are observed
and rules induced to model the way in which variations of the building link to
variations of movement. However the individual being observed may also be
considering some rules of his/her own. The knowledge referred to by the
building shape. The knowledge referred to by other people in the building
or by the environmental conditions within the building. As the list of rules
grows it becomes clear that the individual is considering more and more 'by
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themselves' as they move through the building. All of this is often additional
to their work or leisure pursuit, their purpose, within in the building.

The increasing consideration of the individual, psychological
concerns, have resulted in the creation of a specific area of research known as
environmental psychology (Altman.I. 1975) (Lee.T. 1976) (Bell .et.al. 1976)
(Diagram 1.1.). This convergence has been reflected in occupancy
evaluations and POE's (Post Occupancy Evaluations) (Zeisal.J. 1981)
(Zimring.C.M. 1985) (Kernohan.D. 1992) POE's provide knowledge taken
from individuals and groups back to the design and engineering professionals
so that they may be more informed about the users and user psychology
during the design process.

In Life Fire Safety Engineering (LFSE) there has been a considerable
amount of work of a similar nature to that of the POE's. This has taken the
form of post fire enquiries (Wood.P.G. 1972) and a large amount of
psychological research (Bryan.J. 1998). Seminal to LFSE is the concept of
human behaviour in fire and knowledge concerning that behaviour.

14
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A2.

Behavioural logic.

Skinner (Skinner.B.F.1974) was an American psychologist (19041990) who sought to investigate behaviour using the concept of the individual
as a universal programmable unit. Skinner's model of the individual is one
which acquires rules through repetition, feedback and reward which are
taught or reinforced through childhood to maturity. The most basic
behavioural theory is the stimulus-response (SR) mechanism (Diagram.I.2)
evidenced by Pavlov's experiments in a laboratory using a physically
restrained dog [11. The SR explanation of our interaction with the
environment is that when we see an object we respond with a behaviour
specific to cognition of the object. Skinner extended this understanding to
the training of individuals to respond to a stimulus in a rule based manner.
Even a small effort on the part of any observer of people in almost any
environment will be rewarded with evidence that SR mechanisms form a
major part of many observable interactions. SR explanations are commonly
observed and useful in that they correspond to a mechanical view which can
be understood as part of a logical system. The concept of 'time and motion
studies' [2j was developed from similar concepts in which environment and
behaviour is seen as a logical system of interactive cause and effect which can
be measured and replicated through training and reward.

Skinner believed that individuals could be programmed to become
part of a logical system given sufficient training but who invented the system
in the first place? Skinner's theory gave rise to several problems.

15

inter-relating escape to wayfinding DIAGRAM I 2
STIMULUS RESPONSE MECHANISM
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The diagram above shows the stimulus response mechanism (SR). There is assumed to
be a direct link between environmental conditions and a behavioural response. The
individual can be trained by reward and punishment to respond to particular stimuli as if
there is no entropy (decay) in the process linking the environment to the behaviour, it is
understood in SR as one continuous and fairly mechanical process or link.

DIAGRAM 1.2

I - Introduction

The first and most profound problem is that raised by the linguist
Noam Chomsky (1928 -). Chomsky believed, through his work in linguistics
and contrary to Skinner's theory, that behaviour could only be explained by
there being some innate system built into human psychology 131. Chomsky
believed that the mind acted as an organ of innate logic which contradicted
Skinner's belief in environmental causation. A secon4 problem is that
training individuals has a cost. Giving a lot of training to one person or
group inevitably has to be valued against the benefit gained and distributed
amongst the society providing that training.

The cost of reward and

punishment also becomes an issue. A third problem is (of course) the
willingness of individuals to submit to programming and raises concerns
about determinism, conceptualised as the loss of free will and/or repression.
This last concern has been a particular inhibition to progressive use of
knowledge systems amongst designers in particular who empathise with the
feeling that systems represent a lack of freedom or a lack of creativity.
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A3.

The ecological cycle.

Environmental psychologists look for explanations linking the two
parts of their informing disciplines, the innate psychology and the
surrounding social and geographical environment. The central issue of the
discipline is an understanding which links the developing individual with the
developed social and geographical environment. This approach is based upon
the understanding that each individual has to be seen as part of a much larger
system as are the social phenomena which surrounds them. Social individuals
have some sort of relationship to the environment beyond reaction and
recognition in that they emerge out of it but also create, manufacture and
alter parts of it and also interact with other people (Giddens.A.1991)
(Evans.G.W. 1980) (Diagram 1.3.). The complexity contained within these
interactions exposes the limitations of laboratory experiments into reaction
and recognition such as those of Pavlov (above) and later laboratory research
into cognition (Farah.M. 1988).

Ecological science seeks to explain the relationship between
individuals and the physical environment in which they live (Shorter Oxford
Dictionary) 14] . This may seem no different from the study of a system in
which there are people and an environment however the ecological version of
the interaction extends the processing to include interactions set within local
and global contexts. (Gibson.J.J.1979). Whereas the arguments between
Chomsky and Skinner were appeals to see the environment as cause or the
mind as cause, ecologists express the people/environment interaction as an

17

inter-relating escape to wayfinding DIAGRAM I : 3
ENVIRONMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY-B

Environmental Psychology as a concept includes the individual as part of the environment
so that each affects the other interactively. It is an attempt to overcome the problem of the
processing of the environment being conceptualised as if watching or processing a film or
TV show. The individual is both contained by, acted upon and acts upon the
surroundings in a way which develops each simultaneously and provides each with a
history.

DIAGRAM 1.3

I - Introduction

iteration or cycle of interaction

Rather than information "coming from"

outside and being "understood" ecologists ask such questions as "what
constitutes information?"

Rather than an in and out, stimulus response

mechanism, ecologists see a teleological or feedback spiral 151 in which
experience can alter and develop the relationships between parts of a system
and in the process alter the history of the participating elements (Diagram.
1.4.). This interactive process can incorporate organic selection and produce
cultures and thus the ecological model conceptualises the relationship of
humanity to local and global systems (Diagram.1.5).

Whilst the ecological model is a positive reflection upon the true state
of person/environment relationships it raises a particular difficulty with
regard to knowledge.
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inter-relating escape to wayfinding DIAGRAM I : 4
ENVIRONMENTAL PSYCHOLGY AS A SYSTEM
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Since the individual is affected by the surroundings and acts upon them there is a
continuing interaction between the environment and the individual. Thus the existing
surroundings are affected by previous actions and can go on to affect the future.
Individuals and groups are affected by the surroundings in turn. This is the impact of
history upon the individual and the surroundings and upon the future of both, a systems
view of interaction in a teleological or feedback spiral of interaction.

DIAGRAM 1.4

inter-relating escape to wayfinding

DIAGRAM I : 5

ECOLOGICAL CONCEPTS

The same systems argument applicable to environmental psychology also affects the larger
world and other life forms.
This larger and more open ended interaction opens up the system. This is an open system
which is mostly referred to as an ecological or global perspective, incorporating some of
the smaller (such as biological) and larger (such as climatic) issues.
The result of ecological interactions tend to be considered as contexts which relate the local
to the global in an open ended version of systems analysis.

DIAGRAM 1.5

I-Introduction.

A4.

Symbiosis.

Ecologists differ in the way they describe the
person/environment/world interactive system. Some see it as an organic
model whilst others see it as mechanical/logical. For example Gibson (op.cit)
suggests that the world around the individual conveys all the information
required in order to understand shape, form and substance, to understand the
relationships of the surrounding parts in a logical manner. On the other
hand Von Uexkull (Von.Uexkull.1957) understood the world as being
perceived according to the unique perceptive capabilities of the individual in
what he termed the 'umwelt' or world view of the species, be that frog, toad
or human. Fox (Fox.R.1989) for example suggests that the logical approach
ignores the emotional and 'natural' background of the species which gave rise
to human society in the first place. These alternative views call for some
cross disciplinary research to include cognition, perception, ethology,
sociobiology in addition to psychology, engineering and design.

Margulis (Margulis.L.1997) describes the interaction of everything
with everything else as symbiotic, an interaction where the movement of one
part affects all others by virtue of an alteration in both relative positions and
temporal significance. Relative positions altering simply means that any
location in the universe is altered in relation to everything else even if it
remains still whilst all else moves, the same principle applies to modern
natural science and biological science, only the units are different at certain
scales. Temporal significance is harder to define because we are used to
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using linear tinie rather than spacetime. In order to quantify such an
explanation and transform the continuous changes of a teleological (planning
or feed forward/feed back) system into a useful system there must be an
identification or specification of parts which is unambiguous (otherwise the
wrong parts can be put in the wrong place at the wrong time by default).
At the moment we tend to do this by accepting there will be error at the
margins of any system view in person/environment studies.

Environmental psychology typically represents the 'environment' as
unambiguous and 'psychology' as ambiguous, complex and difficult to
understand, providing most of the margins of error. John Archea, writing in
1973 (Archea.J. 1973) states (p.121):"what is needed is a (theoretical) framework in
which the most explicit formulations of both
behaviour and physical settings can be brought
to bear on common problems."
noting that those who identify with the physical characteristics of an
environment treat behaviour in an "excessively rational" manner whilst those
identified with psychology require "so complex a chain of inference" that they
"render all relationships vague and tenuous."

This thesis takes the view, and provides supporting research from
relevant disciplines to show, that psychology is marginalised in
representations which use mechanical systems because they do not have the
necessary model for the subtle changes which occur and affect relationships
between people and the environment. The concept of symbiosis seeks to

20
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understand how the two systems appear to exist side by side in spacetime 16],
the logical and the organic, the quantitative and the qualitative
(Wilson.E.O.1998). The symbiotic approach implies acceptance that the
origination of change lies within every single element and every interaction.

Archea suspected that neither Environmental Psychology nor Ecological
Psychology had managed to provide the framework he sought however that
was in 1973. During the last twenty years the science of 'mental life' has
developed (Changeux.J.P.1989). The levels of organisation upon which
models of the mind have been built complex. Relationships which have
complex identities should be seen to rely on the experience of the individual
AND some kind of local and global symbiosis. The new unit of interaction
common to all units is the person in occupied space, shown in Diagram. 1.6
and this thesis tries to find a model for relationships between individuals and
their occupation of complex spaces and social arrangements. The key to the
new model is the concept of the developed self which seeks to explore the
nature of conscious awareness and subliminal consciousness introduced by
James and Freud (James.W. 1890) (Edelman.G.M. 1994) (Hughes.H.S. 1979).
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DIAGRAM I: 6
SYMBIOSIS
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The problem with even the most open systems analysis is that the origination of change is
perceived as mechanical. Internal changes in systems are turned into algorithms or
heuristics leading to new but predictable states of relationship between the parts.
In terms of the environment and the individual it is part of everyday experience to note that
towns are concepts rather than fixed identities, in that buildings change and roads and
occupancy levels etc all alter over time. People also change their attitudes, their clothing,
relationships etc. Symbiosis is the term for an understanding that everything affects
everything else (complexity) that identity is not fixed and that change is generated from any
point inside or outside any system.

DIAGRAM 1.6
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A5.

The developed self.

Symbiotic ecological descriptions and explanations of the phenomena
and processes involved in wayfinding deviate most from any other
explanatory theory in one particular. The individual is seen not as a single
unit but as a complex combination of interrelating systems or part systems
developed over time and unified as part of spacetime. The configuration of
the body as an entire unit and simultaneously part of a world which is
connected - but not entirely by mechanical means. The physical science
model (Sime.J.op.cit) exemplified in existing computer simulations of escape
(Farah/Watts. 1983) is to be replaced by the symbiotic model offered below.
The model reflects a developmental approach to the concept of individual
understanding (Grene.M.1993). The concept of a multiple self demands
attention if the mechanical representation of behaviour is to be avoided and
the accusation of being "either trivial or fatuous avoided
(Grene.M.op.cit.p. 116)" (Diagram. 1.7.).

Part B (below) outlines each section in the dissertation giving in brief
an overview of a model which represents the symbiotic process. The model
is called a symbiotic model. The symbiotic model seeks to replace the
physical science model [ 7 1, one which reflects developmental psychology and
the material implications of what is now known in neuroscience and what is
now known in physics. It questions what we can know and how we can know
that we have that knowledge.
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DIAGRAM 1: 7
THE MULTIPLE SELF
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The individual embodies changes interactively with the environment over time as a multiple
rather than a single self. There are different considerations to be taken into account
according to the origin of any changes to the interactions. Not all of these are directly
conscious or necessarily helpful to the changes required in order to make a system work.
The inference is that systems both change and create change.
Rather than a conscious self, which was the classical concept of self, the new concept of
embodiment allows for the sub-conscious and non conscious interactions with
surroundings and beyond.

DIAGRAM 1.7
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A6.

Computer models.

The concept of escape time is central to the issue of emergency escape.
Melinek and Booth (Melinek.S.J.et.al .1975) show that escape time and crowd
movement were a focus of interest and the development of computer models
has been directed towards these two focal issues of time and populations as
crowds or groups of individuals. Model makers at present regard their
programmes as psychological if they use psychological profiles or rule based
individual action. These methods have their genesis either in programming
or operator skills. The order shown in simulation models is thus an order
given by programmers. The determinism of this systematic modelling
approach lacks the complexity and uncertainty inherent in human behaviour
which demands a theoretical rather than a fixed framework (Beard.A.1982).

This thesis will show that none of the existing computer simulation
techniques deal with the psychological complexities which have been made
available to us by research carried out by researchers in other disciplines of
the life sciences. As a result of this omission the new research findings in
psychology and life sciences are being incorporated into business management
but not into the buildings which those managers commission
(Goleman.D.1995). Life Fire Safety Engineering looked like it was ahead in
1980 but now looks as if it is lagging behind and the reason seems to be that
LFSE is involved in computer games rather than Life safety (Bryan.J. op.cit).
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B.

1.

Wayfinding this thesis.

An Overview.
Section B is an overview of the thesis section by section.

2.

The literature review in
Life Fire Safety Engineering (LFSE).

The first chapter reviews the literature in the field of Life Fire Safety
Engineering (LFSE). By 1980 researchers in the LFSE field were well
informed of the need to include human behaviour. Other matters affecting
LFSE were by no means fully explained at that time but human behaviour was
seen as the least explained and most variable factor in escape from buildings
on fire.

In the period between 1980 and 1998 the availability of the desk-top
computer led to an ability to create and run mathematical programmes based
upon sophisticated behavioural knowledge. Speed and the low cost of
computers were major factors in their use. Simulations deal with behaviour
in several ways, by expert intuition, by chance or by rigorous analysis of
empirical knowledge.

By 1998 decision making is perceived as the part of behaviour most in
need of explanation. In other fields of research where explanations are
sought for decision making phenomena ecological perception is the focus of
24
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attention (Clitheroe.H.C.et.a!.1998).

In LFSE generally ecological

perception is poorly understood.

Behaviourism, is described as a 'philosophy of science'
(Skinner.B.F.1974).

The entire field of Life Fire Safety Engineering

(LFSE) is at present based on natural science in an 'uneasy' alliance with
Psychology. The review shows that the uneasy alliance has so far produced a
physical science model with behavioural science bolted on rather than fully
integrated into the 'psychological model' required.

25
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B3.

Specifically wayfinding research.

Decision making is what people are said to do in order to choose the
direction they take (wayfinding). Their surroundings must be cognized and
must indicate a correlation between the individual and an area which is
obscured by what they perceive. The individual must be able to perceive
beyond the surroundings if there is to be a 'way'. How does the wayfinder
do this and how can the building present the requisite pattern. (Diagram. 1.8.)

In order to make a decision individuals must not only check what they
know with where they are but they must also know where they are in general.
The issue is wider than stimulus response and relates to what can be known as
well as to what they know. in order to use kno'svledge individuals must
rationalise in order to connect up with, make their way to, a goal beyond
immediate perception. Ambiguity becomes a problem because the
surroundings must unambiguously indicate some greater depth than can be
immediately sensed. The image must indicate something more profound
which lies beyond [8J.

Hull and Tolman, particularly the latter, are known to wayfinding
researchers for their work with rats in mazes during the 1930-1950 period.
Hull was a champion of stimulus-response mechanisms and proved that an
organism could be trained by behavioural methods to identify a complex
route within a set of complex spaces. However Tolman believed that such an
approach missed out the most intriguing question of correlative identification.
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DIAGRAM 1: 8
THE WAYFINDING PARADOX
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The surroundings of an individual must be cognized and must indicate a correlation
between the individual and what lies beyond the surroundings. This raises questions
concerning the level of certainty regarding the identity of a location and the complex set of
spaces in which it is located: thus also the location of the individual within a complex and
the appropriate relationship of any personal experience and that location. The set of
questions needing resolution is not simple.

DIAGRAM 1.8
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His concept supposed that a complex set of spaces could become developed
through less specific (trivial) exposure and that routes could be developed
using trivial and well as specific experience. This would mean that
individuals themselves embodied what was trivial having encoded this as
memory. In spite of the radical nature of this concept, Tolman's hypothesis
became transposed into the 'cognitive map' used by researchers in the field of
cognitive science and ecological perception without necessarily taking account
of his underlying theory of memory. However, neuroscientists and
ethologists have determined that memory is more than a logical device. It
appears to have some connection with personal interaction with surroundings
over time in its social forms as well as in forms found in the built
environment. These differential values are the ambiguities which cannot be
represented using only a rational or extensive (add on) unit of time, space and
behaviour by making objects of them. Researchers in LFSE must find a way
of understanding how extensive space can be both objective and yet
ambiguous. This means that LFSE must find a model which reaches beyond
the purely mechanical into the organic interactive valuations of the individual.
At present the LESE position is fixed upon some kind of isomorphism
between not only the extensive space of rooms and corridors but the
translation of these into meaning and action as decision making systems. The
question is how reliable is the model upon which such systems rely? Tolman
hypothesises that the model needs to include not only a decision making
system but in addition the capacity to create a system where none previously
existed. It is this additional capacity which existing models exclude by
default.
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B4.

A Wider Model For Spatial Knowledge.

Section four offers a review of the previous two sections, themselves
reviews of the behavioural background in the field of Life Fire Safety
Engineering and wayfinding generally.

Section four is necessary because the changes in concepts of
knowledge are so profound and yet so necessary that additional attention must
be given to the understanding of behavioural attitudes.

Section four contains a glossary of terms and several brief discussions
concerning the transformation from a linear model of systems to a non linear
symbiotic model of interaction. The discussions also provide the necessary
background to later sections, five, six and seven, which add biological detail,
a model of symbiotic interaction between an individual and spacetime and
some examples of the application of that model. Section eight discusses the
applications and the match between findings through the application of the
new model and important findings from previous empirical studies in LSFE
relating to human behaviour.
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Biological complexity.

The research field of natural science is generally understood to be
separated from the science of living organisms. Life science has undergone
radical changes in the past one hundred years profoundly affecting the way in
which human beings are understood. Concepts such as the sub-conscious
have affected many of the life sciences in ways which have not seemed so
significant to the natural sciences (Edelman.G.M.op.cit).

Early scientific studies in objective science (since 1650) believed that
the organism could be best understood using a machine analogy. Machines
were an unambiguous feature of mathematical principles from the 17th to the
19th Centuries. Humanity and free will were dealt with by allowing for a
soul or consciousness with few, if any, material explanations for the terms.
Biology sought to explain such phenomena using chemical and electrical
descriptions which were interactive but not dogmatically connected. The
study of instinct, for example, provided instances of behaviour which could
be explained in terms of individual differences developed through both pre
and post natal experience. More recent findings concerning cortical activity
assist in the explanations sought by those studying ecological perception in
that they remove a large amount of ambiguity about perception - although
those same findings do not remove ambiguities of meaning.
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B6.

A new unit of analysis.

The smallest unit of a spacetime relationship in symbiotic terms is
neither the person nor the room or space in which the person exists but the
combination of that which generates the current perception and experience of
the individual as sensing and sensations taken all together. These issues are
not entirely new to Life Fire Safety Engineering, they were raised in 1978 by
Stahl (Stahl.F.I.1978) as directions for further study. Stahl raises the 'subject
areas of the individual' indicating that cognitive psychology and
environmental psychology should include personality psychology. In the
following year Seamon, an environmental psychologist, (Seamon.D.1979)
wrote of the 'life-world' of the individual, the extension of experience into
movements around buildings relating to previous interactions, habits etc.

Section six presents a model of the individual and simultaneous
sensations together as a model of symbiotic interaction or 'symbiotic model'.
Stahl did not anticipate symbiosis, believing that culture would provide some
universal generic basis for behaviour, but a 'cultural genesis' has been
questioned (Tooby.et.al .1992). Cultures are systems much as the decision
making systems are systems. To understand the system it is necessary to
understand the creation of that system, as Tolman realised. Section six
illustrates the symbiotic model as the creator of a developmental syntax or
individual life experience, a syntax or grammar of spatial interaction over
time which links an individual to building blocks of personally developed
space and provides a framework for the acquisition of meaning.
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B7.

Case studies.
The Royal Infirmary building in Edinburgh was selected as suitably

complex having over four hundred spaces on one floor. The case study
sought to produce evidence that the symbiotic model related to empirical
studies in LFSE. The developmental syntax produced by the symbiotic
model is compared between those who 'know' the building and those
unfamiliar with it.

The first case study shows that the application of the symbiotic model
to movements of individual workers produces a different developmental
syntax for different jobs in the same set of complex spaces. These individual
syntactic patterns have a simple core relating to the set of complex spaces and
the use of spaces in common relating to common movements even though
created by different functions in the workplace. A library, a coffee shop and
a records room are common as are some central circulation spaces.

To see if the common core is an unambiguous feature of the complex
spaces, as well as of the diverse functions, it was investigated further with a
second case study to see whether individuals unfamiliar with the complex
would navigate spaces in common. In other words was the common set of
spaces unambiguously 'visible'. The knowledge obtained shows that it was
not. Even relatively simple spaces have relationships such that the spaces
common to the respondents in the first case study are neither common to all
those in the second study nor unambiguous.
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The case studies show that the way in which individuals navigate
spaces is far more complex than all existing Life Fire Safety Engineering
models allow for. The symbiotic model produces developmental patterns
which have syntactic structure yet do not create fixed patterns visible to all.
The relationship of those familiar to the building appears to be able to 'create'
a set of spaces in which all functions (included in the first case study) will
recognise as part of their 'life world' however these same spaces are not
visible as a syntactic set to those taking part in the second case study.

The symbiotic model allows the development of patterns which have
both a methodological integrity and rigour and yet relate to the 'experience'
and 'life world' of individuals. These patterns are not visible to others who
do not share in the experience as patterns. These same patterns create
further coincidental patterns using building blocks forming part of the
methodology. These coincidental patterns are unknown to the individuals
who created them. These coincidental patterns are related to the complex
spaces and the syntax of the spaces but are not visible to other users nor to
those who created them. The effect of such spaces is however part of the life
world of the individuals who created them and phenomena such as encounters
within those spaces are likely to occur as a result of the coincidental patterns.
Similar encounters with other users not having similar relationships to the
spaces is less likely.
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Discussion.

B8.

Section Eight compares symbiotic interactions with behavioural
models in the field of Life Fire Safety Engineering (LFSE). Empirical
studies in LFSE are compared with findings in the case study which resulted
from the use of the symbiotic model. The developmental syntax produced as
a result of the use of the model and the evidence contained in extant LFSE are
compared and evaLuated. Facilities management and design considerations
are explored.

It seems clear that the ability of designers to produce complex
buildings includes an invalid assumption that individuals can know complex
spaces not only from perception but from previous experience. This is
shown to be less exact an hypothesis than required. The ability of designers
and the production process to generate knowledge of the building overlooks
the difficulties for any individual gaining knowledge as an occupant,
especially as a first time user. Even with the aid of linguistic or
diagrammatic presentations the knowledge gained will remain ambiguous
unless an individual is particularly receptive or inclined to resolve such
ambiguities, say, for example, because of previous fire experience either
personally or within their social experience as say architects or engineers.

As a consequence of the case studies the thesis suggests that the way in
which knowledge is understood is in need of serious revision.
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C.

Notes & References.

1.

A description of Pavlov's experiments can be found
in Boakes. From Darwin to behaviourism. reflex
action and the nervous system. Cambridge.U.P.
1984. The point to note here (and see below) is
that Pavlov's dogs were in a canvas sling in a
laboratory where stimulation of the senses was
artificially limited. Proof that there is a mechanism
to be had turned out to be only part of the picture.

2.

These specific industrial techniques became known
as Taylorism and Fordism see Norman.D. The
invisible computer. MIT Press. 1998. pp.147-161.

3.

Aitchison.J: The Articulate Mammal: Routledge:
1989 provides a very good argument developing
Chomsky's reservations, including his later
alterations to his original theory which was
contained in his Syntactic Structures: Mouton, Paris:
1957/1968 (Chomsky.N)

4.

The word "ecological" has been extended in the
everyday sense to include protection of the planet
from pollution and in some cases the opportunity for
explanation has been sacrificed in favour of a
Skinneri an attitude to programming individuals into
normative rules regarding behaviour. These issues
are much wider than may be dealt with in this thesis
although the setting of a social agenda is implied
within the idea of any system seeking and requiring
individual consent.

5.

See for teleological approach to design Zeisel.J:
Inquiry By Design: Tools for Environmental
Behavioural Research: Cambridge. USA:
1981/1984 (op.cit). Teleological design is to
perceive an ongoing spiral which allows the
introduction and incorporation of experiences based
on past designs into future projects.

6.

Spacetime will be an irritating concept to some
readers however it is a vital part of new concepts of
physics and relates to relativity and the
electromagnetic systems . The basic concept of
relativity is very well explained in a little book by
Einstein: The theory of relativity the special and
general theory. Methuen & Co. Ltd. 1920.

7.

Psychology was deliberately excluded from the
original positive science project by Cornte.A who
believed, following Bacon's observational methods,
and Spencer's objections to philosophy (theology)
that it would be possible to include psychology only
after all other science was completed see Comte.A.
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Introduction to Positive Philosophy. Hackett.
Indianapolis.tr.by . Ferre. 1988 (written in 1830).
As it turns out Comte was not far wrong in that the
subject of consciousness is receiving more attention
now that physical science has cut up brains and
actually seen what is going on inside! (eg. the
international conference on consciousness at King's
college London April. 1999).
8. This is the same feature of enquiry used by artists
such as Duchamp and philosophers such as
Wittgenstein who argued that an image is
representative of more profound experience and at
the same time entirely arbitrary since it can be
presented as an image and not be at all profound - as
in "this is not a pipe" which is a profound statement
about the use of image by Duchamp.
Archea.J Identifying Direct Links Between Behaviour And Its
Environment. Towards a Predictive Model. in
Environmental Research and Aging. Report From
An Interdisciplinary Research Development
Conference May.1973. St Louis. Missouri.
Washington DC. September 1974.
Beard.A.N
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A.

literature review: the behavioural background in the field of LFSE .

Prior To 1980
The need to explain behaviour

1. Fires and human behaviour
In 1980 the subject of human behaviour in fires was presented in a
volume with the title 'Fires and Human Behaviour' (F&HB). In the period
prior to 1980 several researchers in the field of Fire Safety Engineering had
made efforts to understand behaviour in terms of interactions between the
environment and mental knowledge.as a "reexamination of fire precautions"
11 I (Canter.D.1980).

Researchers in LFSE prior to 1980 had noted that spatial learning was
a neglected area of psychology at that time (Stea.D.et.al .1973). Such
concerns in the field of psychology were known to the field of Life Fire
Safety Engineering (LFSE) and some researchers (Stahl.F.L.1978)
(Archea.J.1977) were encouraging researchers in LFSE to look at the work in
areas such as ecological perception (Neisser.U.1976), cognition and reality
(Gibson.J.J. 1950), and cognitive science (Downs & Stea. 1973). The
direction of such encouragement was to lead toward the possible simulation of
human behaviour using computing machines.
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Social attitudes to risk

A2.

The fundamental issue as presented in Fires and Human Behaviour
(op.cit) was:"whether it is always appropriate to cope with
potential fire emergencies by the provision of
hardware" [21
and this question was put as a fortuitous "change in direction" [21 at a time of
economic restraint. The contributors saw economic forces as the likely
organising principle out of which might emerge a "social science emphasis"
since this might prove less expensive than an exclusively engineering
approach. This is to say that hardware might be saved and thus expense
saved by the application of a different kind of science than pure physical
science. The theory that some sort of science would be necessary emerges
out of the positivist ideology which holds that the world is capable of
improvement by the application of scientific method - "to make available to as
wide an audience as possible the scientific bases for the social and
psychological approaches to fire" [2J.

The emphasis upon social and psychological science carries with it an
emphasis on physical systems and mathematical analysis if not in all science
then certainly in the political and economic justification of public funds. The
political economics of Adam Smith (Smith.A. 1776/1986) is based entirely
upon the much admired Newtonian science of physics and Newtonian systems.
The public purse in the UK and all those countries bound to the IMF
(Keegan.W. 1998) look for rigour and proof within its science. Whilst this
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is as it should probably be there is the obvious assumption within this
assumption of rigour and proof that exact precision is possible at every point
touched by science. Since the proposal is to look at social science one is
drawn to the inevitable conclusion that society is to be examined with rigour
and quantitative analysis. One of the papers presented in Fires and Human
Behaviour (op.cit) (Green.C.H. 1980) suggests that the social need is for
"reliability engineering".

The expectation of achieving "reliability engineering" more cheaply
than with hardware, or in spite of it, is then the plea for introducing
psychology and cognitive science. The political aim however is to overcome
two accusations made by those in society affected by tragedy:
1.

ethical questions
the setting of personal and legal rules.

2.

negligence questions
the resolution of questions regarding the position of an
individual relative to the ethical standards in contract, tort and
custom.

As Green points out the terms "ethics" and "negligence" are
interactive and constantly open to alteration by new technologies and
management/ownership relationships.

Safety cannot be taken as an

"intrinsically meaningful term" (Green.op.cit.p.289). In effect, Green
suggests that some accidents at some frequency will be accepted if and when
they occur "While there is some evidence that beliefs about
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the level of safety presently existing and the
nature of the situation are reflected in
expectations about the types of accident that will
occur in that situation, there is little present
knowledge as to whether it is merely the
frequency of accidents that determine whether
they are accepted, or whether they are assessed
in light of more complex expectations.......(we
have to define) what it is we hope to predict and
for which we use this label of acceptable safety"

Green implies that until enough is known about behaviour predictions
as to the outcome of fires are impossible with any certainty. A logical
explanation of human behaviour might create more certain conditions of risk
representing more positive returns on any effort expended in order to avoid
risk.
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A3.

Validation

Green's paper (op.cit) highlighted the political and economic and thus
the social aspects of the subject area which "Fires and Human Behaviour"
(F&HB) (Canter.D.1980) sought to investigate. It sets the stage for the
solution as the search for valid assumptions so that money can be spent more
accurately and with better results. Such assumptions about behaviour as were
held in Fire Safety Engineering at the time in the form of prescriptive
regulations (Fire Prevention Panel. 1925) were found to be invalid
(F&HB.p. 117). In order to provide the necessary rigour and analytical
validity it would be necessary to produce rules of behaviour which could be
tested.

Wood's paper (Wood.P.G.F&HB.pp.83-95) indicates the initial

difficulty recognising that:"Each incident represents an almost unique set
of circumstances, the number of variables being
so large that control or examination of all of
them would be practically impossible.. ..A
possible measure of adequacy of response might
be whether or not the individual escapes injury"
ie; fate was in control. Wood points out the difficulties involved in obtaining
information from escapees. The application of reason by hindsight can be
particularly rigorous and analytical because the historical data is conserved as
reported. However those who realise this fact fear that they might
themselves be accused of unethical and/or negligent behaviour and thus refuse
to be interviewed or else give evidence which must be considered unreliable.
In addition it is a feature of natural science that subjective data is to be
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considered unreliable because it is subjective (Liebowitz.H.W.et.al . 1982).
Wood acknowledges that interview techniques have the problem of relying on
what people say they do, rather than what they actually do. In a review of
LFSE research into behavioural data (Schwalm.N.D.1981) citing work by
Wood.P.G. and Bryan.J in the US, Schwalm notes the subjectivity of data and
the problems of validation.
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Logical descriptions.

In mathematical terms the situation described by Wood in his paper
would be called chaotic, the only possible description of behaviour in such a
complex situation being the actual behaviour itself - "whether or not the
individual escapes injury" (Wood.op.cit). In order to define chaotic
behaviour one would have to describe all of it in all its detail, which could
only be done unequivocally as reported data after the event in which case
society could punish and blame but not avoid. In addition the legal rule that
punishment should also teach and warn would be frustrated by untruthful
statements as to what really happened in real situations for fear of punishment
and blame.

Wood in the UK and Bryan in the US effectively sought to overcome
the reliability problem by obtaining descriptions of behaviour after the event
in a very large number of fires (over one thousand). They found patterns of
behaviour which were statistically significant. The emergence of pattern in
the behaviour is encouragingly scientific, but Wood cautioned the reader that
such information was not suitable for predicting behaviour. Wood believed
that in order to predict it was necessary to know why people did one thing
rather than another. Wood believed that this would require the study of
people's attitudes, knowledge and beliefs concerning fire as well as using
empirical evidence thus introducing the need for a theoretical model of
behaviour.

In the same volume Canter, Breaux and Sime
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(Canter.et.al .F&HB.pp.117-136) took up Wood's criticism of the invalid
assumptions about behaviour at the time adding the point that the time taken
for the fire to develop was another relatively unknown factor (41 . Three
major categories of behavioural context were proposed relative to behaviour
in fires:1.

interpretation.

2.

preparation.

3.

action (or non-action).

these were seen as a sequence of behaviours by occupants in a building when a
fire develops from ignition onwards. The emergent prototype was an
algorithmic series of stages affected by rule based or system like categories of
interaction under the headings of (for example) guest, resident, staff, manager
etc., and interpreting, preparing and acting functions. Empirical findings
support the assumption that the perceived identity of the individual themselves
affected their conscious behaviour so that a guest has a propensity to exhibit
guest type behaviours and expect host type information (Sime.J. 1985). In
addition to the category of behaviour itself then, there was thought to be a
category of "role play" or 'scripted behaviour' which provided each
individual with a set of rules in order to resist ambiguity in the various stages
of behaviour. For example a hotel guest in an emergency might use "guest
type rules" in the hotel and look to managers under the heading of
management rules to tell them what to do (ie; issue imperatives). This use of
conscious identity is supported in findings where individuals are assumed to
have "waited to be told what to do" (but as a result have died in fires because
of the delay caused by waiting).
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A5.

Available knowledge

The position suggested by Canter et.al.(op.cit) was then that
prescriptive design such as that contained in the building regulations sought to
avoid ambiguity. It did this by being obvious and direct or simple but was
defective in that most of its assumptions were rules of thumb and invalid.
The knowledge of behaviour in escape situations seemed chaotic but a
scientific approach could discover and indeed did find trends and patterns
which can be used to induce rules of behaviour

151 .

Some of this knowledge

has been gathered to provide evidence of interactions between users and the
building. The rules and interactions are such that the building can be
understood as informing or assisting in informing the users. The way in
which "reliable Life Fire Safety Engineering" might then be possible is
impliedly through the anticipation of scripted behaviour and an increase in the
information content of buildings so that informed decisions can be made by
occupants based upon both the building design and its management and/or
social arrangements.

This implies that the occupant can act logically AND that this can be
anticipated by making the building more logical. The building
owner/management must also take responsibility for informing the occupant
both that there is a fire situation and also what to do in that situation. This
approach can be seen as a shift from the provision of a burn proof
prescriptive building toward the selective use of information systems and
rules of evacuation or in other words performance specifications.
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A model of behavioural data.

A6.

The concept of a logical model of behaviour is somewhat challenged
by the apparently illogical actions of some individuals. Sime (F&HB.pp.6381) notes that irrational behaviour is somewhat paradoxically perceived as
"normal" in media interpretations of disasters in which people are reported to
"panic". The media concept is that some individuals are born stupid. This
concept of panic, if true, conflicts with the proposition of a logical model of
behaviour. The idea conveyed by popular use of the term panic is seemingly
as a synonym for irrationality within the individual as an unavoidable and yet
illogical reaction to danger. Sime quotes from British and French documents
relating to fire design and regulations in which panic is considered as a
"feature" of certain classes of person. Instances are given, such as the
assumption that a fire alarni will actually provoke panic (rather than be
ignored).

Sime quotes from a Ministry of Works document for escape from
theatres in 1952, in which an adequate time for escape from fire is given as

2.5 minutes so as to avoid serious risk of "panic" in the event of fire.
Various other temporal parameters for the actual time required, which appear
in legislation, fail to correlate with empirical data or are without evidence
whatsoever and are based on invalid assumptions although they link timing
with concepts of panic. Many of the assumptions stem from unacceptable
concepts of crowds as "rabble". The rabble concept has been influential in
government documents, such as prescriptive regulations, even though such a
concept had been questioned in the social sciences and in psychological
48
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This diagram is copied from 'understanding intelligence' by Dr. Ken Richardson. It
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A7.

Conclusion

Society would like fatal outcomes in fires to be assessed on the basis of
ethical laws and individual responsibilities relating to the continuous
improvement of explicit and reliable provisions for life safety. Statutory
rules in the past have been prescriptive, based on little more than assumptions.
Although the prescriptive designs were thought to be explicit being based
mostly on the provision of hardware - the building itself - they produced
outcomes which were psychologically naive. Life Fire Safety Engineers
must learn more about human behaviour.

Behavioural research has produced evidence to show that behaviour
includes patterns and rules and thus logical systems (such as scripted
behaviours).

It is possible to rationalise those patterns and rules into

categories of responsibility and timing. For example the stages of
interpretation and preparation prior to action or non-action assisted by proactive forms of management and design seen as information or knowledge
systems. The research appears to offer encouragement to the view that by
understanding behaviour it may be possible to engineer buildings with more
certain life fire safety. The hope was that the logic in behaviour could be
matched to a logic of any building so that a behavioural outcome could be
predicted. In this way social desires, building production and even special
needs could be made systematically pro-active. Rather than prescriptive
rules there could be models of performance to validate any proposed use and
configuration of building.

However rather than reduce the need for

hardware the actual outcome was a need to acquire greater knowledge of the
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more complex problem areas and more subtle understanding of the
interactions between buildings and people.

There are two unknown areas of understanding to be investigated:
1.

the interpretation of the building.

2.

the exactness of the interpretation.

The two areas are necessary parts of any model of behaviour on which to base
assumptions of outcomes in experimental situations. We need to know not
only how the building is interpreted by each individual but also how exact our
assumption of that interpretation can be.
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B.

1980 to 1998
The emerging use of computers.

1. The development of PC's.
The years 1980 and 1998 cover the period between the publication of
a seminal text for fires and human behaviour (F&HB. op.cit) and the "First
international symposium on the subject of human behaviour in fire" [71.
Altogether three symposia had been held in the subject of behaviour in fire,
the first at the University of Surrey in 1977, the second at the National
Bureau of Standards in Gaithersburg Maryland in 1978 and the third at the
University of Ulster in 1998 (Bryan.J.1998).

The federal support in the USA for fire research started to emphasise
computer modelling in the early 1980's. This support has been directed
towards the computer models concerned with human behaviour in building
evacuation models (Bryan.op.cit.p.4).
"The emphasis on computer models has been
facilitated by the movement throughout the
world toward performance fire codes and the
need for a quantified evacuation time during the
design of a building (Bryan.op.cit.p.5)
Bryan's observation is based upon a long involvement with LFSE and a
profound interest in the field. The development of computer power since
1980 to date has had the effect of placing relatively inexpensive and powerful
logic machines on the desks and in the laps of individual researchers so that a
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large amount of logical calculation can be carried out quickly once the job of
programming is achieved (Cote.A.E.1990). In so far as there are rules and
patterns to behaviour, rules and patterns within buildings and correlations
between the two, then the complexity of those specific interactions can be
managed at great speed by computing machines 8I. The faster and more
efficient the computing machine, the better the transformation of an output
onto visual display as animated graphics or virtual reality, then the more the
representations of computer models can appear 'life like' to the viewer.
"People often want to be able to predict the
actions of agents with greater certainty than
All agents must be

those of real people.

represented in such a way that the appropriate
traits are apparent and the associated styles and
behaviours can be successfully employed to
establish probability and causality" (Laural.B.
l99l.p. 145).
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Integrity and order.

Bryan lists two concerns in his personal observations of the
developments between 1980 and 1998 (Bryant.op.cit.p.6). These two
concerns are that to date:1.

both naive and special groups of evacuees may be modelled in
a computer simulation using different kinds of rule based
mechanisms all of which follow logical procedures. However
each stage of an evacuation, informing, preparing and acting
have variables which have the effect of degrading behavioural
logic, of causing entropy in any order. Is the failure of the
model a failure of programming or a failure of logical
behaviour? [9.

2.

the speed of evacuation will be dependent upon each evacuees
individual assessment of danger. Interview and questionnaire
techniques have managed to find significant clues as to how
such subjective assessments are made. The implication here is
that individuals exhibit differences in subjective judgment
which may be logical to them (and may actually

k

logical) but

have little commensurate logic to share with other, equally
valid subjective assessments.

Bryan implies two considerations for research,
1. that whilst researchers have the innate capacity, like many
other humans, to be adaptive and creative, the requirement is
for a hypothesis showing how behavioural logic emerges from
54
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the chaotic situation found in buildings on fire. What
researchers must look for is some sort of interaction between
the environment and the individual which invariably results in
logical behaviour. If the computer can generate ordered
behaviour out of complexity this is still not the same as the
same order being generated by a human being. This is in
effect the difference between developing a game called escape
the fire and an actual simulation of individuals fleeing danger.

2.

that the time over which ordered behaviour is delivered, ie; in
wayfinding terms, how quickly a human being exits a building,
will vary according to the situation perceived by that
particular human being. To what extent can the perception be
known in order to deliver it back into the system as an
individual value judgment rather than as a computer
programme?

These two points are fundamental to the issues of computer modelling.
They are raised elegantly in a paper by Sime (Sime.J.l985) in which he asks
if designers (and researchers) consider people as complex beings or simply
ball bearings. The ball bearing has a fit and responds to various rules, such
as gravity, making the prediction of travel and speed 'automatic'. Given a
correct understanding of the physical world it IS possible to determine almost
exactly how far and how fast a bat I bearing of specific size and mass will
travel on a particular path

The ball bearing attitude is to some degree reasonably associated with
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human behaviour just as the assumption of gravity works for a great many
cosmological calculations. In the field of Life Fire Safety Engineering for
example, the works of Fruin (Fruin.J.1971.1985) Peschl (Peschl. 1971) and
Pauls (Pauls.J.1978.1983) provide evidence of the mechanical success of this
approach [10]. However the points Bryan make go beyond the mechanical.
The works of for example Fruin, Pauls and Peschl show that physical
elements often play a large part in the interaction between the individual and
the built form but not how behavioural order emerges, simply the fact that it
emerges.

Wood had already made the point (see above) that in order to predict
behaviour in fire we must include a theoretical model for behaviour. Bryan
adds the caveat that we must not pretend that computer models are anything
other than logical models, this is his point about integrity, not to claim more
than that computer models are logical. The point about any logic present in
behaviour is that it must emerge out of the individual, not only the
environment nor only the group but some combination and it is this
combination which must be described, the link which is the effect of gravity
in a ball bearing metaphor.

A link between behaviour and the environment must include changes
in both individual actions and the building itself. This link may be
mechanical but if so how can it explain the diversity and complexity displayed
in behaviours when presented with alternative choices. The network and arc
models used by computer simulations (see below) must allow the mathematics
of the programme but do not necessarily include an exact model of either the
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perception or the basis of actions based on interpretations of those perceptions
by the individuals concerned (Jarvis.J.J.et.al .1982).

The means of determining any alternative choices in any programme
must reflect not only the that choices are made. In addition the model
must show how decisions are made by the individual escapee. The model
must be capable of allowing the development of group actions, the group
being made up of individuals. Without an adequate model the ability to
simulate escape takes on the identity of a cartoon or animated feature film
instead of the Life Fire Safety Engineering behavioural model required by
experts, acting on behalf of society, to produce safer more reliable buildings
for all. If such a model could be induced then there could be not only
performance specifications but increased experimentation in complex spatial
arrangements.
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Diversity and safety

In order to allow for the expression of individual and corporate
differences in quality of life, a behavioural model is seen as preferable to
prescriptive rules in the production of buildings. A behavioural model
offers the chance to move away from prescriptive forms of safety provision
by showing that people can be provided with some special relationship with
their environment. This assumes that the environment and individuals can be
merged together to form some kind of spatial and behavioural logic. The
logic contains rules linking the people and buildings together in ways which
vary according to the type and location of the individuals.

Is it possible to produce a predictive model which may extend to any
rationalised version of the same basic relationships such that all individuals
and all buildings can be included? Even if the people are from, or live in,
another country altogether from any of those in which data had been gathered
rational calculations could be made and appropriate relationships formed.
Obviously, or fairly so, the production of data relating to the individual in a
complex set of spaces must either get very complicated or raise a few
questions. Indeed the application of statistical evidence to individual action is
a lengthy debate [11].

If we return to Durkheim, the founder of the social sciences in terms
of statistics at least (see [5J above) we find some interesting footnotes in his
Elementary Forms of Religious Life (Durkheim.E. 1915) as follows:-.
.or else it would be necessary to admit that all
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individuals in virtue of organo-physical
constitution are spontaneously affected in the
same manner" (p.11).
"is knowledge experience or God given?"
(p.15).
"social order, the highest reality in the
intellectual and moral order that we can (find) I
mean society" (p.16).
and
"if the social origin of the categories is admitted
a new attitude becomes possible" (p.15).
This last extract from Durkheim's work in 1915 has an especial relevance to
this thesis. If the social origin of the categories is admitted. Should we
admit this? Royall (Royall.R.M.1997) comments on the inappropriate
application of statistics to questions of complexity and diversity of behaviour.
Mitchell (Mitchell.J.C.1983) asserts that the growth of statistical analysis
made possible by personal computer power is counterproductive to the
assessment of expressions of individual differentiations [121. These views
suggest that statistics are suitable for collecting data exhibited within an
existing group and inducing rules from it. Obviously the lack of bias in any
sample relative to any variable is an important aspect of the relativity of any
statistic to the 'parent' group.

However when searching for individual

diversity applicable to all human interactions then clearly the bias is very
much the quality sought. Such qualities are more appropriately judged using
case studies which test the model by showing how appropriate it seems in
context when set against empirical observations and outcomes.
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On the other hand problems arise with any theory when placed within
a universal framework. For example cultural norms are not available to the
individual without exposure to the specific culture (Hoffman.S.1996).
Assumptions that all cultures are different rely on the fact that all data is the
same and the rules and categories vary between cultures. In the 1998 Ulster
symposium Brannigan (Brannigan.V. 1998) makes the point that the
parameters are a social issue. Green, in the 1980 F&HB (op.cit) made a
similar point, that the purpose of fire safety science is to assure the ethical and
equitable values made by society. If this social value is to be extended
universally then the model must not only relate to a specific group, culture or
use of building but to all groups, cultures and buildings. This fact of being
the same and yet different is a problem.

Could it be that the data being gathered is behavioural AND cultural.
The understanding of the behavioural linkages is, as Gardner suggests in 1996
(Gardner.J. 1996) limited - "escape behaviour and people movement have had
comparatively little research effort which is surprising since the primary
object of legislation is life safety not property protection". The links
between people and the environment are not fully understood. Where this is
the case there is the constant danger that links may be assumed to be fixed.
This in spite of the realisation by, for example, Marchant
(Marchant.E.W.1991) and Gwynne (Gwynne.S.et.al .1998) that actual
behavioural data is extremely limited in availability and scope.

What does seem a suitable interpretation of the requirement for a
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mode! though is that there should be two unknown areas of required
know!edge. The first is the perception/person link which models the
relationship between the surrounding environment and the individual through
perception. The second is the culture/person link which models the
relationship between the surrounding environment and the individual through
cultural norms. Since these are both unknown areas with some empirical
evidence to suggest that they exist we may nominate them as Hi and H2 (the 1-1
for homunculi who carry out the work involved as executives of the unknown
linkages which are assumed to exist). Diagram 11.2 illustrates these two
unknowns.
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There are two interactions for which the details are unknown because the actions are
discrete to the individual although the outcome is observed as behaviour. These
interactions are shown as if replaced by executive homunculi Hi and H2 in the diagram
above.

DIAGRAM 11.2
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between the un-ignited premises and ignition, combustion, products of
combustion, etc. In behavioural models, because of the speed of computing
machines, several different simulations may be computed in series which seem
to be simultaneous to us humans, thus growth of toxic products of combustion
can be computed alongside escape simulations to reproduce virtually real fire
scenarios in which people escape or are overcome by fumes and die.

Watts (later) described three categories of model (Watts.J.M.1987)
1.

Queuing models. The ordering in queuing theory emerges
out of the mathematics as a stochastic or chance process
obeying laws of probability which alter the relationship of
parts over time. Chance requires a random element usually
provided by dice throwing or card drawing or the generation
of random numbers by computer. Variations in randomness
define different outcomes which can be averaged or taken as
upper and lower parameters. Time is used to indicate change
and divisions may vary according to the detail required in the
model, for example more detail is obtained if fractions of one
second are use to calculate any alterations in relationships
between elements than if the changes are calculated each
second. Each individual actor requires rules for behaviour
with probabilities of taking action which can be provided by
empirical studies.

2.

Network models. The ordering in network theory emerges
out of the pathways available to people relative to the spaces in
buildings. The relationship of pathways are then analysed
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mathematically using graph theory and combinatorial analysis
[131 to simulate evacuation. Network theory uses the spatial
element of buildings to provide the route but the movement
pattern is determined by the mathematical analysis of the
pattern made by the building. Individual rules for behaviour
are assumed to be inevitable from the pattern of the spaces.

3.

Simulation models - identified by their simulation of human
decision making characteristics which are theoretical
assumptions concerning such behaviours. Simulation models
make use of queuing and/or network models with add on
programmes providing human characteristics which are
scripted into the predicted outcome. These scripts may reflect
actual data of behaviour in buildings on fire.

None of these models emerge without first installing a spatial logic
into the individual in the form of rules, (queuing), spatial pattern (network)
together with a theoretical assumption based upon the rules and categories of
behaviour (simulation). The possible assumptions made concerning
behaviour in the simulation model are:
1.

that spatial logic can be predicted from empirical studies and
replicated as a special programme which acts as a model
without any appreciable entropy of any sort, and,

2.

individuals behave in a logical fashion with rules which can be
discovered from empirical studies and replicated by
deterministic rules in a model, again without entropy.

These are the two parts of the computer model of behaviour. The first is the
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spatial logic which replaces HI, the executive homunculi dealing with the
perception of space. The other is theoretically applicable to the individuals
after the spatial logic and assumes that they all respond to the necessary
parameters of rules and categories which replaces H2, the executive
homunculi dealing with culture. This is then a model in which the
individuals are operated by HI and H2 linkages induced from empirical
evidence.

This corresponds to our individual experience in the world. We
know that we are asked to conform to rules and categories 114] as if by H2
and we have similar visual perception as if by Hi. But should we take note
of Durkheim's comments on his own reliance on statistics? (above). Also for
example are we entirely sure that the idea of obeying the rules and categories
provided by HI and H2 is not only what we do, as we can see this is
significantly the case, (otherwise we would not have societies at all) but also
that it is what describes the relationship? For example we have studies on the
attitudes of gender. Is this the gender (Hi) or the society (H2) which is
creating the behaviour? Any conflict between which group of executive
homunculi is in charge creates a difficulty which must be examined and
resolved. Of course the homunculi are a thought experiment and eventually
must be totally replaced by physical and psychological facts.
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B5.

Replacing the Homunculi.

It is possible to imagine a category of rules, induced from empirical
evidence, which point to a set of behaviours which relate individuals to
buildings in such a way that rules of perception are entirely predictable
relative to any interaction with specific physical relationships. Such a
relationship for example is the individual relationship to a solidly built brick
wall in terms of movement. Logic dictates that the human form does not
have the ability to pass through solid brick waIls. The logic of action seems
convincingly linked to ergonomic and anthropological factors as well as the
pattern configuration of a building of say, brick or concrete. These sort of
rules seem applicable to Hi homunculi and could replace them with concepts
such as density, properties of light rays, physical properties.

It is possible to imagine a second category of rules made possible
through a genetic process, which if available to the individual will provide a
set of behaviours in relation to physical relationships. Such a relationship for
example is the capacity for walking [151 and perception in safe areas where
there is a flat, smooth floor capable of carrying the required weight of the
individual/s. In such situations individuals exhibit non attentive abilities to
walk whilst attending to some conscious process other than their walking,
even though their walking obviously includes 'mental' attention. These
interactions could also replace Hi.

it is

possible to imagine a logic governing the relationship of

individuals to a link with buildings in common with every single other
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individual. This is why the idea of the rules and categories coming from
society seems to be a good idea so that H2 is a necessary part of any model.
However, whilst it is possible to allow for rules linking the relationship of
individuals to brick walls and the capacity for simple movement it is not so
possible to allow for rules of decision making linking every single society.
The individual may know instinctively how to move and have learnt through
everyday experience that a brick wall requires an opening so we can see how
Hi can be replaced in these cases, but how does the individual know which
exact route or permitted action socially? Obviously the rules and theories
coming from a specific society makes this question easier to answer, the
individual is conditioned to follow the social rules and observe the categories
through the process of punishment and reward.

We are left with two questions. The first is that if individuals are in
fact conditioned in this theoretical way what is the theory about those
individuals who are not conditioned? A less obvious question is how does
this conditioning occur? Can we replace H2 and Hi unless we are absolutely
sure of exactly how perception and culture operate and if we are unsure, can
we assume too much in any model using H2 and Hi?
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B6.

Maxwell's demon

The most fundamental philosophical change between science in the
19th Century and the 20th has been the development of quantum physics and
electromagnetic concepts in place of mechanics. One of the more interesting
thought experiments of these concepts is Maxwell's Demon [16]
(Norretranders.T.1991). Maxwell's Demon acts on a shutter to allow some
molecules in a mixture of hot and cold molecules of say, water, to pass
through the shutter into a separate box. In this way the Demon can make hot
water out of warm water since temperature is in fact molecules having a
whole range of temperatures (excitations) given a statistical average by a
thermometer.

Programmers creating simulation machines operate on individuals in
much the same way as Maxwell's Demon might select individual molecules in
a thermodynamic system. The Demon's shutter is the pre-regulated roulette
wheel in the computing machine which 'decides' which individual shall go
where in the system. Just as the Demon provides a box full of hot water
molecules so the simulation provides an ordered behavioural system. Just as
the thermometer statistically represents a range of different molecule speeds
as if they are all at one temperature so the preset regulatory rules assume that
all individuals operate in similar ways. Thus all individuals are molecules
and all behaviour is predictable within a set of rules and can be simulated
accordingly. This is an analogy describing the way in which the Hi and H2
homunculi are applied, first to all perceptions and then to categories of
individual.
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The cost of the knowledge is paid for by the programmers but not by
the individuals. This expense is paid for by the large amounts of empirical
data collected, rules induced, categories established, common features
established by analysis and programming into the simulation as well as the
work of programming itself in order to arrive at an acceptable model. The
work of the homunculi is carried out by the programmers, researchers and
the program.

In the queuing, network and simulation models listed none have any
true mechanics beyond that created by brick walls and flat floors/steps/ramps
etc. The means by which the model escapee knows which way to move,
which we may call the individuals capacity for wayfinding, is the theoretical
assumption that individuals acquire reliable and empirically knowable social
and spatial knowledge. The social logic relates to categories and rules
concerning social effects and behaviours The assumption must be that
wa y findin g behaviour can be understood as a mechanical model or else as
some kind of interaction between the individual and the environment as
logical order which can be replicated as a universal or near universal
condition. This can only be true in cases in which the individual acts with
completely deterministic relationships linked to the environment OR can
determine absolutely what to do in response to specific environments as a
stimulus response mechanism constantly operating in an ordered fashion. In
this way the social logic is empirically based on culture as H2 and the spatial
logic is assumed to be universal as Hi.
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The computational "cost"

In 1994 a review of computer evacuation models by Marcus,
(Marcus.J.A.1994) seven years after the earlier review by Watts, comments
on the data needs for computer modelling. Marcus assumes the simulation to
be the required performance output of the computer models (the product) so
that his categories are limited to queuing or networks, both of which are seen
as simulating the movement of people, he writes
"(what is required is) a computer model to run
on an inexpensive personal computer in near
real time that would produce an easy to
understand visual display and that could be
easily modified by a non-programmer (which is
available today 1994)"

Marcus reports that the general conclusion of all model developers is
that "models match trends seen in the real world" [17]. If the modelling is
sufficiently sensitive and adequately programmed then models may replicate
empirical data as trends where they are joined up by spatial logic. When the
model is sufficiently sensitive, programmed and informed it imitates what is
known based upon the theory of spatial logic, that the model can assume
perception as connected up to buildings and culture. The collective assertion
of the model makers at that time, according to Marcus, was that any
differences between what became known and what had been previously
modelled should be attributed to the limited amount of empirical evidence.
The assumption here is that the cost of gathering evidence would result in an
70
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increased efficiency of "Maxwell's Demon" and thus a more predictive model.
The greater the cost of gathering evidence the greater the prediction of the
simulation and the greater the degree of complexity and thus freedom from
prescriptive outcomes.

In two papers Hinks (Hinks.A.J.1987. & 1994) confirms that there is a
lack of complexity in the computer models on offer. The lack of complexity
referred to by Hinks however is not in the complexity of evidence which is or
which may be incorporated into a computer programme but the complexity of
its origination. An expert system, represented by a computer programme
running on a computer, is only as predictive as the evidence fed into the
programme and the validity of the model. The prediction appears to rely
upon the original evidence so long as the model is correctly conceived.
The complexity of evidence includes "building and room dimensions, barriers
and variations in fuel loading ignitability, flame spread ratings as well as
human behaviour related to egress and the logic for converting building and
contents parameters into variables for use in computer programs."
(Fahy.R.1983.op.cit). But what if Hi and H2, the thought experiment
homunculi, are not predictable? What if the individual can create outcomes
so that, in the thought experiment, Hi can create images unique to itself and
H2 can create social rules contrary to a larger cultural background? Hi and
112 would then be variables not between cultures and the geometry of the
environment but between individuals and small groups.

The following statement forms a useful summary of the problem as
found within twenty two models reviewed by Gwynne. and colleagues at the
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University of Greenwich (Gwynne.et.al . 1998):"It has become apparent during (this
examination) that there is a trend towards
models which include greater behavioural
detail. Not all these behavioural aspects are
fully understood.

The impact of these

developments is strongly dependent upon the
methods employed by the models to represent
both the enclosure and the population
perspective."

What concerned Hinks (op.cit) is the fact that the origination of any
variation in spatial logic and cultural logic in extant models originates from
the programmer or from empirical evidence. In 'real life' of course much
of the origination will be by force, law, mutual agreement, custom, and only
small amounts of origination from individual action.

However it is the

individual, being forced, consenting or acting, we may say being passive or
active, consenting or dissenting, acting co-operatively or competitively, who
provides the evidence for behaviour. it is this complexity of behavioural
origination residing in the individual which Hinks spotlights as being
oversimple in computer models in Life Fire Safety Engineering. Whereas
we can imagine complex social mechanisms at work constraining and
organising individuals we need to be more exact about the degree to which Hi
and H2 can be taken as knowable.
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An organic model of behaviour

When a fixed population stays relatively stable and geographically
fixed over a long period of time they often do develop "standard" building
types together with, and inseparable from, a centrally based issue of
prescriptive rules as represented by tradition, craft, or for example the
Building Regulations (Fire Prevention Panel. op.cit). In such a case we
might call the society homogeneous over generations.

However the variable behaviours of a changing population is an
expression of some differentiation between groups of individuals. A norm
or standard is still entirely possible as a statistic so that H2 appears to be a
fixed or probable relationship whilst it is in fact less valid as a working model
of behaviour in such circumstances. A fragmented society cannot be
considered as having one H2 but several. This calls into question the original
concept of Hi because a fragmented society will perceive similar
environments differently. The extant computer models require a society, not
as individuals but sui-generis as 'invented' by Durkheim in order to produce
the necessary connections between built form and behavioural outcome.
Durkheim's theory is interested in those rules which are the outcome of a
large number of individuals, such rules are an emergent feature of such a
theory. It is therefore possible to ignore the individual. The problem is
that the evidence produced by Durkheim's theory can ignore the individual
even though individuals give rise to the data. All the individual has to do is
be alive. This particular social model is less satisfactory for the modern
individual which sees 'itself' as very much a person.
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phenomenon has been called an atomic society (Wirth.L. 1964), one made up
of unique individuals who are self consciously aware of their importance, if
only to themselves. The point about this is simply that ethical considerations
for Durkheimian society are different from Wirth's atomic society. A
behavioural model of statistical trends is different from a behavioural model
of individuals. The ethics of an individual death are different in the two
models.

"MaxwelPs Demon" in a simulation model can take account of
individuals because the knowledge is brought to the Demon for free (as far as
the Demon is concerned). The evidence is brought to the Demon and the
Demon is really a replacement for either one or both Hi and H2. This
essentially is the difference between the computer model and the individual.
In the case of the individual it must acquire knowledge or do without. In the
case of the computer model (the Demon or Hi and H2) information is
brought to it. The relationship between individuals and society as a whole, if
the development is able to occur over a long period of time, may become
expressed in the form of a common culture and common history with
evidence of behaviour embodied in the behaviour of all individuals within that
particular society.

We could hypothesise that long term homogeneous

cultures do have a propensity to provide evidence of normative values and
normative systems throughout the culture. However in short term
fragmented societies we have little evidence available to us and no extant
mode! to allow for small scale variations between groups of individuals and
say an individual building or groups of buildings. There may be even
smaller variations at the scale of individuals and rooms and intermediate
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scales of temporal development. The duration of any relationship and the
extent of co-operation will obviously affect the relevance of any evidence.
Ultimately the computer would be forced to model every single individual
and every single action and the rules and categories would disappear leaving
not a model but a computerised version of the actual behaviour itself.

An organic model would include the ability of an individual to
originate logic within the scope of Hi and H2. A fairly universal logical link
will be found in certain limited interactions, such as the examples given of the
brick wall, walking and certain social encounters, however in more complex
situations the individual will shift from "ball bearing" to "actor" in the
environmental dynamic [181. Of course this begs a question which Durkheim
sought to answer. How is it that individuals can produce similarity?
Durkheini did not answer this question because he ignored the organic model
and merely looked for trends, rules and categories, which he found on behalf
of centrally based governments and bell curve politics. Modern individuals
are looking for a different ethical and moral position in society and we need a
model to reflect their concerns. At the same time such a mode! must reduce
complexity not simply replicate it.
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Summary

The rapid development of economically viable personal computers in
the years between 1980 and 1998 provided researchers in the field of Life
Fire Safety Engineering (LFSE) with a means to represent and model
complex (escape) behaviours. During that period behaviour was increasingly
interesting to LFSE research since it was the least certain element in the
escape equation, however this was because of a lack of any knowledge rather
than any understanding of modelling behaviour.

There has been a persistent tendency to increase the complexity of the
logic programmed into the behavioural model of the individual escapee in a
computer simulation. Behaviour is complex and inter-dependent upon social,
environmental and personal experiences which alter over time in relation to
spatial phenomena. Computers can produce impressive demonstrations using
mechanical or robotic models so that simulations appear to be life-like or
"real". However simulations rely upon collected evidence and this is merely
converted into an animation or game plan of escape behaviour. The
theoretical assumption used in all extant LFSE models is that there is a logical
link between the individual and the environment, spatial logic, the HI
homunculi, and/or an additional social logic, the H2 homunculi. These rules
and categories, the social and spatial logics, are derived statistically and
ignore the individual. Extant models therefore correctly simulate certain
types of behaviours where the individual conforms to the model.

The concepts of data analysis (Nolan.B. 1994) are used in
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experimental methods in social science and also in LFSE. Gleitman
(Gleitman. 1991 .pp.A 1 -A29) explains the differences between experimental
evidence and case studies and also the use of evidence, testing and validating
assumptions. The actual problem of statistics relative to smaller social
groups may be overcome, in theory, by the rigorous application of
experimental methods using specific groups together with imagery groups
which are target groups and control groups to check the "trends" discovered
in the "patterns" discovered by statistical analysis. However the experimental
methodology answers a great part of the objection if and only if the
phenomena remain constant AND in any event the model is still not one which
allows for the necessary variations in Hi and H2 which are created when the
individual originates the rules. The need for constancy is most apparent in
the arguments for Geographic Information Systems (GIS) areal analysis and
demographic studies t191.

The search for behavioural data has become

known, at least in GIS, as the ecological fallacy, the problem of statistical
evidence being applied to individual action. The problem is not easily
perceived because the mathematics and the concept of the model as machine
provides the necessary rigour so that simulations are capable of replication,
the backbone of standard science methodology. However the data is taken
from a background which deliberately ignores the individuals.

Venn (Venn.1866) in a work on probability in the 19th Century
acknowledged that the factors of coincidence or chance were likely to make
probability less certain. The smaller the detail in comparison to the overall
identity, the less certain the probable outcome based on that detail.
Probability went ahead on the basis of the larger trends being sufficient.
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LFSE appears to be ignoring this 19th Century understanding, that small
details will always be less probable, less certain. The reason for this appears
to be the same reason which is used by Artificial Intelligence (Al) in its
arguments concerning the use of the computing machine. The amount of
detail which can be managed is so great that it is reasonable to assume that
more and more detail can be incorporated into probability models (see Watt
in Fahy.op.cit)

Maxwell's Demon does its work by virtue only of the evidence
gathered to inform it of the necessary complexity. Is the evidence used by
Maxwell's Demon the same as the evidence used by individuals. Individuals
move, they "change" their minds, they do so in a way which is intimately
connected with spatial relationships which can also change and are affected by
the movements and actions of others. They interact not only with others but
also they exchange ideas, concepts, (whatever we call them) and they alter
their knowledge over time. Maturana, quoted in Devlin (Devlin.K.1997),
suggests that people do not "communicate" they couple in some way, taking a
part of the new knowledge with them This is the single most different factor
between computers and people, people move around, exchange and originate
ideas. The background of change in terms of the knowledge inside
individuals alters because they move UNLIKE the Demon whose knowledge
only alters by chance or when evidence is supplied to it. The material effect
of this difference is that in order to obtain information the individual must
expend its own effort and fix or accept its own relationships. The Two
processes do not have the same dynamic relationships and it is difficult to see
how they can be represented by the same model.
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C.

1998.
The knowledge problem.

1. Trouble with interactions.
At the 1st International Symposium on Human Behaviour in Fire in
Ulster in 1998 (above) psychology came a distinct second to evidence. The
author had the privilege of attending the Ulster conference and meeting with
several of the longstanding contributors to the field. The invited speaker
giving the inaugural address, John Bryan, said to me in the first interval that
he was sad about the use of the term Soft Science given to behavioural
interests in general. John Bryan felt that the term 'soft' [20] was interpreted
as weak or inaccurate science, a sentiment echoed many times in private
during the course of the symposium.

The reason for the concern of John Bryan and those others I spoke to
was that papers gave only lip service to the proposals of the 19801998 period
knowing that an organic (soft) model was necessary yet producing
mechanical, often "realistic", models simply inviting the user to select
between one option and another on behalf of the escapee
(Fahy.R.p.745.Ulster). Whilst it is an organic approach to follow evidence
that those familiar with a building might act differently from newcomers, for
example (Mutani.G.p.731. Ulster), there must be a model incorporating such
complexity. Fluid dynamics, in Mutani's case. may well be entirely useful
and even applicable in certain circumstances but he provides no way in which
we can model that, the mathematics soon dominates any attempt at providing a
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model of the interactions we have termed 1-11 and H2 above (Diagram 11.2).

In Fahy's paper the term "realistically model human behaviour" is
used to discuss more the sophistication of a demonstration. Fahy's model
(EXIT89) can claim sophistication but remains essentially mechanical.
Fahy's 'Maxwell's Demon' is well informed with empirical data but the
interactions Hi and H2 are replaced by empirical data rather than by the
individual. The simulation picks from, or is randomly presented with, rules
and categories based on empirical data and chance (probability theory). In
extant simulations (1998) the similarities between one individual and another
is ambiguous unless we can know why one individual should escape very
much like another at some times and differently in others. The interactions
which originate these phenomena are not modelled in extant simulations.

In conceptual terms the problem as observed in Ulster is that those
researching escape/wayfinding behaviour in LFSE use a machine analogy.
Wayfinding behaviour is directed as if through mechanical links rather than
being modelled as an emergent feature of individual interactions embodying
spatial and social encounters. Rather than understand how wayfinding is
possible it is regarded as a phenomenon to be understood only in terms of
rules and categories induced from observations. Modern science has looked
'behind' these observations into the neuronal circuitry of individuals and
found 'candidates' to replace Hi and H2. Extant models in LFSE have so far
failed to incorporate these new observations into their own models because
although they see people as part of their science they do not see psychology as
an equal part of their science.
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C2.

Levels of sophistication

Gwynne's paper at the Ulster conference (Gwynne.S.et.al .1998)
summarises a total of 22 evacuation models extant at the time of the
conference. Referring to the behavioural perspective Gwynne refers to the
decision making process. This decision making process is presented as the
essential contrast between deterministic and behaviourist options, rule based
or decision based. Gwynne is careful to point out that he compares the level
of sophistication of the models rather than their ability to represent behaviour
in "real life". Behaviour is complex and a model is seen as a sophisticated
representation of the real thing. Gwynne gives five categories of model and
two types (Diagram 11.3.)
Type I. Deterministic. (Hi and H2 explicit)
a.

No behavioural rules - Evacnet.
Physical movement of the occupants and
physical geometry. "Ball bearing
models". (Deterministic). (H1+H2 rule
based).

b.

Functional Analogy Behaviour
Magnet Model, Tagahashi's model.
Applies an equation or sets of equations
affecting all individuals often analogous
to physics eg: fluids or magnetic
attraction (Deterministic) (HI rule based
no H2).

c.

Implicit behaviour Exit 89, Paxport,
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GWYNNE'S FIVE MODELS OF BEHAVIOUR
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Gwynne identifies two types and five models used in computer simulations.
Type 1. Deterministic
a. The ball bearing model
b. The analogous crowd model
c. The robotic model
Type 2. Behavioural
a. The rule based model
b. The symbolic logic model

DIAGRAM 11.3
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Simulex, Wayout. Based upon
secondary data which inform the
physical methods and rely on the
accuracy of the secondary data
(Empirical) (Hi rule based with rule
based links to H2 which is also rule
based).
Type 2. Behavioural.
a.

Rule Based Behavioural System
B.Graf, Crisp, Exitt, E-Scape, Evacsim,
Exodus. (variable rule based Hi linked
to variable rule based H2).

b.

Artificial Intelligence Behavioural
System. Donegan's Entry Model,
Egress, Vegas. Occupants are designed
to mimic human intelligence or an
approximation of it in respect of the
surrounding environment. (variable
interactive Hi linked to rule based H2)

Gwynne found that in models which include variable links, these can
be understood as being taken by occupants based on a set of options, rules or
theories. This understanding can be included in models by allowing random
selection, by using computer generated random choices, from empirically
gathered options, rules or theories. Thus some rules in models are stochastic
in that they are based on chance but these are based on known parameters. In
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the case of behavioural models (type 2 above) the decision making process is
said to be triggered by three types of interaction during an evacuation
(Diagram 11.4)
A.

People-People

interactions

Ic:

interactions with other occupants.
B.

People-Structure

interactions ie:

iterations with the enclosing structure.
C.

People-Environment interactions ie:
interactions with the fire affected
atmosphere and possible debris.

which means that rule based mechanisms can be used to link encounter
situations at which time random choice (from known alternatives) alters the
outcome to provide an unknown outcome. Because of this random element
the model is said to offer sufficient similarity to the unknown Outcomes
resulting from human behaviour in fire.

Computing machines, according to their inventors (Hofstatder.D.
1998), can replicate any kind of complexity including parallel network
processing if they are fast enough and large enough [21] but they have to be
told what to do. The way computing machines achieve this is to use a tape of
infinite length which carries instructions, using symbols, by reading the tape
the machine reads the instructions and carries out the necessary actions
including moving the tape in order to obtain the next instruction. What they
do not do is have a world of their own which is anything like a HUMAN
world. The assumption of the model makers is that the interaction used by
people is a mechanical linkage based on rules and categories which can be
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DECISION MAKING 'TRIGGERS'
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The three interactions described by Gwynne
People - People
People - Structure
People - Environment
said to trigger the decision making process by bringing new perceptions to consciousness
which then required a decision in order to proceed to a 'next state'.

DIAGRAM 11.4
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replicated by a machine so long as it is 'intelligent' enough. Once this
linkage is identified through gathering sufficient observations and making
suitable rules through induction then decision making becomes a reliable link.
Spatial logic together with Social logic are seen as common to specific spatial
and social encounters common to everyone within certain specific encounter
groups. Disregarding for the sake of argument any consideration of
pathological differentiation (Canguilhem.G. 1904), the status of the individual
is seen as a no bias member of the species by specifying behavioural detail as
the two forms of social and spatial logic. This is clearly compatible with the
concept of science as a rational enquiry into complex phenomena. The
discovery of rationality is part of the necessary outcome.

The organic view is that the individual changes within itself according
to context and with context so functions (mechanical links) can be altered by
the individual at will (Clitheroe.H.C.et.al .1998). Dreisch (Dreisch.H.1908)
delivering the Gifford lectures in Aberdeen in 1907 suggested that individual
values were never capable of universal agreement even though one could
observe patterns resulting from individual values. Dreisch suggested that
patterns were a product of individual values rather than their causation. A
material description of the of the action after selection. This assertion
assisted the view that whilst individual actions could be explained by Hi it was
necessary to invoke H2 to explain cultural or encounter group differences.

A rational description can be induced from empirical data however
Achinstein (Achinstein.P.1983) finds that there are three kinds of evidence,
metaphorical (categorical), analogous (comparative) and measured
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(quantitative). Achinstein's point, if correct, assumes a state or condition in
which the individual's knowledge is possibly analogous or metaphorical rather
than measured. Whereas the measured empirical data will provide
quantitative links with HI and H2 the methodology for linking HI and H2
with metaphorical and analogous evidence, if used by H 1 and H2, would seem
to be discrete to the individual without hope of exact definition other than as a
personal history.

In the case of decision making the theoretical assumption of extant
computer simulation models in LFSE assumes a decision making taxonomy
between what is presented by the building and the outcome in terms of the
behaviour of the individual. This is Hi linked to fixed or known variations
(taxonomic links) in behaviour-environment morphologies. This concept is
explained by Passini (Passini.R.1996) as a combination of perception,
cognition and decision making. The assumption here is twofold. Conscious
action emerges from processing what is made available by perception because
it is known in specific ways as being the environment which is acted upon.
This is understood as a logical procession of events. Environment,
perception, cognition, processing and action upon the environment.
(Diagram.II.5.). H2 may clearly be added to such an equation to allow for
cultural variations. To the reader this section may by now be confusing
because although this thesis is arguing for an improved model of behaviour it
may seem that the extant models are entirely capable of replicating behaviour
as it is known in LESE. This is true and the argument developed below
suggests that it is this very concept of behaviour, rather than the model, which
differs from that which science now knows of the human condition.
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The wayfinding model as presented by Passini.(Passini.R.1996) where the environment is
perceived, cognised then a decision taken and action made by altering the location of the
individual within the environment.
This appears to be a very straightforward procedure neatly described as decision making or
processing.

DIAGRAM 11.5
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Decision making processes

Decision making triggers are assumed at points of interaction between
complex combinations of people, environments and structures (Diagram
II.4.above). In terms of sophistication and computer prowess complexity is
of itself a problem solved by more power and faster processing. The ball
bearing and other deterministic models (see Diagram.II.3 above) are
unsophisticated in that they represent the most basic and mechanical forms of
interaction being rule based even when both the perception of objects (Hi)
and cultural contexts (H2) are included. The behavioural models
(Diagram.II.3 above) provide for greater sophistication by dividing the
individual into types or categories which interact differently at points of
interaction with people, environments and structures.

This means, as

indicated above, that rather than rules for individuals and contexts there are
varieties of interactions between, in one case rule based sets of Hi and rule
based sets of H2: in the other interactive perception as Hi linked to rule based
sets of cultural contexts as H2, this latter attempting to produce 'thinking'
behaviour in context hence Artificial Intelligence.

Any simulation requires constant updating or it becomes either
obsolete or chaotic (Rosenman.M.A.1985). In terms of entropy or the decay
of evidence gained from observation it is clear that changes to the evidence
can be originated through altered building layouts and building codes made
necessary by changing social needs. The social cost of gathering the data can
thus be justified to improve reliability. This might conceivably justify the
steady increase in cost related to the steady increase in evidence required in
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order to perfect the complex modelling of individual actions (Diagram.II.6).
In this illustration the cost of evidence increases as the amount of evidence
required rises because of the need to include more evidence within the
complex model. The assumption of the comparative cost relating to
comparative complexity is simplistic yet persuasive. More detail is obviously
attached to individual interactions than to more general interactions but the
model remains similar in both general and specifically individual interactions.
Only the detail is less however is this an acceptable model of behaviour? Do
we in fact pay more and more attention to detail in a rational and consistent
manner so that more evidence provides a more predictive outcome? Is it not
more like life that the more choices the more difficult it is to make a
decision?

Gwynne suggests that the difference between a deterministic and a
decision making model is the incorporation of the decision making trigger
mechanism (Ulster.p686). This trigger is said to operate on three possible
levels of expertise regarding the spatial categories in diagram 11.4. above
being people, environmental and structural. These levels of expertise are
given as:
i.

psychological - a response based on
the information available to an occupant
given the profile and experience of the
occupant (eg: run away or help friends).

ii.

Sociological - a response based on
information based on interaction with
other occupants (eg: alert others).
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When faced with providing a computer with knowledge - rules for behaviour - the model is
represented in the diagram above. As the behaviour becomes more and more processed by
the computer it needs more and niore evidence of the actual behaviour. At this level of
complexity either the computer or the individual is redundant. Thus the computer may
take the place of the individual given enough evidence.
This situation is the argument in favour of computer simulation, the living of the
individuals life so that risks may be anticipated. The question then is - does the individual
interact in the way such models assume it does, as rational and so consistently?

DIAGRAM 11.6
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iii.

Physiological - a physical reaction to
the surrounding environment which in
some way effects the capabilities of the
occupant (eg: inhalation of smoke or
gases).

However these terms do not make the model more exact, rather they muddy
the waters creating the very reasons for which LFSE has felt it necessary to
reject the "ambiguous, complex and difficult to understand" (Archea.op.cit
Section 1 above) which "render all relationships vague and tenuous".

One rescue from the "ambiguity" referred to by Archea is to leave the
interpretation of behaviour in the hands of experts and slot their explicit
findings into the waiting model of behaviour.

This provides added

sophistication but without validation of the efficacy of the model since it fails
to explain how behaviour operates other than there being some encounter
between H 1 and H2 in need of resolution. Decision making may well be
located between the fact of perception and the need to act within a social or
social type of context. Decision making may be based on the experience of
the individual, the interaction with others and with one's own bodily reactions
to smoke etc but how can we model this situation?
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C4.

Sophistication, complexity and evidence.

The Oxford Dictionary definition of sophistication is "worldly wise
and artificial". In terms Of the state of the art computer simulation in LFSE
this interpretation is probably apt, the empirical evidence makes the Demon
worldly wise and yet the models are by nature artificial. The sophistication
of the more complex simulations is very great. The next question then is are
the simulations valid?

Such a model represents a kind of universal solipsism or knowledge of
self. Computers receive their data from empirical studies mediated by
experts to represent all observed human behaviour in the form of an objective
model of self. The individual 'self' is thus expertly and universally
represented not only according to location and culture in terms of H2
variations but also according to random selection or chance out of all possible
selections within the empirically established parameters of the social logic.
Every part of all H2's is to be included. The validation of the simulation is
more possible the more detailed and comprehensive the empirical data. This
is made more economic if society channels all of its building production
through experts who make themselves aware, through training, and
disseminate the findings. Different operators of alternative models may
argue about the degree of sophistication which the models can provide. As
Gwynne states (Gwynne.op.cit) "until a systematic and graduated approach to
validation is adopted by the experts this (variability of modelling complexity
and protocols) will impede the wide scale acceptance of evacuation models.
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Where arguments include evidence, and they all do, the assumption is
that a typical processing model operates to provide simulation in rising scales
of cost and sophistication based on the cost and complexity of obtaining
evidence and 'running it through' the simulation. When model makers have
moved away from a deterministic model to a decision making model they
have retained the concept of evidence and, in a variety of methods, made the
processing more complicated so that the simulation is more life like.
(Diagram.II.7)

Decision making is understood as a trigger which releases the
movement. Any evacuee will stand motionless until a decision triggers
action. Which way do they go? When they "go" are they moving within a
very small space or set of spaces or a larger set and if so is there any
relationship between the sets? When the evacuee moves do they do so at
speed and is this connected with any understanding of what that speed is
"doing" for them, should they decide to slow down or stop? All of these
decisions are based on the evidence available to the individual and that
evidence is interpreted or cognized by the producer of the model based upon
empirical evidence of what individuals are known to do in relation to such
data given certain social contexts and backgrounds.

The computer model then is based upon components, properties and
relationships which have been established over time through observation.
The distinction between perception and culture has been represented by the
two sets of homunculi Hi and H2 who are known to 'confer'. New evidence
for combinations of Hi and H2 can be gathered as funds become available.
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The deterministic models take the environmental data and directly relate, through expert
mediation, the behavioural outcome or actions.
The behavioural models take the environmental cause together with more complex data and
mediate this to decision making resulting in behavioural outcomes or actions.
The effect of this mediation is to create data based on more comçkx and comprehensive
empirical studies which can then be made machine like in operation (a programme). The
stochastic (roulette wheel) choices in the systems which have them allow for differentiation
and greater complexity of outcome in the various kinds of simulation.

DIAGRAM 11.7
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Sequential evidence.

Models of evacuation aim to relate a time taken for escape and
survival of simulated escapees. No matter how such time limits are set or by
whom an evacuation is measured according to international clock time.
Currently 2.5 minutes, 150 seconds is the generally prescribed time for
evacuation 1221. If the individual moves at a rate of .7 m per second or 1.4
m. per second the escape time alters over the same ground travelled. If the
individual moves rapidly but in the wrong direction the escape time alters. If
the individual has difficulty in moving at all, say a wheelchair is involved, the
speed is altered and with it the time. If the individual moves erratically
because of environmental features the escape time alters. Clock time is
affected by attention to the way taken and the match between that and the
"correct" route.

The use of time in computer simulations is essentially

rational and linear.

By linking spatial evidence through Hi to decision making each
individual in the simulation is placed within a pattern which correlates to a
pattern in the environment made available by perception. Given an ordered
pattern the time taken for movement within it would be the shortest possible
when the two patterns match each other exactly. The relationship between
time and performance is controlled by the match between environmental data
and stored data be that within a machine or an individual. Diagram 8
(Diagram.II.8) shows this idea that the pattern of action and the pattern of the
environment are ideologically matched each in the other.
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RECOGNISING AND RELATING TO ENVIRONMENTAL DATA
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In order to wayfind the wayfinder must match the pattern of escape with the pattern
known. Any ambiguity leads to potential and probable delay.

DIAGRAM 11.8
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The pattern principle.

C6.

The timing and effects of a fire are not a common experience nor are
they often sought out by any individuals, more often fires are carefully
avoided (unless the individual is a fire fighting professional). Assume that
the individual has understood there is a fire and has interpreted that advice.
in order to intend to leave the building the question becomes to what degree
are they able to attend to a spatial logic given that the experience is unusual?
The higher the match between the two patterns, that stored in the individual
and that 'stored' within the building, the greater the speed possible regardless
of the actual speed of the individual in question. The question then becomes
how can patterns become part of both the complex building and the
individual?

Clearly the process of correlation between empirical data and the
individual is dependent upon the spatial data resident within the location of
that individual within the complex AND its matching within the individual in
some way. The location is understood or 'cognized' and decisions made
relative to the complex. The larger question then becomes how is spatial data
possible so that it can be both recognised and related to? The point here is
about the exactness of the pattern some of which is beyond immediate
perception (Diagram.II.9). How does Hi homunculi deal with this problem
and how is it possible for Hi to make sure that the immediate perception links
with what is beyond immediate perception if it cannot be perceived? it seems
that some kind of memory is necessarily involved.
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The wayfinder and the environment must in some way link together to produce the same
order. How can the individual anticipate the order from the data available in that specific
location?

DIAGRAM 11.9
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Matching evidence.

An individual can run walk or crawl at maximum speed when carrier
space, supporting land, is available. In each optimal performance will
depend on the degree of correlation between patterns of perception and actual
carrier space available beyond what can be perceived immediately. Control
of the patterns would relate to control of action so that our HI homunculi are
checking the perception against memory and against what is perceived next.
The general assumption regarding the taxonomy of patterns relative to
environmental data is linked strongly to symbolism, analogous to an
environmental language. The general term for this concept in language is
semiotics (de.Saussure.1983/11). The same concept has been applied to built
form (Krampen.M.1979) which matches the idea of perception as the
homunculi joining up what is perceived with what is 'out there' in the
environment if necessary conferring with H2 homunculi in the process.

The concept of semiology meets with several difficulties in seeking an
application to built form. Briefly, the problem with semiology is the
experience of actual depth in what we might call the 'real world'. The extent
to which depth can be represented by an image is limited by the evidence
stored in the individual and re-evidenced by the perception. Semiology has
successfully dealt with the use of images in linguistic terms and by inference
can show how groups of individuals hold data in common relative to an image
or set of images. These studies are applicable to the images of buildings as
facades, concepts, in fact any perceived value granted in common so as to
create objects in common.

Wayfinding is thought to be the same
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phenomenon but it is not. Wayfinding is a spatial and temporal interaction
which not only relates to but literally confronts depth unambiguously in
space. Wayfinding contributions at the Ulster conference illustrate the
problem that a model of behaviour must include the description of how Hi
and H2 homunculi manage to confer so that what Hi presents as image is
extended into a depth in some way which is exactly similar to the actual depth.
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C8.

Wayfinding at the Ulster conference.

Tanaka's research (Tanaka.A.et.al .1998) shows that individuals in
complex spaces operate various wayfinding strategies. He demonstrates that
individuals apply rules even when the context itself is novel 123h We could
see this as decision making or on the other hand the exposure to a pattern in
the spaces in which the individual must interact in order to produce an overall
behavioural effect. Diagram 11.10. shows Tanaka's wayfinding experiment.
Tanaka's approach shows that individuals seem to use different rather than
similar theoretical approaches when confronting the same built form in a
wayfinding exercise. Individuals did not all use the same rules nor did they
apply rules they did use in the same way so that patterns of progress were
different between different individuals. - Individuals made choices in different
ways. This indicates that Hi homunculi were uncertain of the depth beyond
the presentation represented by the perception AND that they did not all
interact in the same way. Some assumed a greater depth than others, some
assumed more consistency than others in the pattern of the experiment.

Murosaki (Murosaki.Y.et.al .1998) presents findings in which he links
order to a cultural imperative, in this case the decision to turn left at T
junctions. As with Tanaka this is the application of a particular rule (always
turn left or towards the brightest if x - where x is the cultural context).
Murosaki's experiment is not conclusive and this is stated in the paper cited
however the theory here is that the HI homunculi are told by H2 homunculi
to always take the left and/or brightest way forward).
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TANAKA'S EXPERIMENT

Tanaka's Experiment includes two wayfinder versions of the same complex of spaces
1. where the throughness order is rapidly assessed by the volunteer and is probably based
upon the use of a simple rule in connection with no entry signs and a theoretical expectation
of similarity in all corners and no entry signs which works in this particular case.
2. the throughness order is not assessed probably because the volunteer assumes
(wrongly in this particular experiment) that order is not to be expected at every corner.
The difficulty with this experiment is that either of the volunteers may use a different theory
in other instances, for example the formation of a simple rule in the first case worked here
but may not always be assumed or found in an actual spatial arrangement.

DIAGRAM 11.10
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Donegan (Donegan.H.A.1998) shows that whilst one mathematical
analysis fails to detcct any difference between two spatial layouts a different
mathematical method demonstrates a complexity measure which does detect a
difference between the same two spatial layouts. The information content,
the spatial data in the two perceptions is shown to be capable of logical
difference by use of a different logic even though the spatial data is 'the
same'. As a measure of linear time to escape both layouts are the same. As
a measure of complexity one is more complex than the other by over 50%.
Although more complex the actual evacuation time would be the same for
each spatial layout.

Donegan's model confirms that whilst time is not necessarily made
longer by greater complexity, complexity as a measure of interference, or
added information, can be measured. The measurement of difference is
brought about by the application of a different logic. If so then this would
expose the need to explain how the necessary pattern of escape is measured by
the HI homunculi. Since each individual is discrete mentally would this
mean that each individual will have varying qualities of Hi homunculi who
either will or will not identify complexity? For Durkheim's statistics this
would not matter except that individual representation would become more,
rather than less, difficult to simulate. Donegan indicates that the amount of
time to escape would not be significantly increased by added complexity
(Diagrarn.II.il ). The reverse is presumably also possible - the simulation of
escape time is a measure which can overlook and ignore other measures
which can add complexity to environmental data. This suggests that experts
may use one measure of spatial logic (assuming the interactions of HI) whilst
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DONEGAN' S EXPERI MENT

Donegan's Experiment includes two sets of complex space in which one has only one more
space that the other. The queuing model for escape time is the same for each but the
network model of each is different and a measure of the complexity of the network is
different. Donegan argues that the measures for time and complexity provide different
results from the same set of spaces. Donegan provides no relationship between the
complexity and human psychology in terms of how individuals may understand this
complexity and either overcome it or experience it.

DIAGRAM 11.11
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individuals may use as many measures as there are individuals and differences
in social logic (conferring with H2). This may not actually affect escape time
if the route is known of if there are enough of the right sort of 'accidents' but
could the added complexity create ambiguity between the rather exact and/or
random models of LFSE simulations and actual behaviour? If there is an
ambiguity between actual behaviour and the LFSE model then there is a need
for a better model. The need for a better model then would seem to be based
upon the increased number of alternative rationalities which might be
exhibited by the HI homunculi.

To make this more explicit what is suggested here is that the latest
wayfinding experiments presented at the Ulster conference indicate that not
only are behaviours complex but they seem to rely upon more dynamic
interaction both of the Hi homunculi and between Hi and H2 homunculi. If
this is actually the case then it makes the possibility of a useful simulation
diminish according to the time lapse between evidence used in the model and
evidence in situ. To put heads to these suggestions we can say that the two
principles raising questions regarding the efficacy of existing models are
exactness and frequency. How exact can a model be and to what extent can it
model the dynamic interaction, or frequency, of the interactions between Hi
and H2 and those physical, social and environmental trigger points
surrounding the individual?
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C9.

Summary of the problem of wayfinding
in Life Fire Safety Engineering (LFSE).

In the early work on behaviour in Life Fire Safety Engineering
(LFSE), behaviour was seen as a possible way to avoid hardware
(Canter.D.1980). During the computational period the programmers
interpreted behaviour as a combination of social and spatial logic which in the
text above we have transposed into the thought experiment of two sets of
executive homunculi who carry out the processing work for the individual.
Programmers believed that the homunculi made decisions depending upon
their interaction with other people (social logic) and the environment through
perception (spatial logic) and made those decisions based on empirically
derived data which was mediated by rational thought into rules and conditions
which were shared by both the homunculi and, through observation and a
similar rational procedure, by scientists in LSFE.

The programmers argue that they are capable of explaining the
decisions on the basis of empirically derived data but fail to show how the
homunculi operate other than by gathering more evidence in order to make
more complex rules. Some programmers take all the decisions, some take
some decisions and leave the rest to chance whilst some leave all the decisions
to chance. However chance, in these models, is given parameters according
to data obtained in the field which may ignore the individual in cases which
rely upon statistical evidence alone, such as the ball bearing models, or
understands the individual by conferring with specialists in other fields such
as psychology and anthropology etc.
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Whereas the empirical evidence provided by other experts and
statistical evidence can be refereed and validated the decisions and the
parameters of chance depend upon environmental evidence gathered over
time in specific conditions. Programmers assume links or provide
parameters for links between spatial data and action [24] which have been
criticised for generating "behavioural and cognitive rigidity ... a restrictive
yoke on experience 1251

The move towards performance design, if validated by simulations as
currently designed, would lead back to prescriptive design by default. In
providing parameters and taking cognitive decisions on behalf of the evacuees
then the programmers are restricting experience to what they know, hence
they are forced to discover more and impose that on their models. The need
for evidence is made paramount however Donegan has demonstrated that the
application of a different logic can lead to a different data set. All models
have this problem with evidence. Is there some evidence which can produce
"knowledge transcending particular environments" (Garling.T. 1986) so that
evidence, however complex, gained in one environment can be transposed
into any other environment with exactness? New environments produce new
perceptions thus schemes must either be tested in real life evacuations prior to
use or tested by simulation using "knowledge transcending particular
environments". In either case, simulation or the gathering of empirical data,
can that data be treated as building blocks of information, put together in such
a way that processing is possible and how would this work?

The configured environment is assumed by some to provide social
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logic (Hillier.B.1984) in addition to spatial logic thus linking HI and H2
homunculi in the same environmental configurations. Perception is assumed
by some to link spatial data provided by the complex building to data stored
as memory resulting from the individual's own experience thus configurations
of space may according to some configure Hi and H2 together. Many
researchers believe that there is no axiomatic link as such and that a link is
constructed over time or developed (Gelman.R.et.al . 1996) (Milner.A.D.et.al .

1995) (Shontz.F.C. 1993) (Rock.I. 1983) (Moore.G.et.al . 1976)). Such a
developed link may have many alternative influences upon the logic applied to
perceptual data.

In LFSE research Murosaki investigates cultural logic (H2), Donegan
the logic of complexity (H 1), Tanaka the logic of enquiry. These researchers
share a similar platform of enquiry. Directional decisions must link spatial
data to what is stored out of experience. If the link is !i axiomatic then all
the assumptions based on environmental data must depend upon individual
rather than universal processing so that the history of the individual is
perhaps more important than the evidence gained from either random
individuals (in the case of statistical evidence) or actual individuals (in the
case of observations and experiments using the existing model). The existing
model used in simulations assumes that evidence can be incorporated into
processing on an incremental basis, perfecting the predictive exactness of the
outcome. Where the outcome is a validation exercise this may be acceptable
to society as a methodological safeguard. However if the outcome is said to
represent behaviour then there must be some cause for concern within LFSE
when, in 1996 at the Institute of Fire Engineers conference on how people
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react to major disasters, John Kendrick, technical specialist to a simulation
model (VEGAS) stressed that the simulation was only as good as the
behavioural rules applied and that all current models were "very simplistic"
(however the use of Virtual Reality to present results to the customer were
"quite effective") (Fire. October 1996. pp.21-22.).

The term isomorphism is used to describe a point to point
transposition. The transposed outcome may not be the same as the original
but there must be a point to point relationship between input and outcome.
The assumption that a configuration of built space will transpose on a point to
point basis through perception and out as action is isomorphism in
behavioural terms. The isomorphic assumption is that any slight change in
the configuration will result in a slight change in outcome. This attitude has
been called a black box approach to processing. The addition of the two
homunculi Hi and H2 can be seen as sophisticated improvements to the black
box so that extra transpositions are carried out by Hi and H2 using a set of
rules which may be revealed, given a suitable amount of observations. Any
assumption concerning an exact and consistent relationship between
configurations and outcomes has to contend with the evidence of perceptual
inconsistencies. Section III introduces perceptual mechanisms such as the
cognitive map and concepts of place which question the validity of the
isomorphic assumption and in doing so question the extant models used in
LFSE simulations.
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D.

Notes & References

1.

Canter.D in the foreword to Fires and Human
Behaviour (F&HB).Canter.D.ed. John Wiley &
Sons. 1980.

2.

ditto .p.xvii.

3.

The idea of positivist science credited to Compte.A.
(Introduction to positive philosophy. Hackett
Indianapolis. 1988) in the early part of the mid 19th
Century (but see also Vico.G.The new science of
giambatista Vico. tr.Fisch. Cornell U p. 1944
written 1744 as an alternative historic perspective).
positivist because the ideas took Bacon's scientific
programme and objective methodology to a constant
(positive) improvement of knowledge until the entire
universe was understood through a unifying
mathematical theory which assumed that human
nature was rule based in the same way that Newton
had seemed to prove that the universe was rule
based although in fact Newtons second and third
laws went on to produce the mathematics of chaos
theory (see later)

4.

Research on the development of fire in buildings has
progressed well so that LFSE is aware of and can
model quite large fires from ignition, through
growth, flashover and eventual burn out. LFSE
also knows far more now about the toxins and
gasses produced as products of fire and of their
effects upon human psychology in terms of
disablement and death and this information is used
in several computer simulations. Neither the
simulations nor the detailed knowledge was so well
disseminated at that time. It remains the case
however that simulations for complex data such as
the development of fire scenarios are themselves
complex and tend to improve in direct ratio to
computer power.

5.

We can fairly safely assume that the reference to
social science in F&HB would mean that data
gathering of the social science type is offered. This
is statistical data after the celebrated works by
Durkheim such as The elementary forms of religious
life. Novello & Co. 1915 and his Division of labour
in society. Durkheim was more or less forced to
introduce statistics, mathematics, into his arguments
because the French system under which he wished
to work would accept little else at the time although
in his own footnotes he makes a reference in
Religious life the 1915 version p.1 1 note 3 that rules
"vary with different societies so that mathematical
proof is not the congenital nature of man"
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6.

It is also thought (Susan Greenfield. International
conference on Consciousness. Kings college.
April.l999) that panic is indeed a time related
problem in which cells in the cortex are limited in
number because the (now considered) usual
chemical action causing adaptive and
improvisational cortical activity is denied (by lack of
time or emotional reaction to the immediate threat of
death).

7.

At this 'first' international symposium John Bryan,
a researcher in LFSE in the USA working along
similar lines to Wood, gave an inaugural address
pointing out that the number of the 'first'
symposium was in fact the third since in fact there
had been two previous symposia, one in 1977 and
one in 1978 and the assumption was that in
international terms it probably was the first but in
behavioural terms the third in Life Fire Safety
Engineering although there were several others in
environmental psychology.

8.

Von Neuman and/or Turing machines as they are
sometimes called after their inventors who saw them
as able to replicate anything at all given a limitless
memory in the form of a tape or strip of instructions
which the machine can read and act upon.

9 For example in Psychological and Social Factors in
Fire Response (NFPA San Diego USA 1984
Sime.J. gives examples of apparently illogical
behaviour such as ignoring alarms which seem to be
logical when a more profound context is taken into
account. Also see Beard.A in A Stochastic Model
For The Number Of Deaths In A Fire. Fire Safety
Journal 4 pp.169-184 1982 indicates that the
dynamics and complexity of the phenomena and the
lack of certainty and precision in the available
information provide an unscientific background
without some theoretical framework on which to test
any assumptions or findings.
10.

Both Fruin's work on pedestrian flow, Pauls' work
on stairways and Peschl's on door openings are
extremely useful to designers and programmers
since they reflect much of the required data and its
use regarding ergonomics, the fit and relationship of
bodies to buildings and thus production of buildings
and occupational hazards/solutions.

11.

See for example Longley.P et.al . spatial analysis
modelling in a GIS environment in a paper titled the
"Ecological Fallacy" in which the relationship of an
individual behaviour to statistical group behaviours
is questioned and earlier Norbert.E The society of
individuals. 1939/1991 Blackwell.

12.

"The no bias claim rests on random sampling for a
parent population: p.198 the typical sample without
bias allows probability however the relationship
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between characteristics - a correlation - requires a
theory about individuals which rests on the
plausibility or logicality of the nexus between
characteristics"
13.

Combinatorial analysis is the use of computer
algorithms to solve network problems involving
searching through different combinations of nodes
and pathways to find a "correct" pathway
(Watts.op.cit.p.3).

14.

See for interest Woozley. A. D Law and obedience
the arguments of plato's Crito argument about
loyalty to an oath concerning willingness to be
governed and ruled by law as a voluntary
relationship having greater determinism than free
will. Gerald duckworth. 1979.

15.

The capacity for walking is provided for genetically
much in the same way as the capacity for speech
(Pinker.S. The Language Instinct. 1994. Allen Lane
The Penguin Press.). In speech the genetic
provision does not even extend to accent and
especially not to the language spoken, both of which
are developmental features of environmental
interaction with other speech carrying individuals.
Like speech the actual style of walking and the
directions taken are developmental features emergent
out of environmental interaction with other
individuals, physical space and self development.

16.

Maxwell's Demon is the agent in a thought
experiment dreamt up by James Clerk Maxwell
(1831-1879) and named a 'demon' by lord Kelvin
to highlight the imperfection in the 19th Century
understanding of thermodynamics. The second law
of thermodynamics states that heat can only flow
one way, a system can only move from order to
entropy once opened up, the effect of this is that for
example if a cup of hot water (active molecules) is
thrown into a tub of cold water the result is a
mixture of molecules some very active some slower
but the originally active molecules cannot be
retrieved from the new mixture. Maxwell's demon
was deemed capable of spotting the faster molecules
and not putting them in a separate compartment so
that the hot water could in that way be retrieved but
allowing them through a trap door thus doing no
actual work on the molecules. No work but
increased order. The trick or lie in the experiment
was that the demon would have to identify the more
active molecules and this represents work which is
to say that knowledge costs.

17.

Marcus does not specify what this real world really
is. The concept of matching trends is however
entirely consistent with statistically induced rules
gained by analysis of a no bias population of any
specific population or group of individuals. Trends
are like the thermometer measure of a liquid, the
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average of all the various forms of activity without
bias for any specific variable.

18.

Jack Elliot. Assistant Professor. College of Human
Ecology. Design and Environmental Analysis.
Cornell University. Ithaca. New York. personal
communication. 1999.

19.

For this see Longley.P.et.al (ed). Pearson
Professional. Spatial Analysis Modelling In A GIS
Environment. 1996 particularly the papers by
Wrigley, Holt, Steel and Tranner.

20.

For example the Tokyo conference on Soft Science
in 1994. Devlin the mathematician uses the term in
his work Goodbye Descartes. John Wiley & Sons.
1997 p.51. to describe the people sciences.

21

The computer and the mind. Johnson Laird.P.
Fontana press. 1988.

22.

Sime has criticised the time limit in his paper (op.cit)
but regardless of the imposition of any time limit it
some form of time frame exists relative to escape
without injury. Sirne argues that escape is faster if
people are correctly attending to the danger rather
than the time limit. See also comments concerning
the lacking of validation relating to the time legally
indicated. The underlying text is the imperative of
experts contrasted in Sime's paper with the actual
fact of individual context, experts of production
contrasted with people as individual experts of their
own selves.

23.

Wayfinding in an underground space.

24.

Such views were held (and still are) by the
mechanical views represented by Taylor.F in what
has become known as Taylorism, the time and
motion measurement, quantitative measures, of
behaviour which are rooted in contractual
exchanges, where cost and performance are
necessary conditions of employment, rather than
social exchanges which are more flexible. This
social flexibility is one of the concerns of those
seeking to explain the multiple selves provided by
what has been known popularly as the subconscious (see Jopling.D.A. 1998).

25.

(Rorty.R.1988.p219) cited in Joplin (above)

A rchea.J The Place of Architectural Factors in Behavioural
Theories of Privacy. Journal of Social Issues.
Vol.33. Number.3. 1977.
Achinstein.P

The Concept of Evidence. Oxford University Press.
1983

Beard.A.N.
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A.

1.

Place and complex space.

introduction
The previous section reviewed the literature concerning Life Fire

Safety Engineering (LFSE). Evidence used in simulations of escape
behaviour using computing machines was categorised by its relationship to
two kinds of executive homunculi as a thought experiment. These may be
called H2 who deal with 'social' evidence and Hi who deal with 'spatial' data.
Social data (1-12) is used here to describe complex data concerning interactions
which provide symbolic, cultural and interpersonal interactions. Spatial data
(Hi) is used here to describe evidence concerning interactions with built form
and physical configurations of space. Programs which simulate escape
behaviour model by combining one or both types of evidence into
programmes. However individual behaviour is somewhat different from the
model used in extant LFSE programmes. For example both sighted and
unsighted individuals have spatial understanding (Norman.D.A.1998.p.100)
and obviously this must be obtained via perceptual categories [ii which are
visual or haptic (Heller.M.A.1991) which complicates the way in which
individual perception works (Diagram.1II.l). The Hi homunculi dealing
with perception now have to also deal with haptic and other senses as well.
This is not exactly how the homunculi are understood if they are meant to be
transposing objects in the environment into memories in some way linked to
visual perception.

The development of computer simulation can be seen as systems
mediated by experts (Allwood.R.1985). Aliwood's criticism is that expert
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inter-relating escape to wayfinding DIAGRAM III: 1
THE PERCEPTUAL LINK
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The concept of how we experience environmental data has been examined in Life Fire
Safety Engineering literature. The data is assumed to be collected up by perception of
some kind. This perception is then understood or cognized and decisions made which
produce actions and behaviours.
The link between perception and action is conceptualised in LFSE literature as the
transformation of environmental data into action. This transformation may take several
forms, visual, haptic (touch) and may also include contextual data such as rules concerning
what to do. For example a member of staff would be expected to act differently from a
visitor or customer visiting a shop or office.

DIAGRAM 111.1
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systems are 'designed' to be logical and rational (it is almost the definition of
being an expert). If parts of the system change they will affect the system
and must affect the outcome. An expert system assumes that what changes
has direct relationships with outcome and can be quantified. The model used
in extant simulations in Life Fire Safety Engineering treats the work of Hi
and H2 as incorporating social evidence and spatial evidence in serial or
netPork fashion as add on rules or elements. In the case of a fast computer
the serial calculations are SO fast that the simulation, although carried out
serially, imitates a unified complex network. When this is so then an expert
may add abilities in series, programmed to act in concert to produce a
sophisticated effect. This is the very basis of the computing machine ethos,
that the machine carries out all tasks with infinite possibilities. Although
added as bolt on parts the output is sophisticated.

Computer simulations in LFSE can take account of both the
application of differential logic and the use of logic in different ways.
Differential logic is taken to mean here that the whole complex is appreciated
in a different way according to the logic used. Donegan, Tanaka and
Murosawa (above) have shown that a network of spaces produces neither
similar actions nor absolute values of logical analysis. Since the spaces in
each case are fixed by solid walls the environmental data would appear to be
the same and yet Donegan particularly shows that the outcome of analysis can
differ according to the logic used. Donegan's finding can be incorporated
into a system by bolting on the most appropriate logic for the purpose. The
outcome will be logical and related to environmental data in either case.
This is the application of differential logic.
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experiment the behaviour of individuals differed even though the
environmental evidence is derived from the same fixed walls and spaces.
Tanaka's finding can be incorporated into a system by adopting psychological
types who apply logic in different ways. Murosawa's on going experiments
seek confirmation of this approach to the application of a specific
psychological logic to a wayfinding problem. In Murosawa's case the
psychology is culturally derived in Tanaka's findings the psychology must be
seen as more individually selected. In all cases Hi and H2 homunculi can be
linked or left out in various ways by manipulating the programme in a
suitable way.

This thesis does ii argue that the application of differential logic is
incorrect jpj that psychological differences are incapable of simulation by
computer. In fact the opposite appears to be the case. Simulations are very
impressive on computers producing the illusion of sophisticated outcomes.
With the current improvements to speed, video and graphic systems the
simulations will soon not only act but look virtually real. In producing such
outcomes the simulation has progressed beyond the model of behaviour to an
animation. In order to reduce simulations to a universal model of behaviour
much of the complexity would need to be ignored. In order to increase the
complexity the model would be no longer universal. Universality is not only
a spatial feature it is also temporal. The universal model thus cannot include
the complex and specific model over time. Novel projects obviously exclude
themselves from universality thus long term and novel outputs are outwith
sophisticated simulations using extant LSFE computer based models.
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A2.

Surroundings and depth

It is thus important to understand more about the way in which the
perceptual/cognitive and decision making process operates, the ways in which
HI and H2 combine forces to produce behaviour. Uncertainty arises not only
when the individual is faced with a choice out of two alternative directions but
also when each alternative leads to a further choice and/or when there are
more than two directions from which to choose. This sort of complexity is
referred to as depth. Diagram 111.2 illustrates the problem of depth. Image
at the interface may be similar in two perceptions but the depth behind the
image is not perceived and must be put in place by the exact depth and the
imagined depth. Both the exact and imagined depths are represented by the
image at the interface. The question of perception is obviously linked to both
the image and the depth and each is linked to the other in some way but how.
In one case it is linked by what we call the imagination or memory and in the
other it is linked exactly by spatial extension.

The strength and validity of links between the spatial data and the
outcome in terms of wayfinding is more complicated than a choice of
direction at a point in space. There has to be some idea of the outcome
which depends upon a notion of place location relative to image and depth.
The characteristic of the correlation of immediate spatial data perceived by
the wayfinder (perceiver) and the exact spatial pattern compared to the
wayfinders appreciation of the depth/pattern available is the same whatever
the outcome. If the spatial data is deep or shallow how can the wayfinder
know this? Successful vayfinding depends upon matching both the decision
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The environmental data presented at the interface between the wayfinder and complex
spaces is illustrated as a problem of depth. How does the wayfinder know which way to
take when the way is obscured by the image representing that depth.
The image is made up from the depth yet may present itself without any explicit linkage to
depth. The wayfinder must imagine or memorise the depth from the data presented in the
image. In addition the depth must be explicitly the same as imagined or else there will be
time delays through additional searching for a match between actual and imagined depth.

DIAGRAM 111.2
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to move, the move itself and the outcome. How can the outcome become
known prior to occurring so that trial and error interactions can be avoided?

Trial and error explorations add time to the wayfinding. Life Fire
Safety Engineering (LFSE) is concerned with time because the longer the
time taken to wayfind the more danger for the wayfinder from remaining
within complex spaces likely to ignite or fill with toxic gasses. In Tanaka's
findings (above) we see that some individuals seem to rapidly assume a rule
for successful wayfinding in his specific maze whilst others do not [2]. Note
that if the set of complex spaces was different then the vayfinder needs a
different rule. The application of the rule is a trial and error interaction
since it may not have worked even when the outcome produced is not an
error. Since the maze is exactly the same for both kinds of wayfinder, fast
and slow, we must assume that they each apply different rules on a trial and
error basis, since neither has seen the complex before. In the slow version of
Tanaka's wayfinder the pattern of moving from one unknown point of
ambiguity to another is different from the speedy version. The slow seems
to examine the route on every occasion whilst the fast appears to quickly form
a rule and use it. However the wayfinder cannot directly sense depth so that
the reason for the effectiveness of the fast mover in Tanaka's maze is the good
fortune of the plan correlating to the chosen trail and error method.

What are the homunculi Hi doing? The configuration of building
mass and bodily mass confines the homunculi to making a choice. At the
same time however the homunculi are exposed to "spatial data". Their
exposure to "data" allows them to make correlations between encoded past
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experience 131 held in what is ordinarily referred to as memory. The
removal of ambiguity at the point of present experience (4j is thus correlated
to the system as a whole, at least in theory. When the space acts as an
enclosure obscuring the spaces beyond depth must be transformed into a
significant relationship with our present location through the use of
previously encoded experience or imagination or fall back on trial and error.
The H2 homunculi might confer with Hi and find that certain cultural rules
tend to be a better bet than others. Depth thus resides to some degree in the
previous experience of both homunculi correlating with the environmental
data provided by the immediate surroundings sensed and cognized by the
individual or trial and error movement must be made (Kozielecki.J.1975) 1151.

The link between the perception (of any sort, visual or haptic [61 ) and
memory must have several qualities which interact and provide suitable
conferring abilities between the Hi and the H2 homunculi. . The coded
experience residing in the individual must somehow replace the Hi executive
with some linkage to perception and H2 so that the wayfinder may:
1.

cognize the surroundings.

&. 2. add exact depth retrieved from a previous experience.
OR 3. operate a trial and error interaction.

Whether item 3 above is intentional or coincidental depends upon the link
between previous experience and surroundings and the exact match of
surroundings to perception. This indicates some sort of simultaneous
interaction, a dynamic interaction checking the surroundings for previous
encoding and adding depth or initiating tests and alternative reactions. A
mismatch would possibly be more work for Hi and H2 than a match.
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A3.

Place and perception

Spatial evidence is traditionally referred to as an image. The reason
for the use of this term stems from the analogy of a picture plane and the
camera or some combination of these (Warren.R.M.1968) used in early
descriptions of perception still in widespread use in 1999. The concept of the
image has been extended beyond just a representation of the surroundings into
an appreciation of the entire surroundings as if some form of mental
representation (Boulding.K.1956). We are 'supposed' to deduce extensive
space or depth from image be this a symbol for a sound and an object as in
language or as a symbol for a fire escape (Diagram.1II.3).

The correlation of an image to a mental representation is attractive in
its simplicity and corresponds to our personal appreciation of spatial
extension. We remember both the hotel we stay in, perhaps, along with its
location in the town in which we find the hotel. These sorts of manipulations
of experience are common and we assume that we gain them from various
sorts of personal associations with the 'real thing'. We might also imagine
that we are predisposed to collect such experiences by virtue of our being
human, the human body collects experiences in the way we ourselves, as
human, understand them to be. Boulding (op.cit) observes that almost
everyone seems to make associations with extensive space but the image by
which we represent them is often very different between individuals even
when their images are based on the same set of objects.

Boulding reflected upon the philosophical point that images in the
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The linguistic form of symbolic representation is taken for granted much of the time. The
illustration above shows the apple and the sound ap-ple represented by the word picture
apple. The other illustration shows the fire door representing the way out of the building
and how this may or may not be the case.

DIAGRAM 111.3
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head seemed to be qualitative and discrete whilst the images they were drawn
from quite obviously emerged from the same environmental objects. It was
not so much the differences which intrigued Boulding but the possible uses of
similarity which was of interest. Personal or subjective images are not really
of any interest to science but the link between extensive space and the
subjective is attributed to an objective memory (Cohen.G. 1996). Something
happens to the spatial evidence provided as an image, based on the same
environmental objects, into different kinds of memory. This indicates that
our HI homunculi are not universally the same, they alter what they do or are
affected by H2 or some other influence.

Boulding used the term image. Many people use the term image to
describe an objective representation, as in the image of a city, which is clearly
more than just a picture even when it is made up of spatial objects. There is
both subjectivity in the selection of image as representation and objectivity in
that the same image can and may be shared with and by others. This
confusion of relationships is worth noting because it relates to the way in
which perception is generally understood and represented. How can
perception be a phenomenon of location, sensory abilities and movement of a
mechanical or even a rational nature if the outcome is unpredictable? The
confusion is made more difficult to understand when similarities occur rather
than completely random outcomes. People share images in common and
have different images all of which are based on the same set of objects. If
there is a spatial logic followed by HI homunculi then it cannot reside entirely
within the set of spatial objects.
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Images of place

A4.

Lynch (Lynch.K.1960) attempted to provide an example of the way in
which people use spatial data to form significant images of cities as spatial
extension. His methodology included asking participants (who were expected
to have some concept of a city encoded from their experience) to sketch or
have sketched for them maps of the city based on the image they could
imagine. Lynch assessed the elements used in building depth as being a
lexicon of five categories of object (Diagram 111.4):
I.

landmarks

2.

nodes

3.

boundaries

4.

areas

5.

pathways.

Lynch based his assessment upon the characteristics of the drawn and
spoken-of images presented by participants in his research [ 7 1. The sketches
contained some or all of the five elements/images and the elements perform
the task of correlating the phenomena of spatial extension with the phenomena
of representation as mental images, maps or patterns (eg; path for line, area
for area etc.). The correlation between the phenomena of spoken and drawn
representation in the compilation of the images is worth noting, which is to
say a pathway as a word is used as the description of a straight or bendy line
on paper and a route along a direction within a town. The elements thus
appear to link extensive elements of the city as large chunks of space capable
of assembly into an overall mental image or map.
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Whilst trying to solve the problem of legibility of an environment Lynch found that
individuals were able to construct maps or mental patterns of their city using five elements
or objects which might directly relate to perception, at least in their ordering relationship to
geography. These elements are shown above.
Landmark, Node, Pathway, Area and Boundary.
Later research adjusted these to node, pathway and area which are used in wayfinding
simulations as nodes, arcs and area! maps in which the boundaries and landmarks are
contained within the three categories.

DIAGRAM 111.4
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The images of the city produced by the participants in Lynch's study
were all very different, but related to the same objects in context and
therefore the same spatial evidence. The images were often distorted so that
they were not exact or 'true' measurements of the city but more relational
arrangements using the five elements. We can suggest that the information
gathering carried out via the individuals own experience must be such that
while they all use similar representational devices, spoken or drawn, the
encoded relationships varied in complexity and accuracy in detail. Lynch did
show that the way in which individuals understood spatial arrangement could
be represented by elements such as landmarks, nodes, boundaries, areas and
pathways. In later research Norburg Shultz (Norburg Shultz.C.1971)
reduced Lynch's elements to a semiological structure which used only paths,
nodes and boundaries.

Lynch found that there was some form of relationship between
extensive space and discrete (individual) encoding of that space which was
capable of analysis by reduction to elements or images. These elements or
images could be manipulated to form a complex image or map of the city in
memory (imagination) and be transformed into a sketch or spoken
description. This memory could then be correlated to one's surroundings
and thus contributed to wayfinding skills. Lynch found that there was an
elemental analysis of spatial extension which provided mental maps and
wayfinding skills. Lynch called these features legibility and retrieval. The
city spaces could be 'read' and the encoded spatial extension retrieved from
memory and applied to surroundings in order to wayfind.
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A 5.

Legibility and retrieval.

Lynch (op.cit) suggested that since all the participants used some or all
of the categories of spatial analysis in their image making these must in some
way relate everyone to similar environmental perception. The elements
could be considered as legible correlations between the spatial extension and
encoded experience. For example path images will connect to path spaces,
paths will be imagined in the image manipulations. Individual maps
produced in Lynch's study differed but the elements used to build up the maps
retained the taxonomy of elements indicating that a simple link between
perception and cognition was sufficient to make a city legible or visible to
individuals and provide them with a capacity to manipulate their knowledge
and produce personal images or maps 'in the head'.

Lynch had noticed the predictable phenomenon that some individuals
were better than others at wayfinding and also that some could wayfind in any
city whilst others could not. The same phenomenon of a quality of
wayfinding "skill" was observed by Trowbridge in 1911 (Downs.et.al .1973)
which he said created three categories which he called map makers,
navigators and non-w ayfi nders.
1.

those who could %vayfind in their own city (map makers)

2.

those who could wayfind in any city (navigators) and

3.

those who could not wayfind in any city (including their own).

Wayfinding as an individual skill is known to be a variable
(Passini.R.1992) [8j.

Passini reports on various communities in which
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wayfinding skills are extremely variable within the same cultural group. The
navigators in these groups became almost legendary in some cases and Passini
suggests that the navigators pay particular attention to phenomena which other
individuals may not even notice. Lynch also found that individuals have the
abilities to encode for extension and to manipulate that knowledge but do not
always develop the skills very much if at all. Nor do individuals use all the
objects in the city which might be thought to make their wayfinding tasks
easier. In some cases this may be because they do not get to find the
information because they do not explore. However even if they do explore
similar areas which contain the same spaces and objects the individuals appear
to differentiate in some way so that some individuals do not even sense the
object/element which is 'objectively' as part of the environmental extensive
space.. Although the elements can be logically defined as part of spatial
extension the perception of the elements themselves would appear to rely
upon more than just the 'fact' of the space and exposure to it. This finding
tends to question the validity of linking spatial configuration to cognition, one
of Passini's three elements of perception, cognition and decision making. If
cognition is not axiomatic then how is decision making to be understood? Is
it possible that perception may not lead directly to cognition?

Relating this to our Hi homunculi are they asleep on the job? How
can individuals perceive extensive space but not encode it? The phenomenon
of selective homunculi H I suggests that we are not totally in control of our
encoding, is this possible?
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A6.

Uncertain encoding.

Appleyard (Appleyard.D.1969) attempted to demonstrate that
exposure could lead to cognition by individuals in specific and rational ways.
What was demonstrated was not quite specific overall although it became
clear from the evidence that a rational pattern of spatial data can produce
cognition on a subjective basis. The point here is that an element, say, of the
surroundings, is capable of providing a pattern which an observer might
encode and thus cognize 191 .

However Appleyard could not show that the

element was certain to be 'known' from the spatial data sensed ie; that the Hi
homunculi could be forced to encode the perception. Whereas the perception
could be sensed the perception could not necessarily be manipulated to form a
map or greater 'knowledge' without yet more perception. This finding is
similar to the game sometimes played with images when a small part is shown
and the perceiver asked to guess the whole. In order to add the rest of the
image it is necessary to have previously had some experience which provides
the extension, it is not an axiomatic property of the part.

Researchers Carr and Schissler (Carr.S. et.al .1969) were able to
provide evidence that partly explained Appieyard's phenomenon. In "The
City As A Trip" Carr.et.al ., found that individuals encoded elements
according to what we could reasonably call subjective decisions or accidents.
Individuals were either active or passive encoders. Such a finding does not
take away the fact that the configuration of built form provides the basis for
images but it alters the idea that exposure is automatically encoded and thus
available for manipulation and use in image making. Carr and Schissler
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found that the term and element "landmark" was used according to both the
shape or impact of the element and also the subjective effort of the homunculi
HI (possibly conferring with H2 homunculi dealing with context) during
exposure. In simple terms a "Lynch type element" links spatial extension to
manipulation and image creation but only when the homunculi want it to.
Obviously the homunculi can be assumed to have a working relationship with
the individual even though at this stage we have not made this explicit 1101.

These findings show that the link between perceiver and spatial
extension is complex. Perception is available but encoding rests with the
observer in terms of both exposure AND effort to encode (and one assumes
facilitation of that effort on the part of the manufacturer of any
configuration). There are variables on both sides of manipulation, Lynch's
legibility and retrieval. On one side legibility may or may not be improved,
on the other side individuals may or may not make the effort of encoding.
This helps to explain how the differences between individuals emerges out of
the same extensive space. It also raises serious questions about processing
extensive space as unambiguous spatial data. It raises the question of
ambiguity in spatial data not regarding the fact of data but of its significance
and hence its ability to represent as part of an expert system. We could say
that it loses its depth, is shallow or trivial. On this basis huge sections of
expert systems may represent only trivial data even though the amount of data
is considerably large. The analogy would be a monkey typing or Samuel
Beckett liii typing. Both results could be considered trivial but only one
could also be considered intentionally significant (Diagram 111.5).
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The same environmental data can be seen by the expert as significant and by the wayfinder
as trivial. In this sense trivial is used to express the wayfinders lack of perception,
cognition and/or decision making with regard to what the expert considers significant.

DIAGRAM 111.5
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A 7.

The perceptual process.

The link between perception and processing in Life Fire Safety
Engineering (LFSE), as in many disciplines (Shannon.et.al .1954), is
understood as joining together extensive space and the individual as if
transmitting evidence from the environment and delivering that up for
processing. An explanation of processing and encoding ought to include an
explanation as to why simple 'elements' such as those found by Lynch are not
always directly introduced into encoding with the same significance, as shown
in the work by Carr and Schissler (above). Clearly the processing link must
in some way link at least part of the environment surrounding the body to the
encoding inside the body, this is the suggestion made by Passini (Sirne.J.1986)
1121.

Passini suggested (Passini.R.1996) that wayfinding can be put into
three descriptive areas.
1.

decision making

2.

decision execution

3.

information processing cognition and percption allowing 1
and 2 above to take place.

Decision making and action relate to the ability to process information in a
way which Passini describes as the combination of cognition and perception
where cognition is subjective. The ability to utilise our subjective encoding
and then cognize our encoding when set against similar spatial data has been
referred to as map making in the head (Kuipers.B.1978). Navigation can
occur when rules are applied in context for example by recognising
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significance of an image relative to spatial extension. The extent of such
skills are of interest because they may be guesswork, simple trial and error or
may use complex mapping skills involving cognition and extra subjective
effort. If we knew which was which the vast effort of programming and
simulation could be partially reduced and the need for enormous amounts of
data also reduced.

As far as Passini is concerned the LFSE model is

acceptable as long as the processing includes the allowances for cognition and
processing. Processing includes the process of manipulation which puts
together the images which have been encoded and makes them available for
action. The activities of the homunculi, Hi and H2 acting together, can be
part time or lazy, or however else we imagine them to be in our thought
experiment, but the important aspect for LFSE has to be how we know what
they are. This is the threshold of the entry into phenomenological areas of
interest. The move to know not only what we can know, which is clearly
extensive space (in wayfinding and environmental matters) but also how we
know that we can know it. We have seen (above) that extensive space does
not equal encoded image but we know that without extensive space there is no
encoding. There are two fundamental approaches in knowing how we can
know what other people know. One of these suggests that people encode only
what they need or think they need and the other that people encode without
necessarily putting any needfulness into the encoding process. This thesis
takes the view (later) that neither of these is correct and that individuals
encode by a process of embodiment which transcends the conscious. This
view is possible once the concept of self or 'conscious individual' is set aside
or at least described in more detail.
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B.

1.

Cognitive mapping

introduction
Cognitive mapping is a term used to describe a process which is

assumed to link spatial data and encoding of that data within the individual.
In spite of the specific content of environmental data we have evidence
(above) that individuals mediate the data subjectively as part of a discrete
process. However there is also evidence that data can move from its form as
spatial data to encoded data. Is it possible that there are some elements so
axiomatic to that interaction that they may be put together as if maps thus
providing opportunities for correlation between map and location.

In wayfinding research map reading and map making provide a very
persuasive model for processing decision making which allows action. The
process became known as cognitive mapping and part of that process is the
comparison of an encoding with the spatial data (Gould.P.R.1973).
Cognitive mapping and the idea of cognitive maps as encoded spatial data is an
important concept. To what degree does such a concept address the problem
of subjective encoding? How can a map be produced if the perception itself
is mediated by a further process which is affected by what we may term
intellectual factors:"we are becoming more conscious of the
nesting overlapping and conflicting systems
within buildings" (Groak.S.1992).

Individuals see alternative, nesting, overlapping and conflicting
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evidence of their own which alters the types of evidence and does little to
simplify the problem. This suggests more than a simple decision making
process. Simulating escape behaviour in complex spaces using computing
machines is meant to assist a move from prescriptive to performance
specifications. In effect such a shift suggests that the arrangement of the built
form would be less familiar to any occupant. Clearly any hope of validation
must rest on a resolution of these contradictions. More than this it seems that
the validation must include more than passing reference to the interactions
between H! and spatial extension and between Hi and H2 and any other
variables which act upon the available surroundings prior to encoding.

From the designers point of view we need to know how axiomatic
elements may be in the process. We know from Lynch that individuals are
able to identify elements with broad characteristics, such as paths nodes and
areas, landmarks and boundaries. These elements seem axiomatic but they
are not specific enough to be exact. We know from Carr and Schissler that
not all elements become encoded. The landmark elements and boundaries for
example are so suspect that it is unacceptable to call a landmark simply that
which is extensive in space. The landmark is both extensive in space AND
encoded or embodied in the individual. People do relate to elemental
characteristics and we know from Appleyard that some elements are more
"obvious" than others but we have no specified axiom without the personobject linkage.
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B2.

The concept of mapping

The concept of cognitive mapping sprang from the work of a
researcher called Tolman (Tolman.E.C.1932).

In a paper concerning

purposeful behaviour he queried the attitude of those who felt that encoding
(memory) was motivated by conditioning all the time. If behaviour was
linked directly to conditioning then Tolman wondered how and why rats took
short cuts when they were conditioned to go along specific routes 1131.. The
opposition in terms of research was at that time represented by a researcher
called Hull and the opposition became known as the 1-lull/Tolman controversy.
There is of course the underlying suggestion that rats are conscious and
capable of intentionality.

The difference between the approach of Hull and Tolman emerges as
the belief, by Tolman, that encoding is not specific to conditioning but may
happen with less intentional effort. Behaviour such as moving through space
with no apparent intention seemed to provide the rat with an encoded map
which could be called upon to solve specific wayfinding problems. Hull
maintained that encoding and recall required attentive learning. Tolman on
the other hand felt that the encoding process was more sensitive to exposure
and manipulation after the event of encoding rather than intentions:"We believe that in the course of learning
something like a (cognitive) map of the
environment gets established in the rat's brain.
I agree with the other school (Hull) that the rat
in running a maze is exposed to stimuli and is
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finally led as a result of these stimuli to the
responses which actually occur. We feel
however that the intervening brain processes
are more complicated, more patterned and
often, pr a gmat i call y speak i n g, more
autonomous than do the stimulus response
psychologists. Although we admit that the rat
is bombarded by stimuli, we hold that his
nervous system is surprisingly selective as to
which of these stimuli it will let in at any given
time"

(Tolman.E.C.1948.

in

Downs.et.al.1973.p.3 1.)

Tolman thought of the concept of cognitive or mental mapping as the
building up of encoded data which was of general rather than specific use.
What he called a broad map rather than a strip map. Tolman did not rule out
conscious learning of strip maps but felt that the rats behaviour could not be
explained by a fully intentional learning theory alone.

In terms of the

significance/triviality problem Tolman implies that individuals can alter the
encoding of elements so long as exposure has occurred in the first place.
When the rats jump out of the maze and get the food from outside the maze
they are linking up the previously significant (food) with the previously
trivial (outside the maze). At the end of his 1948 paper Tolman becomes
quite specific in his hypothesis. A rich and broad minded encoding will
allow diversity and adaptation of application, a narrow and impoverished
encoding will allow only the application it is planned for.
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B 3.

Consciousness and memory

Tolman provided an alternative concept to the processing link. In the
case of Hull the link can only be thought of as an axiomatic link between
surroundings and encoding such that specific parts of surroundings are to be
encoded for specific purposes. The axiomatic link is very much that of the
thinking individual as rational "unified, bounded and self-transparent, capable
of critical, truth-oriented reflection" (Jopling.D.A.l998). At its most
extreme form the thinking individual is seen as a logical machine. Tolman's
version is that of an adaptational and improvisational individual. Today we
would probably call Tolman's approach lateral thinking, linking up encoding
which seemed as if it would never be linked. This implies more than the
control of encoding, it implies some manipulation of encoded material into
both stronger and weaker and also combinatorial outcomes.

Tolman managed to show that while the rats could learn a route they
were capable of making up, originating, some other route to get to where
they wanted to be. Tolman did not claim very much at that time, merely that
although they had learnt a route they had also either encoded other
information without being obliged to do so or manipulated encoding for some
personal use not 'intended' for them - they were able to adapt that encoding to
novel circumstances. This is also part of an alternative less rational model of
the thinking individual in that old information can be put to novel uses
(Boakes.1984). Tolman was suggesting that the 'information' is not
necessarily what we think it is. The effect of this idea is to extend thinking to
a developmental process of using encoding creatively rather than simply
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recalling previous coded data as if pidgeon holed for future use. Encoding
can include what we are meant to know but can also reconstruct the
significance and outcome of other encoding.

Tolman's mapping included elements which did not seem to be placed
on the cognitive map for one specific purpose but were multipurpose. If
individuals do not specifically encode elements for one purpose then clearly
the idea of the cognitive map is of a multi or general purpose encoding. This
was the main point which Tolman raised, that we are influenced by our
surroundings in ways which may not be intended or deliberate and which are
non-specific and yet we can create adaptive and innovative behaviours by
using non specific coding in way not specifically encoded for. The general
effect of this theory is twofold. The first is that any specific system is less
useful than exposure and interest in general. The second is that exposure will
provide and allow for reallocation of encoding to behaviour in both adaptive
and innovative ways. This interest in encoding process is part of the enquiry
into knowing how we know what we know. The homunculi Hi and H2 can
be partly replaced by this ability to encode and manipulate the encodings so
that part of the thought experiment which is the homunculi can be understood
as evidenced by Tolman's experiments.
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B 4.

The cognitive process

One of the important discoveries of the early cognitive mapping
interest was that spatial learning had been neglected by educators and
psychologists engaged in the study of learning (Stea.D.et.al .1973).
Researchers into cognitive mapping became interested in the way in which
encoding was possible - through experience (Downs.et.aI.1973). Spatial
knowledge of what lay beyond the immediate surroundings, impressions of
distance, location within the cognitive map based on surroundings, all of these
issues were thought to be the result of developmental learning
(Hart.R.T.et.al .1973). The thrust of this new interest was the move away
from specific laboratory experiments linking encoding to stimuli toward the
ecological situation of the individual in space, the "important questions about
memory (encoding) are those that arise out of everyday experience"
(Cohen.G.1996.p.2) [14J.

The radical issue in terms of the perceptual link was the way in which
spatial extension "caught our attention" even when we were not deliberately
making an effort to attend to that data. There was already evidence to show
that part of the interactive encoding process was sub-conscious. The
psychologist William James (James.W.1890) had noticed that some time "went
missing" even when people acted consciously. There was a period between
the point at which people thought they were consciously performing an action
and when they actually did so (about half a second difference). Later on
Freud and others (Edelman.G.M.1994) provided positive evidence of a
subconscious (even if the precise function of the subconscious remained in
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dispute). In linguistic studies such as those by Aitchison (Aitchison.J.1989)
and Bickerton (Bickerton.D.1995) there is a consistent similarity between
linguistics and spatial learning in the ability of individuals to deceive
themselves into thinking that what comes naturally to them as adults is a
"normal" skill. It may be that the skill referred to is everyday to a very
great degree but Aitchison and Bickerton find many everyday examples of
bad grammar which people know is "wrong" without knowing why they
know, the logic they use in "correct" grammar does not help them to explain
what is wrong. The explanation in linguistics is that the everyday skill has
been both acquired and used over many years of slow development during
which the individual was exposed to the world of language. Just as repetition
can help attentive encoding (memory) so it seems that encoding can occur
with familiarity with a particular set of data. Tolman would add that where
this set is rich and broad the individual has more to 'work' with. In addition
to the evidence for learning through everyday experience there is evidence to
show that it is as unnecessary to learn how to perceive. Gordon
(Gordon.I.E.1989) shows that there is a perception capability in the genetic
development and that what is acquired and encoded is not the ability to
perceive but the inclusion of it through exposure. Degrees of attention are
the degrees of cost. People telling us to pay attention serve to direct our
attention towards specific exposures, telling us to get Hi to pay attention.
Quite what do the HI homunculi have to do to encode when they are
attentive?
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B5.

Developmental encoding

Many of the difficult concepts explaining memory and the material
descriptions of the nervous system with regard to memory and sensory
perception have been removed by recent research in neuroscience. We do
not need to be biologists or neuroscientists to appreciate the basic workings of
the system.

"The brain should be considered as a device
for processing neural signals that code for
properties of the environment for properties
that are of evolutionary, social and personal
significance to the individual"
(Frackowiak.R.S.J. 1997).

"When an animal learns - specific cells in its
central nervous system change their properties
in a way that can be measured morphologically
in terms of persistent modifications to the
structure of the neurons and their synaptic
connections

...and

in

other

ways... "(Rose.S. 1998).
These comments are deceptively simple. They replace a large volume
of metaphysics (such as the homunculi HI and H2), which prior to scientific
discovery, had to be hypothesised in order to make any sense whatsoever of
the links between surroundings, memory and action.
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The most important alteration in psychological research resulting
from better scientific knowledge of the central nervous system is that
developmental learning is both affected by and affects the capacity of the
individual to perform both processing and actions. Some spatial awareness is
genetically inherited 1151 but knowing what 'has to be' attended to is a
developmental and interactive process, the two interact (Hart.R.et.al . 1976).

It is then not simply a matter of environmental or genetic influences,
nor even part of both, but a developed relationship, a combination over time.
It is not the exposure and value as a static value but as a dynamic interaction.
The combination as it develops over time dictates the performance of the
individual. Tolman described the interactive whole as an agenda. His
concept was of broad spatial experience representing the surroundings
engulfing the senses giving rise to a diverse but qualified encoding. The
more qualified and the less diverse the less rich and the less versatile the
encoding. Thus the social condition has a profound effect upon the range and
diversity, breadth and quality of everyday experience and ability. If true
then the value of all encodings are constantly altering as the individual moves
through time and as the surroundings share more or less time with the
individual. If the 'landmark' is a combination of person and space then the
encoding must be similarly some form of living connection between extensive
space, other individuals and the encoder.
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B6.

Scale and complexity of encoding.

Ideas of vision and hearing as precise modular senses have been
superseded by more complex realities which shift the operation of our
sensory mechanisms into more interactive and multifaceted elements each of
which contributes to the behaviour of the organism as a whole.
"the classic view of the mammalian brain as a
highly modular device in which sensory
information is transmitted along parallel
modality specific lines contradicts
psychological reality." (Lewkowicz.D.J. 1994)

Whereas at one time the operation of the brain was seen as serial
processing the view is now that processing is carried out in parallel
distributed networks (McClelland. et.al . 1987). These networks are capable
of learning simply by carrying signals and strengthening their capacity to do
so, the fact of data presenting itself for encoding also provides the energy
necessary to create encoded data within the nervous system
(Churchland.P.M.1995) so that Hi homunculi do not have to 'think' for us
(which of course they cannot do because they are a thought experiment to
replace the otherwise unknown mechanism or process so that if they think
then we need more homunculi to replace the process within HI and so on ad
infinitum).

The nervous system encodes energy from sensations. In all these
cases the phenomenon of encoding takes place but at different rates of
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development and in relationship to different values. It would seem sensible
to imagine that early values are very much thrust upon us whilst in later life,
but not that later, our own experience will create its own teacher and offer its
own rewards. This phenomenon of encoding, the puzzle raised in particular
by Tolman, is explained in part by the observation that we are learning and
acting mechanisms (Kaplan.S.1992) and what has been called a knowledge
using knowledge seeking mechanism (Tooby.et.al . 1992). Tolman himself
suggested that if we are capable of learning by exposure (encoding the energy
of stimulation). In his view the cognitive (encoded) map was created simply
be being alive and moving around. It was a developmental interaction. The
influences were accidents of developmental interaction as well as intentional
rewards and teachings where we put ourselves 'in the way' of stimulating
energy. The lesson for vayfinding is that the link between surroundings and
the individual encoding should be understood as open ended at both ends of
the link unless it is closed down by some specific constraints such as a
common agenda might provide. The suggestion is not that we encode in spite
of ourselves, like permanently running recording machines. The idea is that
we encode from what we are exposed to based upon what is there, what we
have developed as personally rewarding and exciting paying attention to a
discovery and relative to what we are forced or influenced to find rewarding
and exciting. Space is thus important to encoding in both the fact of what is
there and the way it exposes us to or shields us from the intentions of others.
The combination of all this data into a concept might be called the social
agenda in which we ourselves as individuals are included or excluded. The
term social means the space over which the agenda is exercised (at a cost) and
the individuals included within it.
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Two features of this developmental interaction are in need of
explanation. The first is the filtering of energy from surroundings when we
accept that the developmental interests and background 'control' or filter the
energy, how does this work? The second is the way in which the possibility
of manipulation can be put into action without a thought process (more
homunculi) to do so. These two features leave us in the company of the
homunculi for the time being. The energy from our surroundings is
sufficient to allow encoding but the filtering from developmental backgrounds
is yet to be incorporated into the model. The ability to manipulate encoding
is evidenced in the construction of cognitive maps and problem solving
generally but this is yet to be explained. Even so the linkage between the
person and the environment as the necessary explanation for the phenomenon
of the product seems appropriate. The human phenomenon of meaning is the
phenomenon of a developed encoding which simply is meaning. As we can
experience the value of meaning is liable to change at either end of the
phenomenon, the personal or the environmental.

Open ended systems are appreciated in many areas of scientific
research. The general area of study is known as complexity
(Waldrop.M.M.1992) in both natural science and the biological sciences
(Edelman.G.M.1996). Quantum physics itself provides a general background
of complexity, or open-endedness, in the relationships between objects and
energy. In order to provide an economic description of an open system it is
necessary to understand what sort of boundaries operate to determine order.
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The developmental agencies

Life Fire Safety Engineering (LFSE) may wish to increase the scope
of its product in terms of escape provision but ji it be possible to pursue an
open systems approach. Many of the aspects of behaviour which provide
difficulties for LFSE also provide difficulties for the social sciences. The
social sciences need to address the fact that social phenomena are "shot
through with indeterminacy and open-endedness" (Bohman.J. 1991). The
life sciences have found that successful interpretations of open systems emerge
out of a developmental perspective (rather than an objective or form based
assessment), the rapid changes over time, a focus on the agent (the controller
of the movement or change) and a material description of the changes (rather
than leaving the description as a metaphysical model) (Maynard.Smith.1986).
The problem with the social sciences is two fold
1.

that they use a description of human society as random
individuals in areal distributions all of which fixes their
description as a closed system not an organic system [16] at the
focal point of the individual.

2.

social sciences tend toward linguistic rather than spatial
descriptions of their interest so that their descriptions both lack
material substance (Bryant.C.1995) AND fail to address the
extensity problem, the mapping of qualitative inclusions as
identity. The fact that linguistics is conceivably possible as an
emergent feature of our nervous system and a necessary
feature of our spatial abilities is not fully realised by linguists
[ 1 7j.
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The way in which open systems may be described is said to differ
according to the description required (Waldrop.op.cit). Any satisfactory
description must involve
1.

building blocks (axiomatic elements)

2.

energy (which determines the relationship of the building
blocks) and

3.

emergent phenomena or features of the combination of blocks
into an order

For the purpose of LFSE it is necessary to limit the enormity of these
considerations of open systems to those phenomena which are changed by
human action in all of its forms, and which affect human action.

The

individual itself is an expression of all these differences and at the same time
determined by them interactively (Dawkins.R.1982). Science seeks to cope
with chaos by searching for patterns which emerge out of chaos in ways
which show trends or predictive changes over time. These methods provide
a better description by treating individual events as random actors
(Reason.J.1992). This is essentially Durkheim's method of achieving an
ordered description of society. The sample is taken from within the
parameters set by that society so that there is no bias to the group/random
actor relationship. Individual events are ignored. Statistical analysis and
empirical evidence provide us with patterns of behaviour within parameters
which are necessary in order to obtain unbiased descriptions of order. It is
then possible to equate the cost in terms of labour value with the ethical and
equitable standards on an agenda of economics and politics. The individual
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events involved in that entire enterprise remain unbiased non-individuals, they
are not specific events. If specific events become less than random then they
create some special order around them. This is of course the shift made by
social theory - towards atomic, individual, meaning. Should we allow
experts to mediate on behalf of individuals or are we to be concerned that
experts remove the potential for performance of individual creativity by
placing themselves in between the ordering process and the product
(Hinks.A.J. 1987).

The point here is simply that if society is moving towards empowering
the individual by offering a freedom to perform to maximum output and
creativity, how can we then perform any possible cycle of information
gathering which ignores the individual? This is, as stressed above, precisely
what existing statistical studies do by definition. At the same time, in the
present LFSE situation, lesser cycles of information, those within the
individual are highly stylised and nominal. Typical of this situation is the
belief that there are categories of person and culture which can be described
exactly and for ever. Obviously the more individual the power then the
more rapid the change. Culture is made up of individuals and thus cultures
are bound to alter and thus cannot remain exact nor for ever.

It seems clear that it is not the scientific approach which is 'at fault'
but the timing of knowledge gathering which must be reconsidered. This is
not the imposition of the new but the adaptation of the tried and tested into a
new era of individuality based on improved personal power capabilities. Our
knowledge of world events must be considered open to change both at the
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very large and the very small scales. All our knowledge must be seen as
interdependent. This interdependence has been termed symbiosis
(Margulis.L.1997). The difference between old and new knowledge is that
the rate of change is now known to be greater than originally thought and the
location of change is more distributed. In the case of human society the rate
of change is to be put more in the hands of the individual and from that into
the hands of smaller but more powerful groups. This exposes the necessary
drive towards performance specifications in LFSE to replace the prescriptive
models previously in use.

Prescriptive models are entirely satisfactory where there is a power
structure from above and long term enforcement which eventually becomes
normative. Prescriptive models cannot satisfy fragmented power structures
which have temporal boundaries shorter than several lifetimes. As temporal
boundaries change so do entities 'change hands' and the flow and ebb of
power, control of energy, within spatial extensions becomes explicit as the
erosion of territorial or estate type boundaries.
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C.
1.

Symbiosis and LFSE
novel concepts
The essential difference between an objective and a symbiotic

explanation is that whereas the objective explanation uses mechanical concepts
the symbiotic explanation uses spacetime concepts. In the objective concept
the link between the world and the observer is seen as if a system. The
system in terms of individuals has been called processing, the perception,
cognition, decision making, acting process.. The system is developed
incrementally over time and the relationship is interactive with the results of
action upon it in varying degrees according to the mechanics of the system
either as designed, perceived or 'found'. The concept of a behavioural model
is to examine the found, perceive it and design a replica which performs in
the same way. The model will be mechanical in that something has to be put
in and something has to come out. Our homunculi are useful for
demonstrating the need to believe that either Hi or H2 must 'do something'
which is either resident in the individual, in the case of Hi or in the culture,
in the case of H2. The interaction is part of the 'machinery' but there must
be something about people (Hi) or something about culture (H2) or
something about both which provide 'meaning'.

The symbiotic concept replaces processing with the concept of an
immersion into an interaction. This is not a new concept because the idea of
spacetime is not new to the present generation. In modern science movement
is not only a phenomenon in the universe it also constitutes matter itself
(ultimately all matter is movement [181 [ 19 ] .
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'objects' may now be thought of as relationships of movement having a
boundary at which time is the only dimension (points at which there is no
movement in spacetime) which means that mapping space is no longer
sufficiently exact as an identification of any relationship. An identity must
have a dynamic rather than static relationship allowing for change within the
description itself.

Objective science considers the borders of extensive space as the
limitations of a relationship. For this reason alone it is hard for objective
science to see buildings or people as anything other than entities in extensive
space having properties of in and out regarding movement. In the
Newtonian sense of his first law of motion objects move simply because that is
what they do. People stopping and starting have to be explained as having
motivations and goals, which are 'put there' by biology (HI) or culture or the
environment (H2). These motivations and goals all form part of a social
agenda [201 so that the political machine can act to produce the necessary
outcomes. Motivations and goals are easy to explain within social parameters
but difficult once individuals raise queries based on individual versions of
those same motivations and goals. Objective science finds this situation
impossible because entities must have boundaries of extensive space, things
have a place and mapping must be possible.

Newtonian closed systems (based on his first law of motion) have no
explanation for movement, which is taken as axiomatic. Psychology has
exposed the complexity of the individual to show that it is, at the very least,
necessary to perceive the individual as not one but several open systems each
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interactive with their surroundings over time. It is impossible not to regard
the individual as a relationship over time or developmental relationship.
Whilst the physiology itself is a genetically ordered behaviour, the process of
life from single cell to adult human, the effective development is not by any
means inevitably structured by DNA (the Hi homunculi). The concept of
there being a symbiosis in growth of the body (E.O.Wilson.1998) relates
much of the development of the various open systems of the body to their
surroundings (the H2 homunculi) and the connection with the surroundings
(diet, group memberships, location, activities) should be seen as altering the
value and significance of any axioms in both biological and social terms.
This concept is clearly rational within the individual and even objective in
approach at any particular moment but alters over time in a way which
exposes a 'dogmatic objectivity' in any concept which perceives the individual
as a single entity in any way other than a convenient shorthand for mass in a
larger entity.
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C2. novelty in the past

An individual identity is very much a mutation from all possible
relationships to one distinct relationship between the body and its surrounding
phenomena (through coincidence) at which time a quantitative relationship is
established. The concept of the qualitative relationship may be seen as
referring to the inclusion of entities or the passage of entities through the
spatial and temporal boundaries of the subject. In humans this identity is the
result of both social and individual costs to create the identity in terms of
location, rules and movement of the individual. The underlying emotional
and physiological "urges" are traditionally denied in objective science as
"unworthy" and "subjective" because it is possible to act as an agent in charge
of oneself, to take "control" and to behave. This is the social side of the
equation within the set parameters. Conscious parameters require action by
social agents to enforce laws and morals but deny the individual agent who is
also trying to locate themselves in society (perhaps outside the parameters set
by others) [211.

It is novel to understand a cultural identity as a mutation out of a
larger possibility. Our language for example is taken as "normal" but there
are in fact over 4000 "normal" languages (Pinker.S. 1994) produced by the
'same' human physiology. That we each feel one out of four thousand to be a
"natural" could hardly be possible unless the choice had not only evolved but
also been determined in some way. The argument of quite where any such
determinism originated is the argument of the agency of determinism.
Durkheim did not argue that individuals were not agents, he argued that if we
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took individuals as agents we could not produce a complicated enough science
to deal with all the problems of social understanding and social
planning/engineering. Durkheim's statistics are a way of avoiding the issue
of individuals without losing credibility, they do science to the agency of the
social which sets parameters and creates the no bias agenda within parameters.
Durkheirn's assertions regarding the flow of social controls was probably
correct in that central controls are an efficient means of imposing an agenda
and the statistical methodology is an efficient means of gathering gross
features of memberships. Meanwhile the 'real' symbiotic world sets its own
agenda which is why the controlling body cannot predict large and small
disasters, the social control is limited to its membership and knowledge of
itself as an entity. The evidence and the agenda is actually subjective to the
agency of the controlling centre and its membership.

Agency is a relational factor as understood in a symbiotic universe.
We use linguistic terms loosely to describe interactions. An example of this
is the alteration of H20 from ice to water with the raising of temperature of
the air in a room. The ice "does" nothing but it "alters itself' to water and
eventually "evaporates" to humid air. That this is merely the second law of
Thermodynamics, as observed in connection with "warm" air and "frozen"
water. We do not claim that ice exhibits a behaviour although it does
"behave" in a similar way when exposed to raised temperature (molecules
moving at greater speed) in the surroundings.

The concept of temperature as an 'objective' measure is installed
within our culture via language. However the temperature is an average
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speed of molecular activity (movement) which excites the sensitive portion of
the thermometer to a certain average value or level. The words we use are
based on descriptions of events based on dissemination through a language
which undergoes the same process of subjective conditioning, in most cases
from a central control with influences over more than several lifetimes.
Thus ice melts whereas in fact the molecules start to move in relation to each
other but stay closer than when they separate with increased movement and
become a gas. In order to allow ice to melt we have to make artificial
distinctions between ice and living organisms so that the subjective assessment
of society is not animistic - there is no spirit in ice, it is not alive. Energy
makes no such distinctions and we must question whether science should do
so. We use language to refer to ice as a shorthand in much the same way as
we use the term 'individual' to refer to a very complex and fragmented set of
relationships each of which is symbiotically immersed in the world at large.
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C3.

The removal of language and culture

LFSE literature contains examples of linguistic attempts to understand
behaviour in fire. In a study of post fire interviews [221 the question and
answering procedures aim to provide ways of overcoming interpretational
difficulties by getting interviewees to qualify their answers by adding
additional descriptions. For example to "I opened the door" is added "to see
if there was a fire". These attempts are not dissimilar to Lynch's map
drawings and proxy drawings and the same difficulties apply to language as to
drawings, the interviewee is still culturally bound by the language and also by
immersion in the interview itself, both of which are socially contrived to be
within parameters by the very nature of objective science. Motives or
intentions linked to behaviour pose problems because there must be some
transformation from the linguistic terms into movement and behaviour which
is controlled by the cultural concepts.

The essential requirement for escaping from fires is to remove oneself
from the danger or threat of danger. What is relevant to wayfinding is that
removal of the individual from the building shall take place in less time that it
takes to be overcome by the products of combustion (SimeJ.1985). In order
to achieve this the way must be a spatial feature of both the individuals
involved and the culture of the production process and/or the escape
management procedures. We might call this a cultural problem, the 'way'
must be part of the cultures of all those who need to identify the 'way' as the
same 'way'.
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C4.

Movement and time

The individual is situated in a symbiotic relationship coincidentally
except insofar as they are able to interact. If they are immersed in a complex
space which is on fire then they will die unless they become aware of the
danger (in all its forms) and have the knowledge to move away from danger
(to a place of safety). The actual movement is axiomatic once we include the
earlier observations regarding the need to inform and prepare for escape.

The individual in a building, in a safe area, is unaware of the fire so
long as they are spatially remote from it. In theory more specific alerts (of
some sort) would alert the individual of the need to relocate (An assumption
that the place in which the individual exists "is safe" could prevent action to
warn them [231 ). The most immediate requirement once alerted to danger
(in all its forms) is to relocate in a place of safety. Failure to relocate results
in trail and error interactions which effectively increases time which has the
effect of leaving the individual in a dangerous place. To improve time the
movement must be based on knowledge of extensive space.

Horiuchi suggests that initial relocation is based the immediate visual
surroundings. In his study the individuals moved towards visible stairways
which were nearest to them (Horiuchi.S.1985) rather than those which were
unseen (even when these were sometimes nearer in terms of distance). A
need to calculate the width of the stair, consider the number of people aiming
for that stair and considering any alternative was not demonstrated
significantly in Horiuchi's experiments. A capacity to determine visually
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sufficient information, (from low walls and partitions or blank walls and
floors), that a stairway was obscured but existed, was not demonstrated
significantly.

Horiouchi makes the point that staircases are designed, by the
production 'culture' of prescriptive laws and experts, to take anticipated
numbers and measured distance as the necessary parts of the designs for
escape ways. Horiuchi's point is that he did not find these factors
immediately significant to the individuals relocating away from the danger,
they did not 'read' the qualities on which the production and prescription is
based, they used evidence relative to their own location. In contrasting
theoretical escapes based on the 'production culture' to experimentally
contrived escapes based on location the theoretical calculations using staircase
portions simultaneously linked to both location and awareness correlated most
to the actual escape patterns. This is to say that people relocated by using
what most immediately matched their location [241. We could add that the
'production culture' was probably invisible to the subjects. Another way of
putting this is that the subjects were not part of the 'production culture' or if
they were then they gave up their membership temporarily in order to
relocate more effectively.

We can assume in the case studied by Horiuchi that movement was
determined by a suitable target in the field of vision. Suitable target in this
particular experiment is presented as the visible part of a staircase NOT a
staircase 'on plan'. The unseen escape staircase on plan is very unlikely to be
significant to a subject whereas even a newcomer (if exposed to stairways as
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part of their development) would perceive a staircase as a 'way' out, at least
initially. In Horiuchi's experiment the evacuation to any point beyond the
selected stairway was not an issue, which is to say that this particular
experiment did not examine great depth or extension beyond the immediately
visible entity.
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C5.

Developmental data.

Rather than wayfinding we should see that two forms of movement
seem to be possible. The individual may proceed by trial and error as in say
Tanaka's experiment (above) [25] or follow a route as both Hull AND Tolman
would suggest (see above) as either a narrow band or broad band encoded
map. In theory there are three main points here:
1.

trial and error would inevitably result and the time would
extend OR

2.

the route would have to be part of subjective data
a.

as part of the narrow band subjective data OR

b.

as part of the broad band subjective data.

In the trial and error solution Tanaka's experiment has shown that
some individuals can rapidly rely upon simple repetitions and adaptations of
simple rules to provide a pattern which can be manipulated to provide a
longer ordered string which has the coincidental advantage of matching an
outcome which is acceptable. Tanaka has also shown that not all individuals
can do this, echoing Trowbridge (above). The skill clearly depends upon not
only the ability to manipulate encoded parcels of extensive space but also the
coincidence of a match between the manipulations and the outcomes. Tanaka
demonstrates in his experiment that some individuals will rely on repetitive
coincidences whilst others will not. This latter group start afresh and move
only when alternatives have been investigated for difference. Clearly the
'success' of any outcome is effectively coincidental. These would appear to
be differences which depend upon more than the visibility of the element (as
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suggested by Horiuchi's experiment) since both the checker and non-checker
rule maker/non rule-maker interact with exactly the same spatial relationship
in actual terms. Taken together the Horiouchi and Tanaka experiments
provide evidence of what we know from our own personal experience, that
individuals can identify spatial entities relative to movement (the stairways
and corridors) and manipulate chunks of space into more complex entities
such as patterns with repetitive features.

Observations of the development of children in connection with spatial
exploration (Hazen.N.L.1982) found that children whose parents lead them
through an environment develop a different pattern of interaction to spatial
extension compared to those who walk through the same environment on their
own. The experiment concentrated on "knowing" an environment which
included reversal of route, detour etc. Older children exhibited greater
order in their movement patterns than young children generally. Children
who independently explored regardless of amount displayed more correlative
order between spatial relationships and movement. These trends were
apparent even in complex spaces which were novel to the children in the
experiment.

Hazen suggests that the ability to deduce spatial relationships "may not
be answerable without reference to the size, complexity and remoteness of the
space in which the spatial deductions have to be made". If we link this to
Tanaka's findings we may hypothesise that individuals are capable of trial and
error as a developmental skill. Individuals who move on their own will
develop greater skill in trial and error interactions in which they identify
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spatial extension and manipulate what they encode into more complex
patterns. Neither group will ascertain the overall size of spatial extension
unless and until the entire extension is encoded. We may term 'led' children
as narrow band and 'unled' children as broad band encoders in the sense that
led children develop what might be termed 'wayfinding' or moving skills
apparently less well than unled children. This range of relationships to
extensive space is wider than perhaps envisaged by the ball bearing model of
physical science although it corresponds well to our own experience as
individuals. The idea of skill refers not only to the ability to identify spatial
extension but also manipulate the parts identified into patterns and then move
along them whilst continuing to attend to that skill.
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C6.

Developmental sets.

More complex patterns relating to a set of complex spaces can be
produced by individuals according to observations made by Sime
(Sime.J.1985). Sime indicates that people are capable of moving through
spaces and encoding complex patterns of space. Individuals can also
manipulate the encoded pattern, reversing it so that the way they had entered
becomes an escape route. Hazen (op.cit) also finds this ability present in
small children aged 3+. This is a remarkable skill and one which is known to
psychology through the work of Shepherd & Cooper
(Shepherd.R.N.et.al .J 982). Marmor and others (Marmor.G.S.et.al . 1976)
found that this skill is also performed by the early blind [261. This skill is
not necessarily, in fact probably it is not, visual (Farah.M.1988)
(de.Vega. 1996). Both haptic and visual rotational effects are experienced, in
some cases without conscious attention (Farah.M.op.cit).

Sime found that when escaping people they moved along the route
which they had developed as an encoded set rather than any other. Staff who
occupied the building everyday did use emergency routes (Sime.op.cit.1985)
which we can assume were also encoded as part of their everyday work
experiences. There are two points here. Firstly encoding seems to happen
quickly (visitors) as well as from everyday repetition (staff) and the encoded
sets can be manipulated eg. reversal, and put to other uses, eg. escape.
Secondly encoded sets seem to influence movement more than the provision
of ways (the emergency exit was not used by visitors who did not have the
way as an encoded set).
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C7.

Spatial Syntax.

The differences between the encoding reversed into the 'way out' and
the use of a way provided for use in emergency has been investigated by
Horiouchi & others (Horiuchi.S.et.al .1985). In terms of this argument the
investigation can be referred to as that of the encoded sets of both visitors and
regular users set against the sets provided by the 'production culture'. The
investigation included findings that individuals followed other individuals.
(Others have investigated the phenomenon of escapees following patterns of
movement in others (Sime.J.1985)). A smoke hazard tended to stop those
without encoded sets moving through smoke produced as part of the
experiment even though it was 'safe' to move through it physically [271. For
example those with encoded sets did move through smoke to use the way they
had encoded as a set. Identifying 'exits' proved to be a problem for visitors,
those unfamiliar with the building, but not for regular users. Layout was
said to contribute to trial and error outcomes and ordered, faster, movement
was noticed especially in regulars.

According to Horiuchi's findings and other evidence discussed above,
we can say that regular users of a complex encode complex spaces which
would not be encoded by casuals. We can also say that features of the
complex which are capable of some encoding aid the encoding of more
complex patterns. Horiuchi found that regular use of a complex set of spaces
reduces ambiguity in two ways.
1.

Firstly the encoding developed by the individual during
regular usage adds complexity to the relationship, they encode
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a more complex and connected set.
2. Secondly some of the features [281 are encoded in a way which
enhances the pattern for the regular user but not for the non
regular user.

Non-regulars do not relate to the extensive features they find in the complex
in terms of perceptions of door or fire exit door with the same connectedness
or meaning as do the regulars. This is not because the door is not an
extensive feature, but because the feature is part of a trial and error encounter
to the visitor, whilst to the regular it is more likely to be encoded or, put
another way, over time the regular user of the complex spaces has been
introduced to the 'production culture' exhibited by the product. We can then
assume that smoke would deter non regulars because they do not have an
encoded pattern capable of 'taking them through' the smoke, thus smoke is a
deterrent to visitors (in this particular case) and not to regulars. We can also
assume that non regulars do not use or identify doorways planned for escape
because they do not have a developed relationship capable of 'taking them
through' the door as part of a longer pattern. Trying the door, discovering
what lies on the other side, is a cost which is not expended by using the
encoded set available to them from reversing the 'way in set'. Regulars
would have encoded more complex patterns of extensive space. The speed
and certainty of movement by regulars who are matching extensive space to
encoded patterns may allow visitors to assume that the regulars 'know what
they are doing' and follow them when there is an assumed common symbiotic
interaction (danger) [291.
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C8.

The missing processing.

When Stahl (Stahl.F.I.1978) [301 suggested his directions for further
study regarding the computer simulation of human behaviour in building fires
in 1978 he anticipated an improved simulation together with a greater
knowledge base. His literature base for future research was stated as
necessary for and relevant to the expansion of knowledge relative to human
behaviour in fires.
"These are the literatures of
1.

environmental psychology

2.

cognitive psychology

3.

stress

4.

social psychology

5.

personality psychology"

It is clear in Stahl's paper in 1978 that he expected computers to be
able to deal with the complexity of human behaviour. To Stahl the scientific
investigation into behaviour was possible and the findings would allow the
logical simulation of what otherwise is too complex to handle (behaviour).
What then has occurred between 1978 and 1998 relating to this expectation?

In the 1998 conference in Ulster less than 5% contain any of the
references given by Stahl in his proposals. If it were the case that processing
had been solved or perfected in the intervening twenty years the lack of
references in 95% of the papers to much of what was referred to by Stahl's
five headings above would be understandable (even though the Ulster
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conference was a specialist conference on human behaviour). However such
a supposition must be contrasted with the statement by a technical adviser to
the Vegas escape simulation (Vegas is one simulation referred to in Gwynne.S
et.al.1989 as relating to individual perspective (including Exodus) ) where
that technical adviser stated to the Institute of Fire Engineers in 1996 that the
current models of behavioural rules were "very simplistic" (Fire. October.
1996 pp.21-22).
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D.

1.

Computer processing.

Stahl's entry point in 1978
Stahl states that
"The computer simulation of behaviour
requires that complex theories of behaviour be
faithfully translated at every level of detail into
computer programs, then, assuming the
validity of the theory written into the
program, the computer may be thought of as
behaving as a person would......In contrast the
term artificial intelligence implies that
machines can be programmed or equipped to
imitate the overt behaviour of persons... .in
these cases computing machines are frequently
called upon to make judgments and decisions
and perform various tasks which are both
reliable and efficient and not necessarily
similar to the ways these tasks are performed
by humans.".
&
"To the extent that computer methods will be
applied to the study of human behaviour in
fires it will be important to deal with the
dichotomy described above"(p.46.op.cit)
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Simulation is presented by Stahl as having two basic types or
categories of output regarding human behaviour.
1.

the translation of behavioural theory into a program.

2.

the translation of actual (overt) behaviour into a program.

dealing with the dichotomy between these two descriptions is what Stahl
refers to as the important issue regarding the use of computers. There is no
ambiguity in his argument. On the one hand behavioural theory and on the
other actual behaviour.
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Behavioural quantum.

D2.

Amongst the eighty papers presented at the 1998 conference in Ulster
as seminal to the specialist field we see that less than 5% refer to the
theoretical category. Over 95% refer to quantum when they refer to
computer programmes and human behaviour. For example in Gwynne's
paper (op.cit) he refers to "çiantifying and modelling human movement and
behaviour.(which).has been underway for at least 30 years (p.681 Ulster)".
Research work carried out in LFSE using computers after Stahl's paper has
used evidential data to quantify rather than to create theories commensurate
with the advocated research area [311.

Later in Gwynne's paper (op.cit.p.682) he refers to treating the
"individual as an active agent taking into consideration his response to
stimuli". Gwynne includes twenty two known models and six as yet
unavailable models in addition, a total of twenty eight models considered. In
the discussion section of the paper Gwynne finds that "there is a trend towards
models which include greater behavioural detail". Whilst Gvynne finds that
some models are more deterministic than others no unifying theor y is offered
to link the more deterministic with the more stochastic and no unifying theory
is identified as being available to any of the twenty eight models. A unifying
theory would be one which addresses the first category of Stahl's dichotomy,
a theory of behaviour. As Gwynne states in his conclusion "no evacuation
model to date fully addresses all the identified behavioural aspects of
evacuation.

Furthermore, not all these behavioural aspects are fully

understood, or q uantified" The overwhelming conclusion from Gwynne's
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paper is either that there is no available theory to understand or that
behavioural models choose the route of artificial intelligence (Al), only one
of Stahl's two categories. If this were the case then why would Gwynne
comment that only three of the models (Egress, Vegas and Donegan's) out of
twelve behavioural models reviewed (Bgraf, Evac Sim, Exitt, Magnet,
Simuled, E-Scape Exit89, Exodus, Paxport are the other nine), actually
pursue an artificial intelligence model? The alternative and only view
possible is that the nine non AL behavioural models eschew theory in favour
of quantum. Where Al adds some element of behavioural theory in terms of
perception and cognition the simulations exclude the concerns about
qualitative contents over time by way of social and cultural interactions and
the fragmentation of the individual (see above).

The essence of science now, as in the seventeenth century is the
"separation of truth from error" by creating an opportunity for verification
through quantification in a machine like manner (Willey.B. 1934). Empirical
science has not really changed at all in this approach so that the machine like
manner of verification requires that the mind, as part of the body, processes
the objective quantities of physics, the quantitative physics of perception and
process mechanics manifested in the computer, an approach often termed
"functionalism" (Jackendorf.R.1987). The fact that much of this functional
and machine like approach manages to replicate behaviour is not something to
worry about since it is helpful and beneficial in many instances and
corresponds to one of Stahl's categories as well as to our own experience.
However the functional approach requires constant updating which indicates
that as a theory it is not a theory of change but of fixing relationships.
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D3.

Validation

In computer simulations of the type contained within the twelve
behavioural models reviewed by Gwynne (op.cit) escapes are determined
overall by the network or queuing analyses and in detail by the flip of a coin
(carried out by a computer randomising process). The error which Gwynne
et al (op.cit) seek to remove is the error of leaving any stone unturned, of
missing out the individual however the very fact of their science can only
include the individual by employing many other individuals to produce the
necessary evidence to include what that individual did. With the belief that
once discovered the evidence is universally applicable over all individuals and
all time is what is wrong with the mechanical model. Individuals are not
entities but complex interactions and their outputs create further complex
interactions as social and cultural qualities which are temporal rather than
simply spatial.

Stochastic logic is represented in Gwynnes text as "taking complex
decisions". The complexity is said to relate to people-people, people-structure
or people-environment interactions (fire and debris in Gwynne's paper)
which trigger the "decision making process". The decision making process is
said by Gwynne to be complicated by psychological, sociological and
physiological factors. The implication of Gwynne's paper appears to be that
more data will provide better stochastic modelling of the kind presently used
by the models reviewed in his paper. Such a view is at least confirmed as
that held by modelling programmers in the paper by Marcus.J.A (1994.op.cit.
in part.II) who reports that il programmers cite the need for greater
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amounts of data and more accurate data.

The essential difference then between all simulation models is that
some are mechanical in a machine like (ball bearing) way replicating
movement only, whilst others are mechanical in a way which replicates
human behavioural data (seeking to link movement to 'stimuli'). The
replication is sometimes referred to as imitation or copying but is in fact
representing evidence in visual displays. More evidence merely allows the
pattern observed to be replicated more convincingly with finer 'grain' or
detail. The claim that imitation is achieved ie; that the programme
effectively simulates the actions of individuals escaping is clearly misleading.
Gwynne does note this when he comments that the process is complicated by
the "way in which the interaction takes place". The interaction is said to be
affected by the profile and experience of the individual, other occupants,
physical phenomena, geometry, population, homogeneous group, individual.
Geometry is coarse (rooms) or fine (tiles of floor space). Characteristics are
linked together and mathematically modelled (see Watts above). The
movements are all based on evidence which is by definition imposed upon the
individual rather than generated by the individual as would be the case in an
actual model of behaviour. The extant simulations then produce models of
people behaving rather than an exact model of behaviour. A model of
behaviour would include building blocks, energy and emergent phenomena
created out of the combination of building blocks and energy itself rather than
imposed upon them.
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D4.

Processing

The original behavioural psychology is generally understood as having
been established by Watson.J.B especially once the mechanical functioning of
the nervous system was verified by Pavlov in the form of the stimulus
response mechanism (Lee.T.1976). A conditioned response could be forced
on animals so that a phenomenon presented to their senses became acted upon
in a highly predictable way. Operant conditioning (Grindley,1932. in
Lee.op.cit.p.29) was confirmed as more "human". Operant conditioning was
a conditioned response resulting from a reward following one action but not
others. The assumption that individuals are "reward seeking" predicts a
highly correlative outcome resulting from actions connected to rewards.
This in effect is the idea that goals or motives drive people and this view
corresponds to the way the world appears to act from personal experience as
if there is a concept of good, bad and normal as objective properties.
Tolman's approach deviated from such a view by suggesting that the reverse
might the the case, that good and bad were responses to qualities obtained by
incorporating entities both deliberately and accidentally.

In the examples given above, of conditioned reflex and operant
conditioning, the process is assumed to be serial and deterministic. Where
Gwynne (op.cit) refers to linking "behaviour and movement" we must assume
that what is meant is a link between input and output such that movement is
predicated upon a logical and thus programmable sequence of events [32J. In
his work on wayfinding Passini suggests a similar sequence of events
(Passini.A. 1996)
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1.

information processing allowing 2 & 3 below.

2.

decision making

3.

decision execution

The concentration on the link is apparent from the sequence offered by
Passini and assumed in the making of a link between behaviour and
movement, processing allows a decision to be made based on logic and the
physiology allows execution of the logical decision. This kind of processing
allows the manufacture of functions and structures of behaviour.

According to Passini (op.cit) the necessary elements of processing are
cognition and perception and if we review the situation so far we have the
following steps as generally understood in the mechanical concept:
1.

We know that computers can programme complex and diverse
calculations (in series) to replicate any number of complex and
diverse functions so that only the time to complete the
calculation or programme alters by getting longer and longer
(it could in theory go on for ever)

2.

We know that human behaviour can be shown to exhibit
functions and structures which operate as logical connections
between a phenomenon such as sound or visual extension and
an action.

3.

We know that human beings are capable of logical thought or,
if we prefer serial processing or manipulation of encoded
evidence. Human beings who are not capable of logical
thought can be thought of as dysfunctional [33].

4.

All functional (see 3 above) humans can make logical decisions
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and base their actions upon surrounding evidence especially if
they are trained to attend to specific features of the
surroundings.

5.

Since all human beings are genetically similar and thus
physiologically similar (if functional) it is possible to consider
the logical replication of human functions by any computing
machine [3 4 1 based upon the logical use of environmental
features and processing in an algorithm, however complicated
that may be and however long it may take.(Diagram.III.6).

The arguments listed above appear to be irrefutably demonstrated and
thus scientifically validated in many aspects of human behaviour as observed
by impartial observers - the third party data of objective science.

An

empirical approach to the behavioural sciences was originally prompted by a
move away from the introspection of early psychologists in determining or
predicting human behaviour. The move towards empirical and validated
behaviours was at that time a welcome alternative to the metaphysics of
introspection (Cohen.G. 1996. p.!). Many scientists wished to be seen as
rational and objective and society was inclined towards holding that this
attitude is the only responsible ethical and moral position for science.
Society at that time was very often centrally controlled or at least culturally
defined by institutions which had existed in the same way over several
lifetimes.

As we have seen above, in the Life Fire Safety Engineering field, the
logic of the claim to objectivity rests upon the quantification of the link
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The precurser to the computing machine was a logic machine with an infinite memory and
an infinite amount of time to produce an answer. Prior to the logic machine invented by
Alan Turing the mathematician M.H.A.Newman had imagined a logic machine which
could decide problems (prove logic) which would otherwise take individuals too much
energy. Prior to the need to augment the energy of individuals was the invention of the
"undecidable proposition" by Goilel which Turing proved, that there was no miraculous

machine that could solve all mathematical problems. The American logician Alonzo
Church arrived at the same conclusion, that you can compute anything that has already
been computed and you only know when it's finished when it stops. (Turing's halting
problem). you can learn nothing unless it is through experience.

DIAGRAM 111.6
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between the environmental evidence and prediction. Clearly the
demonstrated link between the environmental evidence and the outcome must
have a logical sequence which connects up at each end to both evidence and
behavioural outcome by means of processing which relies upon input
(perception), cognition of input (cognition), selecting desired outcome from
alternative outcomes (decision making) and acting on the selected alternative
(decision execution).

In the early days of the behaviourist endeavour not much was known
about the mechanics of perception or the mechanics of processing in
biological terms. In 1978 Stahl was obviously aware, as he declares in his
paper, there was a move by some psychologists to investigate a serious
problem concerning logic. This problem was the lack of meaning or value.

Put simply, the problem of logic is that it can prove its own problems
but otherwise proves nothing. This implies that complex logical processing
proves that if data is received and if acted upon in a logical fashion then the
outcome will be as shown in the proof. Passini implies an axiomatic
processing, the receipt of input, cognition and processing of input leading to
an outcome based on input. Since input seems to alter according to the
individual this supposition must be wrong at least in that it cannot be
axiomatic. It would seem preferable to look for an alternative means of
analysis than the assumption that input is input and processing is processing.
The basic problem is in the specification of what constitutes processing since,
as discussed above, the link between spatial extension, social interaction and
outcome is held together in some way which needs a description.
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D5.

Summary

The development of computer technology and programming has led to
the assumption that because processing is logical AND because human
behaviour can be statistically represented in ever greater detail and
complexity THEN behaviour as objectively observed can be replicated by
computer programming (logic) and thus predicted by computer simulation.

95% of the he effort expended by researchers within Life Fire Safety
Engineering and one assumes 95% of the cost of research in the field, has
followed Stahl's assumption that computers can match behavioural logic but
ignored Stahl's concerns about what constitutes a behavioural theory.

Whilst it is agreed that computers are logical and can match any
possible complexity there is a problem with the explanation of processing.
Processing in the mechanical model used in extant simulations assumes that
the computing machine can match the processing of the human individual. If
computing machines replicate processing as a skill in the individual then they
can think. They must have consciousness. The argument presented in this
thesis so far is that computers can replicate processing but only after they
have been provided with the necessary evidence.

The logic of any simulation is based upon evidence which is assumed
to be perceived and understood by the individual. The obvious question is
what then constitutes evidence? Although elements such as the paths and
nodes, areas, boundaries and landmarks found by Lynch are useful links to
individual encoding and seem to assist in forming encoded maps these maps
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are not all the same and even the elements are individualised or even ignored.
Individuals appear to develop their relationships to elements by adding or
ignoring both image and extension as more or less relative to their own
situations.

There is some evidence to show that elements themselves

represent some form of social agency or action as part of what we have called
a 'production culture' which may not find its way to individuals who are not
immersed or surrounded by that 'production culture'. Thus the same
element will represent a feature to one individual but not to another (as with
Horiuchi's escape doorways and smoke filled corridors). What appears to be
happening is that evidence is linked by exposure and some form of individual
encoding which relates to the experience of the individual and the
manipulation of that encoding. If true then this will have profound effects
upon computing programmes since the evidence is no longer objective.
Evidence of spatial extension as physical evidence would rely upon the
encoding of the individual which in turn would rely upon their experiences.
Experience would be encoded developmentally. The relationship between the
individual and developmental encoding would, as we have see above, alter the
outcome even when the input, the perception of spatial extension, is physically
similar. If so then individuals are processing the same spatial extension
differently. This implies that the production of a pattern, say of an escape
route in a set of complex spaces, will not be processed in common and that
individuals will alter their processing relationships as they develop experience
of the set of complex spaces.
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E.

1.

The human model

Stahl's entry point in 1978
"The branch of cognitive psychology generally
deals with the study of central processes,
including thinking, decision-making, and
problem solving - recent work in
environmental cognition will be found relevant
and useful to the special problems of
emergency environments for
1.

conceptualising the problem

2.

hypothesising relationships

3.

exposing critical questions

4.

identifying literatures

(the last item recognises the low level of knowledge in the Life Safety Fire
Engineering field at that time concerning issues of human response).
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E2.

Conceptualising the problem

Recent work in environmental cognition includes the difference
between concepts of the individual in science prior to psychology and that of
the individual in modern psychology as developed from William James [351.
The introduction of psychology as a scientific project (James.W.1890) was
stimulated by the idea of understanding what actually happened inside the
body. Whilst some scientists preferred to remain 'objective' developing
behaviourist and laboratory techniques others remained keen on 'subjective'
issues of science, including consciousness. Later the concept of the subconscious and then the auto-conscious was developed, the former notably by
Freud. The popular or social response to much of the sub-conscious has been
suspicion and abuse as for example the 'success' of subliminal advertising in
the 70's. The subject under investigation, the nervous system of individuals,
is obviously discrete, concealed beneath the visible bodily surface.

The problem with processing seems to be that we cannot observe it.
Spatial extension, on the other hand, the surroundings, unlike the discrete
processing, appears to be geographically or spatially fixed and cognitively
similar when attended to in any detail. The simplest explanation is that
spatial extension must therefore be cognized in common. But we can observe
that the relationship to the environment is remarkably different and varied by
what we objectively refer to as cultures or languages (De.Long.A.J.1980).
In the text above this has been referred to as social evidence. At the same
time individuals are found to be very different in several respects, abilities
alter according to coincidences of birth and growth, education, the list seems
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endless. No matter where we look, be it spatial extension (the environment),
social evidence (parameters set by society) or encoding by the discrete
individual, our descriptions seem to alter according to the circumstances in
which they are found. They appear interactive or dynamic in many respects.

If processing takes place in physiologically similar systems entirely
internal to the body [361 can we assume that individual processing must be the
hidden agenda (Diagram.III.7).

The initial problem for the computer programmer is that in order to
produce a simulation the processing must be based on a complete logic. If
both the cognition and the action is to be determined by the programme then
the theoretical position of the programmer, by default or intentionally, must
be that the psychology of the individual can be determined. None of the
simulations offer a theory of human behaviour (although Exodus for example
does implant a psychology into individually simulated escapees). According
to Stahl the theory is that behaviour will eventually be simulated by
computing machines. This is the theory that computing machines will
'think'.

A mathematician (Devlin.K.1997) wrote in a chapter with the title
'machines that think'
"if Descartes was wrong.-.what are the
possibilities of a science of mind and what kind
of a theory should we be looking for?"
(Devlin.op.cit.p. 184)
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The action of an individual must determine both cognition and action in some way. This
allows the same environmental data to determine cognition (which may be the same or
different between discrete individuals) and also action (ditto).

DIAGRAM 111.7
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Devlin was of the opinion that Descartes WAS wrong and that people move
through stages of any expertise (including wayfinding) in five categories of
interaction described as
"novice, advanced beginner, competence,
proficiency and finally expert. In the final
stage terms such as rule following, decision,
mechanical, and knowing facts do not really
apply to the expert performer one speaks in
terms of skill, know-how, intuition, instinct
and expertise. quoting Dreyfus and Dreyfus.
p.178 in Devlin op cit."
What emerges from Devlin's work and others who have recently made
similar assertions [3 7 1 is that Stahl was right to point at cognitive perception
but wrong to hope that Life Fire Safety Engineering might simulate thinking
by using computing machines [38].

What is discussed by Devlin and others is that all those seeking rule
based processing models are likely to profit most by looking for rules but
for determining parameters which may be altered in some way so that
individual "processing" is able to produce similar and perhaps predictable
results. We have already established (above) that some simple neural
mechanisms are possible and capable of producing deterministic results such
as those found in operant conditioning. Could we extend this to include links
between cognition and action which depend upon selection by the individual
both as unique cognition and unique action (locationally based) and yet rule
based in overall outcome. Car driving is an example of this phenomenon.
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If we view the car as a body then the individual may be thought of as selecting
from extensive space and selecting actions linked to a set of rules based on
social interactions. If the individual develops the use of its body in the same
way as the novice learns to drive then the 'body as car' would be an
appropriate metaphor.

Ecologists such as Tinbergen (Tinbergen.N.1957) (working on innate
and acquired behaviours) believed that there were hierarchies of determining
parameters which influenced action in some incremental fashion increasing
and/or or weakening the significance to environmental data according to both
innate and experiential development. Such a view suggests that similar
features of extensive space may be cognized differently and acted upon either
in the same way or according to parameters and outcome determined by both
the organism and its developmental experience. Here is Tolman's point
again, that the evidence which presents itself to the developing relationship
must then, inevitably, form a basic parameter to development itself. The
behavioural model must include a developing relationship between the
individual and time (experience) which depends not only on the space and the
physiology but on the relationship between the individual and all possible
relationships including other individuals. A large part of the developing
relationship occurs when individuals are young. An even larger part of the
developing relationship occurs sub-consciously and auto-consciously if
psychological science is correct (Diagram.III.8).
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The determination of cognition and action must contain elements of the subconscious and
the non-conscious if psychological science is correct.
The extensive space amongst which the individual develops is precisely the sort of
experience which is being altered. To what extent are we conscious of the relationship
between space and our actions, other than the fact that there is some sort of link established
through experience and the influence of other individuals over time?

DIAGRAM 111.8
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E3.

Change and certainty

In terms of change the spatial surroundings are fixed as we understand
them by mass and volume, in some cases part of the structure and in others
part of the furnishings, fixtures and fittings. These are all verbal labels
attached to the items in question. An organism perceiving the surroundings
must move itself if it is to move at all since the mass of the building will not
move itself, a fact which we can assume will be learnt by trial and error in
the early stages of infancy. We can also assume that the opportunity to learn
what usually moves and what usually does not move is also learnt through
trial and error early in infancy. When we move our bodies certain entities
have co-variant properties which others do not have.

The idea that buildings do not move on their own is perhaps one of the
reasons why designers tend to see buildings as objects with mass and form
because as human beings we all share these experiences. However to what
extent can we rely on such knowledge being part of individual development?
What is development? How is development possible? The difficulty with
simulation is that unless we can 'get a handle' on development or experience
in some way the escape problem is only the problem cognized and decided
upon by the programmer. The programme will run the escape and the fire
scenario alongside and there will be an outcome of life or death which is
acceptable or unacceptable. The use of the programme as a contribution to
design works as a social tool but there is no theory of behaviour linking
design to analysis. If simulation is meant to assist change as opposed to
prescription then what should designers do. If we are subconsciously and
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auto-consciously affected by experience what parts of it do we interact with
and what is altered when extensive space and social interaction alters? We
can of course wait for something to go wrong and learn from that, or we can
keep building prescriptively and live with that, but the shift to individual
expression and the formation of small new cultural interests demands more.
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E4.

Ecological perception

Tinbergen was interested in the phenomenon of instinctive behaviour
and its implications. Tinbergen worked with animals but there are some
obvious parallels between animals and human beings, they are all genetically
reproduced and as a consequence have some biological similarities.

Von Uexkull (Tinbergen.N.op.cit) provided evidence of what he
called the umwelt or genetically based phenotypical world of the individual,
the unique perceptual mechanics produced by genetic evolution. Frogs have
a frog world mainly interested in avoiding birds of prey and catching fast
moving spots (spot = fly = food). Human beings have much more complex
perceptual relationships (see Section IV for a comprehensive description of
human perceptual mechanisms). The senses create a perceptual world which
can become shared by all those with similar abilities. Abilities in common
were examined by Tinbergan who found that there were hierarchies of ability
which reflected the comments made by Devlin/Dreyfus above. Abilities were
both innately developed as in Von Uexkull's concept of a similar cognitive
ability relative to survival/sensing. Abilities were also developed according
to other interactive experience [391.

The interaction between the individual and spatial and social
experience is sensed using abilities with a genetic base (inherited and
developed by growth) and interactive abilities related to encoded experience.
Individuals act as agents for the body they inhabit and the spaces they inhabit
in common with other individuals and experiences. This is rather different
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from the exact view of genetic development such as that offered by Dawkins
(Dawkins.R.1982). Dawkins suggests that products are unique to the species
or gene as extensions of the gene itself, but this ignores the adaptive and
innovative possibilities of a highly adaptable and innovative individual. If the
surrounding phenomena are produced by the individual then the ability of the
invidual and its development will be affected by all phenomena interactively.
Only the development of the individual in its very early stages is outwith the
control of the individual itself.

The link between early (young) individuals is the genetic material
which they share invisibly and this was not "discovered" until late into the
twentieth century [401. Since the discovery of genetic material and the
interpretation' of its code the understanding of the mechanics of genetic
material has been confused. In many ways the development of the single egg
cell from the joining of the (two half chromosomes) egg and sperm was seen
merely as a more intricate development of the old 'mediaeval model'. That
mediaeval model was of a microscopic or minute adult growing larger
(Miller.J.1979). In the mediaeval model of development DNA simply
complicated the process but essentially the image of the growing person was
and still is uppermost in peoples everyday understanding of what maturity is
all about.

Biologists have for some time argued that a view of DNA as a model
cannot be sustained however people see replication as if without any examples
of mutation. Mutation is unseen largely because it is stifled prior to birth by
natural causes (natural abortion) 1411 or physical intervention (smothering at
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birth) or more recently prior to birth (abortion) following more advanced
sensory techniques in pre-birth intervention. Mutation however is an
emergent feature of complex genetic interaction (Calvin.W.H.1986). It is
difficult to say precisely what humanity might have become if left entirely on
its own but human intervention, as with other animals, takes on a roll of
organic selection in the matter of the identity of its own species
(Piaget.J.1978). The selection process of individuals, quite apart from the
genetic controls, is also apparent in the actions of individuals upon their
surroundings as well as on other co-existing organisms. Rules may be
established regarding interaction with others and whilst these are orders
which can be perceived they are organically selected rather than genetically
based. This is the creation of social phenomena. The phenomena are
selected by social agents and valued in relation to novelty or change by
comparison to experience. Group influences are noticed as temporal
boundaries which is to say that individuals can encode patterns which travel.
This holding of patterns when not available to the senses externally is
common. For example a rock maintains its atomic structure even if
separated from its mountain. This phenomenon may be referred to as
configuration. Individuals who are adaptable and innovative express this by
failing to stay within a particular configuration, so that unlike rocks they
change.

The umwelt of individual sensing is genetic in origin. Encoding is a
feature of interaction which results in behaviours relating to not only spatial
extension but also the interactions of other individuals (Hertz.R.1907). The
individual can become configured within a social pattern and yet is able to
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change and alter by its action on and movement through any surrounding
configuration in ways which may conflict or reflect previously encoded and
configured patters. Some changes are not within our individual control nor
totally conscious. Peripheral vision is a good example of immediate
conscious attention being drawn coincidentally to a moving object beyond the
range of central vision, (the object perceived may or may not be significant).
Our survival in hostile environments depends on such genetically determined
interactions (Tiger.L. 1971). This implies that we have some controls which
are innate and some which we may use to alter or mediate previously
configured relationships. This corresponds to Tinbergen's findings.

For some years, in spite of biological advances, those in favour of
organic selection believed that development from fetus to maturity was a
matter of culture, the organic selection of social groups as discussed above
and used by Durkheim. The typical appreciation of developmental growth as
stages of maturity or a developing 'model' was researched by Piaget
(Piaget.et.al .1948) (Piaget.J.1966). Later research found that whilst the
emergent phenomena of behaviours noted by Piaget were typical they were
not genetic in origin but a combination of genetic and individual selection
mediated by surroundings. Development of the individual was shown to be
configured by biological growth, preference by the individual and control
through social agency. We can refer to such a concept as a developmental
approach. The implication of the developmental approach is that the
individual, even within a socially fixed background can select for change or
conserve the fixed pattern found. This selection for change both creates and
accounts for the open characteristics of the individual set against the basic
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facts of DNA. Change within individuals who are socially and
environmentally developed is obviously less only for so long as there is a
society and environment in which their actions are part of a configured
pattern. The fact of the appearance of a whole is only maintained by the
action of each individual configuring order. In this way the individual may
either consciously, subconsciously or auto-consciouly configure order or seek
to reconfigure that order (Diagram.III.9).

Individuals may then be seen as ordering or entropic energy in
configurations of space and social interactions. This will not create certainty
of future outcome but will allow greater probability of outcome based on
developmental relationships [421. Instead of purely trial and error
relationships we can assume certain configurations will be encoded based
upon developed relationships between the individual and social and spatial
phenomena. We already make this assumption when we assume large
amounts of cultural phenomena, such as language, are encoded but the manner
in which these phenomena are encoded has been something of a surprise in
that it depends upon experience. The fact of the long term nature of some
cultures has allowed science to overlook the fact that we encode and configure
any pattern. An increase in the number of entropic agents will erode larger
cultural configurations and create sub-cultures and mini-cultures. Once this
is understood we can learn to retrieve these smaller cultures by using a
behavioural model which recognises the encoding process arid procures a
suitable building block.
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Each individual has a developed relationship with various interactions between patterns of
space and social interactions.
Each individual may be considered as an unstable part of some greater configuration which
may be consciously or non-consciously preferred or avoided by that combination which is
the individual configured by experience. We have not yet found the building block of
individual in space (see later in this thesis) but the energy for social and spatial
configurations including individuals comes from this ability of individuals to move (or not)
and thus configure conditions of experience which include both themselves, others and
spatial extension.

DIAGRAM 111.9
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Ecological perception relative to LFSE

These interactions between umwelt, the ordering of social phenomena
and the ordering of individual action into 'norms' of behavioural action
(Goffman.E.1963) are capable of great diversity of outcome when entropy is
allowed. In terms specific to Life Fire Safety Engineering we are looking at
the mass and the configuration of mass as if it represents the built
environment. The individual has its umwelt based on genetic interaction and
thus has a species specific relationship to spatial phenomena but the
understanding and reaction to it will be more or less predictable relative to
the developmental history of each individual including the history of
interaction with social phenomena. As cultural configuration fragment there
is an increasing problem of obscurity so that over time the chances to
discover similar experience diminishes.

Complex cultural meanings are not part of this thesis and the only
culturally diverse element of any immediate relevance is the meaning of an
exit or way through a wall having mass. In many respects a door will be
physically sized to accommodate the human frame although this is not always
the case, for example in aircraft the type of door affects meaning
(Galea.E.1998). We know however that doors are not necessarily seen as
part of an escape route from the work by Sime (Sime.J.1985) which provides
evidence of people who use familiar routes rather than exit routes provided as
alternative and perhaps safer routes out of a building. It is not perhaps the
door but the exposure to a configuration known to result in exit which
influences the wayfinding route of an individual. In a plane any exit is a way
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out whereas in a building how is an exit determined from a door?

The timing and significance of exposure to any given configuration is
likely to emerge as a significant influence for encoding. The difference
between what is significant to one individual and another will depend on
individual interaction so that whereas social phenomena may be explicit the
individual may not necessarily encode. We can turn to Sime (Sime.J.op.cit)
for evidence of regular users of a building using escape routes which visitors
did not use, the visitors reversing the way in as their way out. Movement at
least seems to be an influence in encoding spatial extension.

The lessons to be learned then from attending to Stahl's original
references are those of ecological rather than logical origin. Rather than a
seamless and universal pattern to life we can now imagine both one pattern
and many patterns co-existing within a set of complex spaces. If we compare
ecological perception with the five categories of phenotypical interaction
offered by Dreyfus (above) - novice, advanced beginner, competence,
proficiency and expert we can see that these could well be developmental
terms applied to particular interactive skills as we have noted in connection
with encoding spatial extension and manipulation of that encoding. The
terms emphasise the possibility of a developmental model of wayfinding based
on both trial and error discoveries and configurations of what has been
encoded through discovery. What we need is a model of an encoding mover
which engages with the specific problem of wayfinding and allows some
insight into the determinism which might configure the experience of anyone
so that wayfinding results.
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In their work on the rotation of mental images [431 Shepherd and
Cooper (Shepherd.R.N.1982 1971) talk of the timing of mental
transformations or manipulations being possible by use of chronometric
techniques to assess the difference between transformations of simple and
complex data. No matter what the term used for what is being manipulated,
be that encoding, image, phenomena, there was a "consistent and orderly
relation" between complexity and time taken to act which contradicts popular
philosophy understanding all thought as instantaneous
(p.1O.Shepherd.et.al ..op.cit). Whilst some individuals were regularly more
speedy in their tasks than others there was a linear relationship between the
complexity of the tasks and the speed in each individuals set of tasks, only the
parameters of most fast and least fast completion altered between individuals.

Whilst the idea of mental rotation appeals to many fields of research
wishing to have phenomenal and cognitive images such as cognitive mapping.
schemata etc, as part of a neural mechanism the supposition of rotating objects
is questioned by Farah (Farah.M.1998). Farah suggests that the rational and
empirical world is given a causal link by such ideas linking perception and
image and that such a concept appeals to common sense. The discovery that
early blind, those with no chance of developing visual manipulation from such
perceptual/image linkage also experience rotation, inspection and scanning
suggests that the feature is more of a general purpose interaction such as
walking or raising an arm for example. Do we rotate images or do we just
think that we are rotating images? As with images do we have cognitive
maps or do we just act as if we do?
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Research by Marmor (Marmor.Gloria.S.et.al .1976) reported that the
early blind (prior to 5.yrs) did not declare visual imagery although they did
have a strategy of some sort which could be symmetry and left/right
top/bottom ordering (in her opinion) which would have the same effect as
rotation but develop out of pattern itself rather than some homunculi
operating a machine. Many participants denied any rotational effects at all
without a discernible correlation between rotational and non rotational
performance. There was however a very strong correlation between degree
of deviation from axis and the time taken to guess similar and dissimilar pairs
by both haptic and visual groups. There was also strong correlative evidence
to show clear temporal distinctions between blind/slow, late blind/quite quick
and sighted quick adults with all groups having a direct ratio between degree
of rotation and time taken to indicate their response.

As an analogy we can imagine a ball bearing falling through a barrel
of treacle or a barrel of water or, alternatively, a pile of feathers settling and
a pile of ball bearings and in addition a pile of bean bags. None of these
things have brains but all of them alter in the time they take to "do things".
We even talk of a ball 'taking its time' to travel. The emerging concept is
that a brain, like the universe, is not a machine or a thing but a relationship of
complex and diverse patterns, some chaotic, some ordered, some encoded,
some unknown. A balance between a pattern in one place and a pattern in
another is not simply a catalogue of symbolic images. Visual images
themselves are based on particular frequencies of electromagnetic energy
between 400 and 750 nm. The senses, although considered modular, are in
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fact interrelated in a complex lattice of neural connections
(Lewkowicz.D.J.et.aI 1994)
"The classic view of the brain as highly
modular in which sensory information is
transmitted along parallel modality specific
lines contradicts psychological reality"
The idea then that a purely visual relationship connects up built form and the
individual AND in addition the idea that the same rational logic connects up
the individual and social action contradicts psychological reality.
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E6.

The ecological conclusion

The ecological conclusion is that experience affects the very
configuration of the individual so that the individual interacts with its
surroundings as the embodiment of its own experience. That which we
consider as consciousness is perhaps the space in which we consider some
small fraction of the total information which is not only available but is also
configuring the body through all of its senses. Movement resulting from
conscious 'thought' have already been determined by the route of the energy
through the experientially configured neural networks
(Norretranders.T.1998). What must be explained is to what degree and in
what way experience creates its impact upon that configuration.

This ecological explanation, allowing the bodily configuration gained
from experience, allows a very much more dynamic explanation of our
understanding of behaviour. This level of organic coordination is both
symbiotic and coincidental in the sense that we are capable of both ordering
and entropic relationships with our surroundings based on temporal
influences both within and outwith our control. This background to learning
or configuration indicates the temporal nature of relationships rather than the
fixed relationships which the mechanical concept holds.

Hofstatder (.D 1998) has produced examples of iterative interactions
in his work on artificial intelligence. Iterative interactions are cycles of
interaction repeated over and over again. The growth of computers which
learn and which are analogous to the way in which the brain configures its
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experience are shown clearly in the work by Churchiand.
(Churchland.P.1995). In the case of a 'reflex' interaction the body is
predisposed genetically to redirect energy directly to a reaction, such as the
knee jerk reaction to a blow on the knee or the immediate response to an
unexpected loud noise in the immediate vicinity of the hearer. In more
complex surroundings and with more complex patterns the interaction is itself
more complex. Churchiand (op,cit) shows how facial recognition can be
both understood and replicated in artificial networks which mimic organic
networks.

Strengths and weaknesses of configurations are themselves

strengthened and weakened according to the relationships between patterns
and the benefit in terms of cost to the entire iterative process.

The

configuration becomes that which most responds to the interaction.

The cost of memory itself is the configuration which excludes all
alternative configurations. Thus a link can become strong or weak because it
is significant as a pattern and/or significant as a

In energy terms the

cost of a pattern can be inexpensive OR expensive to the individual to either
maintain or to destroy or alter.
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F.

1.

Wayfindings

Discussion of wayfinding papers.
This section looks at the findings in wayfinding research having raised

the problems of processing (above). The findings are interesting in that they
raise several specific problems. Some researchers (Lo.S.M.1996) continue to
assume a mechanical interaction ignoring unambiguous findings in related
disciplines that such a concept is unhelpful Several studies attempt to find
some link between either the spatial extension and the individual as processing
(Passini .R. 1992.1996), spatial variables (Garling.T.et.al .1986), and biological
differences such as gender (Lawton.C.A.1996). These studies are bound into
similar problems dealt with above regarding perception of the environment in
that all links are conceptualised as being fixed in some way.

The whole point about the Boulding/Lynch extrapolation into
cognitive areas is that the link is dynamic rather than static and essentially
limited in how much we are able to fix it over time as an objective entity or
machanical process. People develop wayfinding skills and while the skill
should improve it is relative to a number of other factors, including age,
which make exact processing machine models unlikely. The problem of
identity for example, dealt with above, is raised in a case study of the King
Saud University (Abu-Ghazzeh.T.M.1996) suggesting that ambiguity is the
problem to be solved. The problem of ambiguity was investigated by Buffart
earlier (Buffart.H.et.al .1983) in a laboratory experiment in which it was
found that individuals sought to avoid ambiguity (in the experiment). This
would seem to depend on the individual's propensity to seek the removal of
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ambiguity and, as in the Pavlovian experiments, the exact outcome of
individual effort is not always predictable when faced with a choice of making
an effort or not. This refers back to 1-lazen's experiments in situ with
children, where, for example, the 'led' children would presumably not only
make less effort but also would become developmentally less capable of
making any effort at all as their skills failed to be encouraged. We are left
with the finding that ambiguity is less exact than clarity, which is to be
expected. It does reflect the thesis reviews and hypothesis that not only is
clarity an issue but it is not clear from physical properties alone quite how
much of a mental association might be relied upon when placing 'signs' and
'clarifying information' in the system.

Signage is an area less to do with wayfinding than the management of
specific information for identifying location.

In that sense of course it

identifies, or seeks to identify, wayfinding as the addition of unambiguous
symbols, but in the sense of an information 'system' in addition to the
building itself. There is anecdotal evidence in the case studies below which
raises doubts concerning the association of signs with the necessary knowledge
of patterns of spatial extension correlated to escape. Several wayfinding
researchers in fact shift their emphasis toward the signage (Passini.R.1996)
(DarrelLL.et.al .1993) (Butler.D.L.1993). In all of these the actual nature of
the relationship is questioned but resolved as processing.

Processing has been examined above and found to be quite
deterministic in the way it works but very complex since it includes the use
not only of spatial extension but also other forms of 'clarification' which may
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or may not be clear to individuals, as discussed at length above. The ability
to clarify relates to several systems in occupied buildings so that complexity
may be added to rather than reduced. For example clarifying the way to a
specific use of spatial extension in a set of complex spaces may be adequate to
produce the effect of clarifying that one specific route but not adequate to
create any spatial 'knowledge' of the complex spaces in general. Processing
is an organic process relying on symbiotic connections with those interactive
phenomena which surround the individual. This means that individuals have
relationships with phenomena which are specific to themselves. Their
homunculi which we have used as the thought experiment, HI and H2 may
confer with each other and learn from the phenomena specific to their
'owner' but without any certainty of sharing their own interests with those of
other 'owners'. 'Meaning', which is to say the physical phenomena which
stimulates common excitements in one owner may similarly excite other
owners but the origin of this similarity must be spatial and social in origin.
This is to say that I-Il and H2 homunculi are not automatic members of some
club but must become members in order to exist at all. These concerns are
raised to some degree by Gelman (Gelman.S.A.1996) in that the relationships
in the mind and those in space are understood as relative however the
complexity at the larger scale of social interaction is missing. In addition to
the understanding that the homunculi require larger knowledge systems to
inform them Gelman makes the point that we need to know what these
systems are. Gelman accepts the inter relatedness of space and social action
and that there are links between discourse and space and action. The idea of
associations between spatial entities, social actions, words and language, is of
course part of this acceptance of human existence. The point is to see how it
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originates novelty and structures. This is what is missing. Attempts to
understand these 'associations' have been 'voluminous' (Richardson.K.1999.
personal communication) in the spatial disciplines. Literary contributions
have included many aspects which apply to linguistics and semiotics (eg:
Lefebvre.H. I 974:Broadbent.et.al.1980). Unfortunately the search for the
missing complexity is in the words rather than the spaces and social
interactions which actually creates that complexity. The building block of a
spatial extension is hardly likely to be a phoneme or two, rather it is the
spatial extension and the inclusion of individuals with the same space which
makes phonemes worth mentioning (pun intended).

We can at least use extant wayfinding experiments to confirm that
ambiguity is understood to exist and it seems that absolute logic is not the
same as an exact relationship of spatial phenomenon. Linking people to
spaces does not create exact systems without the participation of the people.
For example Weisman (Weisman.J.1981) makes the point that familiarity
alone does not explain disorientation, with 'significant relationships' between
'any facets of familiarity and wayfinding behaviour'. What is missing is
some idea of how this participation works. We know that when participation
is actively given more exact systems are possible, if not there would be no
train time tables, no manufacturing, no Taylorism and Fordism (see above).
What appears to be a more exact description of the relationships between
people and space is that randomness becomes a pattern by the ability of
individuals to encode space and time (Gelman.S.A.1996.op.cit). It is unlikely
to be encoded by an individual unless there are positive reasons for encoding
(Gelman.R.et.aL1996). In addition there is a recognised need to include
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temporal aspects of encoding (Egenhofer.M.J.et.al .1998). The
developmental aspect of the link makes it difficult to see how the
representation of space and people relationships can be made areal (map like)
or graphic since the individuals and the spaces are constantly shifting their
values and relationships and consequently altering the areal/graphic
representations which are otherwise fixed by such values and relationships.
The point here is that by making some logic out of plans it does not make the
same encoding relationship between people and space because people may
dissent or differ. People are the random element in the equation.

The problem of wayfinding can be redefined as a problem of relating
the space and the individual in some way which can be identified over time.
The space in terms of the value it has in relation to all other spaces and the
individual in terms of the value of that individual in relation to all other
individuals and to all other spaces. This requires some relationship between
all spatial phenomena, all social phenomena and all individual (embodied)
phenomena. At this stage the relationship is difficult to contemplate because
although the thesis has reviewed extant papers in LFSE and human geography
(wayfinding) it has not yet injected the transdisciplinary attitudes which this
author feels are necessary to move forward from the static objective to
dynamic and relational enquiry. For example Evans (Evans.G.W.1980)
suggests that environmental cognition based on empirical studies is that very
little cognitive research is integrated with environmental psychology in
ecologically valid conditions. The next section seeks to enlighten this
necessary path.
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Notes and references.

I. Modular pathways are traditional conceptions of the
five (see later for six) modular senses which are
understood by ordinary logic but increasingly seen
(see later below) as unitary sensing or
consciousness in neural networks in more recent
specialist research which is described in a little more
detail in section four.
2.

Tanaka. A (et.al ) Way Finding in an Underground
Space. Human Behaviour in Fire. Proceedings of
the First International Symposium. 1998 Ulster
University. pp.563.572

3.

Frackowiak.R.S,J. (et.al) Human Brain Function.
Academic Press. 1997

4.

Note that many studies call this location in space a
decision point or choice point however in order to
describe and explain a decision or choice we must
have a set of mutually inclusive parameters to
compare with each other. The so called choice is
not made from an unlimited number of alternatives
nor from those which we, as scientists regarding the
paradox, suggest might be rational because the
possible correlations are open ended.

5.

Risk taking decisions are dealt with by Quarentelli
and Sime with regard to panic and attitudes to Panic
in LFSE research see Quarantelli.E.L. Panic
behaviour - Some Empirical Observations. 1975
&Sime.J. Escape Behaviour in a Hotel Fire Distance
and Direction of Movements. University of Surrey.
1984.

6.

Haptic senses are touch/pressure senses of spatial
qualities, especially dynamically, see Heller.M.A
(et.al ) The psychology of Touch. Lawrence
Erlbaum Associates. 1991

7.

There is a potential problem in sketching and non
spatial (dawn or spoken) retrieval in that the effort to
create the image in the sketch must be a variable
behaviour on the part of participants see for example
Buffart.H et a!. Analysis of Ambiguity in Visual
pattern Completion. Journal of Environmental
Psychology. Human Perception and Performance.
Vol.9 No.6. pp98O-1000. 1983 and this criticism is
thought valid but redundant in this particular
argument.

8.

Some civilisations who do not use modern
navigation aids can still find their way across what
to many look like unnavigable wastes, deserts,
oceans, etc and Passini explains that this is a skill
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and demonstrates the way in which the individuals
make use of small details to triangulate themselves
in space. Passini demonstrates the skill involved
and that some individuals are particularly skilful.
9.

Gibson.J.J. used the term affordance to describe the
property of the environment in providing or
affording a sensory image to the observer see also
Moore.G & Gollege.R.G. Environmental knowing.
Theories Research and Methods. 1976. Dowden
Hutchinson and Ross. Pennsylvania.

10.

It is worth mentioning here that the effort to encode
is not to be taken literally since the fact of the retinal
image means that the data from built form is made
available to the individual and undoubtedly
processed as image but that it is not automatically
encoded, it is what we call ignored or forgotten, and
it is this which costs, the loss of information and the
failure to encode is one sort of cost whilst the effort
to remember or retain the image is another sort of
cost - see section IV.

11.

Playwright - Waiting for Godot.

12.

Commenting on Passini's ambitious attempt to link
cognition and action.

13.

For example in Lashley's experiment (reported in
Tolman's paper) the rats jumped out of the
experimental area and ran around the experiment in
order to get at the food which was intended to be the
reinforcing agent specific to their behaviour.

14.

Quoting Ulrich Neisser talking at the first
conference on Practical Aspects of Memory in 1978
p.2. in Cohen.G. Memory in the real world.
Psychology press. Eribaum (UK). 1996.

15.

For example magnocellular visual pathways
affecting perceptual functioning relative to spatial
form or some similar form of inherited and
subconcious (autonomous) skill is presented in the
Handbook of perception and action Vol.1 perception
by Prinz.W.et.al . Academic Press. London. 1995.

16 See for example the work of the social scientist
Durkheim who used statistical mathematical analysis
in order to give credibility to his findings, the
exclusion of individuals became a norm in
Durkheimian social science and the tradition
continues with the use of statistics and concepts of
social systems Durkheim.E. The Elementary Forms
of Religious Life. George Allen and Unwin Ltd.
1915. (already noted in earlier section)
17. This point was made by Professor John O'Keefe
(university college London) at the international
conference on consciousness in April 1999 at Kings
college that the way in which space was understood
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and consciously developed also applied to the
necessary structures of language.
18.

See Einstein theory of relativity the special and
general theory. Methuen & Co. 1920.

19.

See for example Davies and Gribbin "the matter
myth" Penguin. 1991.

20.

See De.Long.A.J. Coding behaviour and Le els of
Cultural Integration. 1980. Meaning and behas jour
in the Building Environment Broadbent (ed) John
Wiley.

21.

The classic philosophy of this release is of course
Rousseau.J.J. in 1743, Penguin. 1968, hardly a
modern voice!

22.

In Cherry.S.M. Sixth Annual Conference on Fire
Research. US Department of Commerce. 1982

23.

See for example the reports on the Beverly Hills fire
(Sime.J.D. Psychological and Social Factors
Influencing the Time People Used for Fire
Response and Evacuation. Portsmouth Polytechnic
School of Architecture. 1984) in which individuals
remained at their tables rather than seeking to escape
in the (tragically mistaken) belief that a manager
would "tell them what to do". Immersion theory
allows this explanation where the individual is
habituated to large scale social or strong individual
beliefs in the leadership phenomenon - a belief
which seems to have been somewhat removed or
reduced by modern interpretations of Spencers
survival of the fittest. Such large scale concepts are
somewhat unwieldy in a process seeking to locate
the individual in space, time and experience
however a background perceiving social interaction
as "jungle" like is very different to a belief in social
interaction through co-operative action. Ultimately
the very large scale social setting is that of the land
related legal system and parameters of state
intervention in which the individual is, or is not, the
property and responsibility of the state through
some form of trade off to an opposite form of
anarchic self government which relies on symbiotic
responsibilities. The latter is probably good for
performance standards but also happens to be the
least universal in both application and common
knowledge unless fully integrated with ambiguous
individual identities through specific training etc.

24.

Unfortunately the agents in the experiment were
agents of society in that they were firemen who
were already conditioned to social data. They may
have matched stair to escape more than individuals
using entirely subjective data.

25.

Tanaka.A. Way Finding In An Underground Space.
1998. Ulster Conference.p.568.
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26.

Early blind is a category to indicate that there has
been no development of the visual cortex for visual
purposes. Late blind have developed a isual
cortex and differ from early blind in this respect.
Rotation appears not to be carried out in the %isual
cortex but in some cortical allocation of specific
performance as found by Broca (currently I think 51
different cortical centres have been discovered.

27.

The subjective data relative to smoke is not part of
this discussion but would certainly relate to the
interaction between a subjective agent and social
data in terms of the definition of smoke' as
something eg. harmful, ok, etc.

28.

1 am using the term social data increasingly here to
relate to the building as a social rather than an
individual product which it clearly is. A room of
one's own is a subjective set but the building in
which one is a novice is clearly by others even
though it includes the self and thus the development
is that of a subjective encoding of social data.

29.

The image provided by anyone moving purposeful 1)
might be considered as having the necessary
relationship to that complex to know what they are
doing' and be worth following, especially if the
observer of the image is lost'. In this sense
affilliation may be thought of as following a
profound image of depth in the form of an
individual also known as 'leadership qualities.

30.

op.cit.page 43.

3 1 - This point will reoccur later but for now it may be
helpful to point out that the nature of replication of
chaos in the form of computer programmes is the
same as trying to 'solve' any problem set for its
own sake. It becomes a game in itself.
32.

This is for two reasons. The first is that science of
this objective kind seeks to represent functions and
structures of data and the other is that computing
machines operate on symbols. In order to operate
on symbols it is not necessary to know what they
mean only to identify the symbol as external data
and match it to internal data.

33.

For a detailed discussion of this phenomenon see
Canguilhem.G.1904. The Normal and the
Pathological. Zone Books. 1984. in which
Canguilhem argues that the distinction of both
normal and pathological is a logic of social
distinction rather than a logical proposition which
can be provided by universal rules.

34.

The use of a computing machine as envisaged by
cay Alan Turing or Von Neuman, two early
computing engineers, was the imitation of litiimtn
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behaviour in for example a speech encounter in
which a human speaker attempts to outwit or catch
out whether or not the respondent is a computer or a
human being. A demonstration of a successful
simulation has already been produced and there is
considerable debate over the validation of the
computer as a speech generator akin to human
characteristics.
35.

William James wrote 'Psychology' in 1908
commenting on the apparent missing period of time
'lost' in the internal mechanics of the individual.

36.

Following the discovery of DNA by avery and the
decoding of its structure in 1957 by Crick and
Watson the secret of the data informing the
production of humans is known to be similar
accross all humanity AND incapable of determining
behaviour in all its aspects and especially of
determining psychological attitudes (although this
has not yet been accepted especially in cultural
studies as a discipline because of the Durkheimian
system see above).

37.

See for example Churchiand. op.cit and Tan
Norretranders (below).

38.

Computing machines are specific machines which
have unlimited time and follow symbols and give
out symbols. Material definitions of interactions
might also be described as machines but the term is
becoming increasingly difficult to use when
ultimately everything must be reducible to sheer
movement. Relationships are really the identity
required, mechanical, thermodynamic,
electromagnetic and trivial interactions combined in
one theory.

39.

Stephen Rose has confirmed in experiments with
chicks that mental synapses are formed as a direct
result of interactive experience.
In 1957 the code of DNA was interpreted by Crick
and Watson and prior to that in 1937 DNA was
discovered without the code break through by
Avery.

40.

41.

For example see Calvin. The river that runs uphill.
Sierra bookclub. 1986. in which he notes that
natural abortions occur in women around six times
during their lifetime and go un noticed.

42.

This idea is supported by both Hume and Popper in
the latters refutation theory. The idea that previous
rule based relationships cannot be relied upon to
always produce a future pattern the inference is that
the more the pattern is confirmed then the more
probable it is that the pattern will be reproduced.

43.

The term mental image is used here as part of the
title of their work but the term is not embraced by
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the author of this thesis. The philosophical debate
over the terms used to describe the mental
mechanism is large and not entirely useful to this
thesis since we have embraced the idea of subjective
evidence rather than a mechanistic need to describe
the phenomenon. Earlier in the thesis the term
encoding is used taken from Frackowiak to describe
the material action of the nervous system and
encoding is of experience thus subjective evidence is
taken as a suitable term here.
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a wider model for spatial knowledge.

A.

Common Ground

1. familiar territory.
Section II reviewed Life Fire Safety Engineering (LFSE) and section
III wayfinding. The reviews produced a considerable body of evidence yet
none of this evidence provided a theory capable of manufacturing common
ground on which to make progress. However the direction in which to move
was indicated by the gaps apparent between the engineering and psychological
foundations of the people-environment research area. These gaps are mainly
philosophical and linguistic gaps in that the theory relates to the 'approach' to
the subject area and the language is by definition symbolic of the problem
rather than the solution.

The eventual solution to at least some of the problems raised is in
areas such as 'Autopoiesis and Aporia' which relate directly to social
phenomena. However researchers in LFSE and human geography may take
some satisfaction in the realisation that such terms are not exactly mainstream
in any discipline as yet. These terms are included in a glossary with other
terms which will be tentatively applied to the developing theory contained in
the second volume of this thesis and to case studies and used in the discussion
below.
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A2. ambiguity and equivocation.
Dr. John.M. Watts Jr. reflects on the years during which researchers
in the field of LFSE have repeatedly expressed the desire to move into fields
occupied by the social sciences [1] but failed to do so.

"Our technical fire and fire safety knowledge
continues to grow rapidly, but our ability to
create a structure with which we can put this
knowledge to use for the betterment of society
lags behind.

Compared to other natural phenomena, we
know little about fire. For some time, Fire
Safety Engineering has dealt with the relatively
undeveloped state of science by using the
mechanical engineering paradigm of better
understanding the underlying fire phenomena
through study of fire's chemical and physical
nature... .This evolution of fire dynamics has led
to a substantial scientific basis for engineering
practice but a practice primarily of fire science,
not fire safety.

..Another popular engineering paradigm for
fire safety is that of the civic, or more
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precisely, structural engineer. While useful
these concepts are limited when they're taken
from the realm of the predictable response of
buildings to fire. While the structural engineer
is free to focus on the calculated capacity of
building components to resist the forces that
may lead to collapse, the fire safety engineer
must deal with more ambiguous forces and their
impact on the occupants, as well as the building.

A less often invoked but perhaps more germane
paradigm can be found in industrial engineering
(IE). IE, according to the Institute of
Industrial Engineers, is 'concerned with the
design improvement and installation of
integrated systems of people, material,
information, equipment and energy'..
The people part of IE is particularly important.
The key ingredients that make IE unique
concern the human and organisational
perspectives as bodies of knowledge to be used
in developing the desired system outcomes.
These systems represent the interfacing of
people with their operating environment, where
the design of the total system must include not
only the inanimate elements but also the vital
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human lines of behavioural stress-strain,
motion, energy and motivational responses.

While social and organisational science aspects
are antithetical to many traditional fire
protection engineers, we cannot continue to
ignore them and expect progress in dealing with
fire safety. Industrial engineering offers an
existing paradigm with a record of integrating
people and management successfully into an
engineered system. Although many of us revel
in the lofty realms of scientific theory and
precision engineering, we should not ignore the
swampy morass of real fire safety problems."

Dr. Watts comments suggest that there is a need to understand how
performance based fire safety engineering (FSE), design, computer modelling
and psychology can be integrated in terms of spatial analysis as exemplified in
wayfinding and escape. Inevitably this means occupying the common ground
between several fields of scientific research which are more or less identified
and yet have so far failed to find a language in common. The major reason
for this seems to be that the mainstream philosophical view in engineering and
psychology is convinced that people have an absolute rather than partial and
developing relationship with social and spatial surroundings. All the
evidence points towards the need for a more dynamic and less exact model
than extant theories in LFSE and human geography (wayfinding) will allow.
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A3. A Science of Society.
Section III has brought together evidence to show that the link
between a stimulus and a response to that stimulus is not at all exact. The
work of Lynch so often used in environmental models of perception tried to
show that place was a definition of some distinction from other places.
However later work, reviewed in section III, such as that of Appleyard and
Carr and Shissler, was able to show that the identity of 'people with place'
was also a necessary part of exact distinction between places (also
Relph.E. l976.pA5).

J.J. Gibson, referred to in section III above is known to have criticised
the stimulus-response model for requiring the need of a 'homunculus' to read
the incoming stimulus image although Shepherd, dealing with the
phenomenon of rotating mental images, also referred to above, points to the
common experiences of having images with stimuli common to others [2].
This ability to create similarities out of what are discretely encoded
relationships between individuals and spatial extension requires the sharing of
features in common and the gradual or even sudden awareness that there is
such a common sharing both available and evident. The thought experiment
of homunculi producing the stimulus response linked to other homunculi who
ascertain the context and pass it on to the first homunculi has been used in the
text above to describe the nature of the interactions. The homunculus Hi
relating to spatial knowledge and the homunculus H2 relating to the social
knowledge. Philosophically the two homunculi must be aware of this
additional phenomenon which provides the opportunity for becoming
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members of an executive in common producing what Reiph (op.cit.p.45) has
termed the insider and outsider classes of individual.

The thought experiment of the homunculi is known as
phenomenology, the attempt 'to make explicit, to reveal exactly what we
already know (homunculus one) and that we know it' (homunculus two)
(Seamon.D.1979.p.18). To this phenomenological approach we must add a
further less exact piece of knowledge and that is what we can know, better
known from the Kantian philosophical studies (Kant.I.1781). The problem
with phenomenology is that it can become quite static even when it considers
feed-back as part of its structure, and of course the specification of exactness
is not possible given the random nature of individual incorporation into the
phenomenological system.
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B.

Phenomenology

1. Exactness.
Seamon (op.cit.p.35) notes the behaviourists stimulus-response model
and compares this to the cognitive theorists who provide the homunculi in the
thought experiment with a cognitive map. The idea of a cognitive map has
been examined in section III along with reviews of wayfinding literature.
The cognitive theorists still require homunculi in group two who confirm the
settings of the social phenomena. All of this work by the homunculi can be
replaced by the individual providing the information by exposure to
surroundings through movement. Seamon (op.cit.p. 16) points out that 'there
is a strong need in social sciences and design professions to understand inner
psychology and processes which underlie a person and groups environmental
behaviours'. Seamon points to time-space routines as the ways in which the
individual gathers information on these relationships between person, group
and place, between spatial extension and social phenomena.

The phenomenological problems of time-space routines are that time
and p relative terms and groups are composed of entities which
change over time. The fact of change, that even the phenomena have timespace routines, provides a focus of experience at the centre of the individual
which is unique. The encoding of this experience in terms of memory is part
of the phenomenological enquiry. The nature of this enquiry is to remove
the homunculi by describing exactly the transposition of energy from entities
surrounding the memory into encoding itself. Changeaux (Changeux.J.P.
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1989) suggests that the growth and decay of synaptic connections (necessary
for encoding) is related to "transient variations according to interaction
constantly anticipating and testing the outside world with reference to its own
active states".

Given that the encoded phenomena are related to specific surroundings
and references to the individual's own active states then any slight change in
surroundings or the individual itself wilt lead to a different configuration of
encoding. This change will compete for exactness in encoding by providing
alternative encoding relationships in some way either replacing previous
configurations or moderating the encoding to something broader, less
specific, more equivocal. The fact of a specific encoding configured as a
unity in the individual as the sum of all previous encoding provides us with a
concept of embodiment.

Given that the body system is made up of many competing and cooperating sub-systems the exactness of the individual is both discrete and
complex. Section III proposed the ordered/chaotic model (diagram 111.9) to
show the ambiguous interaction between the individual and surroundings
could be reduced to a four part model without great loss of dynamic. The
individual is persuaded by its own embodied configuration, competing and
cooperating sub-systems, which changes to solve conflict between surrounding
strengths and strengths of encoded experiences. This body knowledge or
embodiment of knowledge is referred to by Seamon (op.cit.p.60) as such, the
'lived space grounded in the body'.
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B2. Randomness.
The problem for embodiment is to establish beyond reasonable doubt
that the resolution of the body is based on exact relationships to surroundings
extending to some degree beyond the scope of the individual's own
measurement. Clearly this is vary much dependent on the scope of the
enquiry which, like the time-space relationship of the body to its own systems
and surroundings, is part of other time-space relationships of other entities.
Embodiment must know which time-space relationship is important. In
order to do so it must know what is likely to occur and what is relative. The
experience of embodiment is already extended beyond the immediate location
of the individual and into the life space of the individual over time and space
in what we might call history. At the same time that history is overwhelmed
by the embodiment itself, there is only one configuration of embodiment so
that history has made way for history as the configuration has altered itself to
make way for the changes.

The same is not the case for the surroundings. The surroundings may
have changed and whilst there is only one surrounding at any one moment the
alterations to those configurations are not necessarily related to the
embodiment configuration. The number of changes is variable and outwith
the direct control of the embodied individual. This aspect of
phenomertological enquiry is the dynamic aspect which is often missing from
phenomenological theory. In this particular thesis we do not need to
investigate this particular aspect overmuch because it relates mostly to social
phenomena such as groups and cultures. The effect of such a dynamic upon
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the experience of the individual is however an important aspect of this
enquiry in that the way in which the production of a building may be
understood is likely to be very different from the vay in which individuals
make use of the spaces. Social interaction is dynamic, it is a phenomenon
based on the grouping or segregation of individuals who, as discussed above,
have, in the reduced model, four possible relationships to their surroundings.
Given that embodiment is historic and thus past, missing from the present, the
interaction between individuals is even more difficult to ascertain.

Given that part of the building block of any new model is to be the
embodiment represented by the individual then the emergent feature of any
relationship would be the history relating to that embodiment where it has the
chance to become a phenomenon. For example the relationship of
embodiment to that which we call home, the term and example used by
Seamon (op.cit) is in fact no more (nor less) than the actual occupation over
time of a space or set of spaces by a body which embodies a history of the
interactions experienced by the body in those spaces. Socially there may be
problems when two individuals compete for a single set of spaces but in terms
of representation there is a clear phenomenon to be had, the set of spaces as
the home of individual A (and also B in conflict). This is an example of the
reduction of randomness towards a phenomenon which can be represented as
a relationship based on temporal dimensions, living in a space or set of spaces
(see S hontz. F.C. 1993) the introduction of constructed perception.
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C.

Fragmented cultures

1. Temporal boundaries to extensive space.
To all intents and purposes the spatial sensations we experience are as
if extensive spatial relationships apply. This means that we can divide space
up as if it is lumps of volume. We can appreciate these lumps of volume as
interior space and as built form according to our relationship to the surfaces.
We form appreciations of a pictorial and/or volumetric nature when outside
built form and enclosure and/or volume and/or surface when inside. We are
familiar with linking volumes and pictures together in various ways. Haptic
and visual skills merge in our appreciation of volumes and shapes with the
condition that haptic without visual capacities tend to be much slower
interactions and limited in scope because limited in access. Visual access is
less reliant on access to the built form.

Our appreciation of temporal relationships with form are less useful
in general than the volumetric and shape appreciations. We guage movement
less by temporal regularity than by facility of movement (ret) which is to say
that we do not have to occupy a space the whole time in order to have a
relationship to it. Contrary to the real-estate version of ownership we can
have relationships to space which share space with others just as much as we
can seek to deny space to others. Territoriality is not so much an exact one
to one mapping of person to space as a set of relationships to space
(Colvineaux.P.1980) In spite of this apparent lack of usage of regular time
we are familiar with the experiences of sequential space. Moving from one
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space to another involves moving in time, the sequence is temporal as well as
spatial. The strength of encoding is not necessarily exact but temporal
relationships with space are known to provide an encoded sequence which can
be reversed. Even very brief exposures to spaces will give rise to
embodiment of spatial extension (Reid.A. 1998). Since the spaces are all
equally physical the difference must be the temporal addition of the individual
to the space together with the physical properties of the space itself and finally
the configuration of the embodiment at that time of exposure. This provides
an opportunity for encoding and a set of parameters for strength of encoding.
We have evidence from Horiuchi and Sime that there are different
opportunities for encoding provided by different temporal relationships to the
same set of spaces.

In place of clock time we can appreciate the boundaries created by
temporal relationships which provide opportunities for encoding. Spatial
configurations can create temporal boundaries with strong and weak encoding
presentations. Social configurations can do the same thing. Social groups
may include certain sets of space over time and certain sets of individuals
over time. In this sense individuals become members of groups, insiders, or
non members, outsiders. Some individuals may be agents acting to confirm
the insider/outsider grouping. Other individuals may be innovators of
groups. Groups can include spaces and individuals and other entities.

These temporal boundaries cannot be represented in the same way as
spatial volume or mass because the cycles of interaction are not restricted by
physical properties which are similarly understood or known by all. A brick
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wall is generally limited to particulate cycles which assist visual and haptic
senses. Bodies are similar in this regard but their actions are variable and
need to be linked to more history than the developmental experience of say a
brick wall. For example people in the street may be encoded but the chances
of any regularity beyond the fact that they are people is limited unless there is
a very strong cultural influence at work.

The exact measure of time is less important to encoding than the
qualitative assessment of what, where, who, how and when coincidences
occur which are co-variant. The coincidence of many entities and many
cycles of interaction requires a considerable amount of synchronisation if it is
to coincide on a regular basis. Such a regular coincidence may be called an
iteration, a repeat coincidence. Cycles of interaction may be allowed or
denied by use of built form configurations and the agency of individuals.
What seems clear is that cycles of interaction can be created by individuals
moving through space. The very fact of movement involves a temporal
dimension. The individual is a temporal entity which creates a cycle of
interaction with spaces and may encode those cycles individually. The
energy expended in so doing is a necessary feature of movement and of the
embodiment, its history and its chance of encoding and altering its own
configuration. This is the case not only for sighted individuals but also non
sighted, the differences lie in the speed and complexity of configurations to
embodiment which result from the exposure (Rieser.J.J et.al.1992).
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The symbiotic model

D.

1.

Autopoiesis.
The important difference between temporal boundaries and other

appreciations of space as a 'thing in itself' is the way in which the temporal
boundary includes large scale phenomena produced as a result of movement
on the part of the individual. The discrete phenomena produced by the
individual are not visible 'on the ground' but could be represented to show
that the individual and a set of spaces are linked together not as a territory but
as a temporal relationship. That this relationship might relate to social
phenomena is obviously possible since the movement itself and social
relationships, together with the spaces, form the embodiment configuration of
the individual.

These temporal boundaries represent the possibility of encoding or the
encoding present within an individual without the need for linguistic
transformations. The work by Seamon, for example, (op.cit) establishes
much of the phenomenological problem (apart from the dynamic and random
characteristics) but turns to linguistic analysis of spatial characteristics which
confines the model to a syntax of language rather than a syntax of space.
Since it is possible to embody spatial extension without the need for any
transformation of space into symbolism as an a-priori precondition for
knowledge of that space it is unnecessary to do more than represent the fact
that a space and an individual have a relationship. The strength of that
relationship is however variable according to the parameters discussed above
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such as the spatial phenomena and social phenomena and the embodiment
configuration at the time of exposure.

At this point then it is possible to refer to work reported in 1980 at
the university of Texas by the American Association for the Advancement of
Science. In a work with the title 'Auopoiesis, Dissipative Structures and
Spontaneous Social Orders' (Zeleny.M.1980) the prologue suggests that the
work contains
'new paradigms for studying seif-organising
and spontaneously generated phenomena in
physical, biological and social systems .... in one
of the first truly transdiscip!inary works in a
field that has profound implications for the
future of scientific thought'
and in a foreword by Kenneth Boulding (see earlier op.cit also)
'the idea of autopoiesis is an idea whose time
has come and it has generated a considerable
excitement in a number of different fields.
The basic idea is that chaos is unstable, it is not
that the second law of thermodynamics has been
repealed but a special case of diminishing
potential this principle being that whenever
anything happens it is because there was a
potential for it happening and after it has
happened that potential has been used up. An
important aspect of the theory of autopoiesis is
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that it is a theory of the creation of structure
out of randomness. The key to this is that
when a random event actually happens it
restructures the field in its neighbourhood and
hence changes the probability of other random
events. A structure then begins to develop.'
'Experimental science, unfortunately, is very
ill-adapted to deal with the occurrence of
improbable events, the role played by
improbable events is very important though it is
very hard to evaluate.'
'A very tricky epistemelogical question is that it
is hard to distinguish processes of autopoiesis
from processes which involve planned
development.'
'The history of the concept of autopoiesis
remains to be written.. .it is likely to have a
considerable impact on a good many disciplines,
from thermodynamics to sociology'
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D3. Building blocks and large scale configurations.
To return to Dr. Watts:"Our technical fire and fire safety knowledge
continues to grow rapidly, but our ability to create a
structure with which we can put this knowledge to use
for the betterment of society lags behind.
It seems very plain that making progress is going to be extremely tentative
and difficult. The proposal is not for a structure so much as a new model
which reflects the concerns and proposals contained within 'new paradigms
for studying seif-organising and spontaneously generated phenomena in
physical, biological and social systems'.

The way forward is to look for the building blocks, the energy and the
emergent phenomena which result from the combination of building blocks
out of random possibilities which become configured because energy is put
into doing so and they are there to be so configured. In order to make some
progress volume two of the thesis advances this position with a methodology
called developmental syntax using a symbiotic model based on the discussions
and reviews above. What does seem possible, though, is that there is a
behavioural model which can represent progressive developmental links
between complex spacetime neurological and spatial configurations which
progress from the knowledge of simple spatial relationships through trial and
error wayfinding leading eventually to the mapping of large and complex
patterns of spatial extension much of which is embodied without conscious
attention to spatial extension as such.
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order encoding capable of increasingly complex
combinations into hyperstructures of covariance and
hence 'object properties'.
covariant
hyperstructures

Nested covariations.

cultural medium In everyday language the cultural medium is a
shorthand term for those rules which are considered
to relate features of social, environmental and
personal phenomena into a behavioural model in
which humans are immersed and from which they
learn 'the rules'.. Those who believe that the cutural
medium is objective find it impossible to describe the
creation of culture, although they do claim to
demonstrate changes in the cultural medium. Such
changes are normally cyclic changes rather than
fundamental changes in the entire structure of a
culture. The alternative to the objective view is the
agency view, itself part of the dynamic or symbiotic
model of behaviour, which not only explains cyclic
changes but also the creation of the culture itself.
Spacetime which either contains the necessary
covariant phenomena for the production of
hyperstructures and covariant encoding in
embodiment or, equally in theory, spacetime which
contains the same phenomena as a result of the
production of hyperstructures and covariant
synchronisation by agents of that culture. Planning
and probability are equally likely 'causes' of order
but values of order would either be prescribed,
random or the result of dynamic interaction weighted
toward the ordering agency.
data

developmental
syntax

Term used generally for evidence in objective
science.

a method af analysing space by relating embodiment
of spatial features (including social and embodied
features, not the subject of this thesis) to the
movement of the individual through space. Thus
there are occupied, visited, meta and unknown
spaces. Developmental syntax differs from the
mechanical model of space syntax because the latter
explains space as an objective feature, knowable and
known in time and space universally, ie; without
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visited space

A space which has become embodied in some way
after the unit of analysis has visited it.

wayfinding Purposeful movement through space, with the
intention of an outcome, which requires movement to
be achieved and is either known or known of, or
expected in kind - alternatively - avoiding a random
outcome when moving through space.
zero-sum game

A game in which one side wins by defeating the other
side so that what one wins the other loses.
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